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ABSTRACT

MECHANISMS FOR UNBOUNDED, CONFLICT-ROBUST HARDWARE TRANSACTIONAL MEMORY

Colin Blundell
Supervisor: Milo M. K. Martin

Conventional lock implementations serialize access to critical sections guarded by the same lock, presenting programmers with a difficult tradeoff between granularity of synchronization and amount of parallelism realized. Recently, researchers have been investigating an emerging synchronization mechanism called transactional memory as an alternative to such conventional lock-based synchronization. Memory transactions have the semantics of executing in isolation from one another while in reality executing speculatively in parallel, aborting when necessary to maintain the appearance of isolation. This combination of coarse-grained isolation and optimistic parallelism has the potential to ease the tradeoff presented by lock-based programming.

This dissertation studies the hardware implementation of transactional memory, making three main contributions. First, we propose the permissions-only cache, a mechanism that efficiently increases the size of transactions that can be handled in the local cache hierarchy to optimize performance. Second, we propose OneTM, an unbounded hardware transactional memory system that serializes transactions that escape the local cache hierarchy. Finally, we propose RetCon, a novel mechanism for detecting conflicts that reduces conflicts by allowing transactions to commit with different values than those with which they executed as long as dataflow and control-flow constraints are maintained.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With shared-memory multiprocessing becoming the norm in contexts ranging from webservers to mobile devices, the task of developing high-performance parallel programs is being faced by more programmers than ever before. One key challenge in developing such programs is the need to synchronize accesses to shared memory made by different threads. Implementing synchronization that is both (1) correct and (2) not a performance bottleneck has historically been a challenging task. The focus of this dissertation is ameliorating the challenge of high-performance synchronization in shared-memory parallel programs.

Today’s dominant synchronization mechanism is locks. Programmers associate locks with pieces of data and use locks to serialize access to their associated data. Locks present a well-known correctness/performance tradeoff: for ease of reasoning, it is desirable to associate locks with data at a coarse granularity, but to avoid serialization, it is typically necessary to associate locks with data at a fine granularity.

Partly in response to the challenges of programming with locks, Herlihy and Moss [47] proposed an alternative synchronization mechanism, transactional memory. Memory transactions are segments of code that have the semantics of executing serially with respect to each other. In reality, however, the system executes them speculatively in parallel, detecting cases where transactions access the same data in a conflicting way and rolling back to preserve the appearance of serial execution. This combination of an interface of serialization with an implementation of speculative parallelism has potential to ease the correctness/performance tension of locks.
Current multiprocessors can be extended to support transactional memory in hardware with high concurrency and low overheads as long as transactions are small (e.g., fit in the L1 cache) and exhibit little-to-no data contention [21]. Unfortunately, ensuring that transactions have these properties is likely to be nearly as challenging as achieving high performance using locks for non-expert developers. To help increase the utility of transactional memory as a general-purpose synchronization primitive, this dissertation has two goals. First, we seek to support unbounded transactions in hardware with high performance and low complexity. Second, we seek to increase the performance robustness of hardware transactional memory (HTM) to data conflicts, which we find to be the primary limitation to high performance. In particular, we seek to eliminate the performance impact of a commonly-occurring pattern of conflicts on auxiliary data, i.e. conflicts on data that is peripheral to a transaction’s main computation. These conflicts can significantly degrade performance by inducing serialization into otherwise-parallel operations.

In the next section we outline the challenge of synchronization in shared-memory parallel programs, including the difficulties of programming with locks. Section 1.2 describes the promise of transactional memory and the challenges that this dissertation addresses. Section 1.3 presents our proposals for supporting unbounded transactions in hardware via the permissions-only cache and ONETM. Section 1.4 describes RETCON, our mechanism that increases the robustness of transactional memory to conflicts on auxiliary data. Finally, we detail the main contributions of the dissertation (Section 1.5), present the dissertation’s structure (Section 1.6), and outline the differences between this dissertation and previously published versions of this work [9, 11, 12, 13] (Section 1.7).

1.1 The Problem of Synchronization in Shared-Memory Parallel Programs

A shared-memory parallel program is one in which multiple threads of execution operate concurrently in a single shared address space such as that provided by a shared-memory multiprocessor with the goal of accelerating performance over a sequential implementation. By default, the operations of threads are allowed to be interleaved at the granularity of individual memory accesses. However, program semantics often require that a given set of memory accesses by one thread be performed serially with respect to other threads (for example, if a thread in a banking application
that moves money from one account to another, a different thread should not be able to observe the intermediate state where the money is in neither bank account). Enforcing such serialization is the role of a synchronization primitive.

For programs that access shared data in a regular fashion (e.g., a scientific workload where execution is divided into phases of private computation and phases of merging results), it is often sufficient to be able to ensure that all threads have reached a certain point in the program before any thread proceeds past that point. Barriers are a mechanism that enforce this property, having the semantics that all threads must reach the barrier before any thread can proceed past the barrier.

For programs such as the banking application described above that access shared data in an irregular fashion, however, barriers alone are insufficient. The current dominant synchronization primitive for handling such irregular synchronization is locks. By convention, a lock is associated with a piece of data. To synchronize accesses on this data, a thread acquires the lock associated with that data before accessing the data and releases the lock only when it is finished accessing the data. In this fashion, the thread can ensure that no other thread can access the data during this time.

Locks present several programming and performance challenges. First and foremost, locks present a difficult performance/correctness tradeoff: to avoid serialization it is desirable to associate data with locks at a fine granularity, but such fine-grained locking complicates reasoning about the program and increases the likelihood of bugs. Locks also make it difficult to separate interface from implementation, as to synchronize a given object the programmer must often be aware of the internal locking used in the object’s implementation. Finally, programs using locks can deadlock if two threads acquire locks in an inconsistent order. We provide more background on shared-memory synchronization and the challenges of locks in Section 2.1.

1.2 Transactional Memory: Promise and Challenges

Transactional memory [47][57] (TM) has been proposed as an alternate synchronization primitive to locks. Memory transactions are segments of code that have the semantics of executing serially with respect to each other. In reality, the system speculatively executes transactions in parallel, rolling back when two transactions conflict to preserve transactional semantics.

Transactional memory has potential to ease the challenges of lock-based programming. By combining an interface of isolation with an implementation of parallelism, transactions can ease the
performance/correctness tension of locks. Placing code within a transaction also ensures that that code will execute in isolation regardless of how the objects being accessed are internally synchronized. Because transactions can roll back, the problem of lock ordering deadlock is eliminated.

The initial transactional memory design [47] implements transactional memory in hardware via extensions to existing on-chip structures, utilizing a multiprocessor’s cache coherence protocol to detect conflicts between transactions and its on-chip memory hierarchy to buffer speculative state. This hardware transactional memory (HTM) design has low performance overheads and is highly concurrent in the absence of data conflicts. However, the initial HTM proposal was restricted to transactions that are bounded in size (do not overflow the on-chip structures) and bounded in time (do not execute for longer than a scheduling quantum). For many common programming idioms (e.g., using transactions to synchronize tree traversals in a library data structure), bounded transactions are insufficient. Extending hardware transactional memory to provide support for unbounded transactions is the first goal of this dissertation.

Supporting transactions of unbounded size is not the only challenge facing transactional memory, however. Our study of naively-written transactional workloads reveals that once size is eliminated as a constraint, conflicts form the dominant remaining performance bottleneck. In particular, we find a common pattern of conflicts on auxiliary data. Auxiliary data is simply data that is peripheral to a transaction’s main computation, such as reference counts of shared objects, occupancy fields of hashtables, or simple performance counters. Conflicts on such data can cause significant performance loss. These conflicts are especially damaging because they induce serialization of operations that are conceptually non-conflicting, e.g., simultaneous reads of a reference-counted shared object. Increasing the robustness of hardware transactional memory to auxiliary data conflicts is the second goal of this dissertation.

In the next two sections we outline our proposals for supporting unbounded transactions in hardware and increasing the robustness of transactional memory to auxiliary data conflicts. In Chapter 2 we provide a more thorough overview of transactional memory, including the potential of transactional memory (Section 2.1), transactional memory semantics (Section 2.2), high-level implementation approaches (Section 2.3 and Section 2.4), and bounded hardware transactional memory (Section 2.6).
1.3 The Permissions-Only Cache and ONE\textsuperscript{TM}

The primary challenge in designing unbounded hardware transactional memory is that because transactional workloads largely do not yet exist, it is unknown how large transactions will become. If overflows of the bounded HTM are rare, it would potentially be sufficient to provide a simple, low-performance mechanism for handling them. However, if overflows are frequent, such a mechanism would cause overall performance degradation. Unfortunately, supporting unbounded transactions with the same properties of high concurrency and low overheads provided by the bounded HTM is a challenging task (Chapter \ref{chapter:bounded-hardware-transactional-memory}).

Instead, we propose a decoupled approach to the problem of supporting unbounded transactions in hardware. Our first objective is to ensure that overflows of the bounded HTM are rare. To do so, we introduce the permissions-only cache, a mechanism that efficiently extends the range of the bounded HTM from kilobytes to megabytes (Chapter \ref{chapter:permissions-only-cache}). Our second objective is to handle overflows simply. To do so, we introduce ONE\textsuperscript{TM}, a mechanism that supports overflowed transactions via selective serialization (Chapter \ref{chapter:one-tm}). In ONE\textsuperscript{TM} only one overflowed transaction is allowed to execute at a time on a per-application basis, eliminating prior proposals’ need to detect conflicts between an unbounded number of unbounded transactions.

The permissions-only cache seeks to reduce the rate at which transactions overflow the bounded hardware transactional memory. To do so, it exploits the observation that to detect conflicts for a given block, the bounded HTM does not need to have the data for the block but rather only needs coherence permissions to the block and the knowledge of whether the block has been read and/or written by the transaction. The permissions-only cache thus maintains only coherence permissions for transactionally-accessed blocks. This size reduction allows it to achieve a 256:1 compression ratio; e.g., a 4-KB permissions-only cache can track up to a megabyte of transactionally-accessed data.

With the knowledge that the permissions-only cache will likely make overflows rare we propose ONE\textsuperscript{TM}, a hardware-based approach for handling overflows by bounding concurrency among overflowed transactions. We explore two implementations. ONE\textsuperscript{TM}-Serialized stalls all other threads in an application when one transactions overflows. ONE\textsuperscript{TM}-Concurrent, by contrast, provides more concurrency than ONE\textsuperscript{TM}-Serialized by allowing bounded transactions and non-transactional code to execute concurrently with a single overflowed transaction.
ONETM-Concurrent avoid the complex structures required by prior proposals to track an unbounded amount of state per memory block.

1.4 **RETCON**

As described above, we find that once transaction size is eliminated as a constraint, conflicts form the primary limitation to performance on the workloads that we study. Moreover, we find a common pattern of conflicts on *auxiliary data*, *i.e.*, data that is peripheral to a transaction’s main computation such as reference counts or hashtable occupancy fields. In the final part of this dissertation we aim to provide hardware support for minimizing the performance impact of auxiliary data conflicts.

To eliminate the performance impact of conflicts on auxiliary data, we exploit the facts that (1) transactions’ control-flow and dataflow is generally insensitive to the exact values of auxiliary data and (2) the computation performed on auxiliary data is usually simple. We propose **RETCON**\(^1\), a hardware mechanism that tracks the relationship between input and output values symbolically and uses this symbolic information to transparently repair the output state of a transaction at commit (Chapter 8). Conditionals form constraints on the acceptable range of values that an input can take when reacquired at commit. At commit time, all inputs that have been lost are reacquired, constraints are checked, and outputs are recomputed.

We tailor **RETCON** to fit the needs of the auxiliary data present in the workloads that we evaluate. **RETCON** tracks an input symbolically through a sequence of loads, simple arithmetic operations, branches, and stores, with more complex computation creating a constraint that the input value be the same at commit. To track symbolic information, **RETCON** adds a buffer to hold the initial values of symbolically-tracked blocks, a buffer to hold constraints, and a buffer to hold symbolically-tracked stores.

1.5 **Contributions of this Dissertation**

In our view, the most important contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

\(^1\)Retcon, short for *retroactive continuity*, refers to soap operas’ and comic books’ practice of revising past events as necessary to match current reality.
• Proposes a mechanism that extends the range of bounded hardware transactional memory. The permissions-only cache exploits the fact that the information necessary for performing conflict detection can be encoded in the coherence permissions of transactionally-accessed cache blocks; the data is not necessary. By maintaining only coherence permissions for transactionally-accessed blocks, the permissions-only cache efficiently extends the range of bounded hardware transactional memory from kilobytes to megabytes.

• Proposes a mechanism for supporting unbounded transactions in hardware with the goal of low design complexity. ONETM bounds concurrency among unbounded transactions as a means of simplifying the implementation of the uncommon case and reducing the overhead that unbounded transactions impose on the rest of the system. By bounding concurrency among unbounded transactions, ONETM eliminates prior proposals’ requirements of performing conflict detection between an unbounded number of unbounded transactions. This implementation works synergistically with the permissions-only cache to create a system in which the overall performance impact of serialization on overflow is low.

• Develops an approach to the problem of conflicts on auxiliary data that allows transactions to resolve such conflicts without rollbacks. We propose a repair-based approach to eliminating the performance impact of conflicts on auxiliary data. RETCON symbolically tracks the relationship between inputs to a transaction and outputs produced by that transaction, using this symbolic information to recover from conflicts without rollback before committing a transaction.

• Quantitatively evaluates the above proposals. We evaluate our proposed mechanisms using full-system simulation. This evaluation indicates that on a set of workloads (1) the combination of the permissions-only cache and ONETM provides the performance of an idealized, fully-concurrent unbounded hardware transactional memory, and (2) RETCON significantly increases the performance of workloads exhibiting conflicts on auxiliary data.

1.6 Dissertation Structure

We organize this dissertation into three parts: first, background on transactional memory and the challenges that we seek to address; second, our proposals for supporting unbounded transactions in
hardware; and third, our proposal for increasing the robustness of transactional memory to auxiliary data conflicts. We describe the structure of each part of the dissertation below.

- **Background and related work (Chapters 2, 3, and 4).** We first give an overview of transactional memory in Chapter 2. We describe our experimental infrastructure and characterize the transactional behavior of the workloads that we use in Chapter 3 illustrating the impact of auxiliary data conflicts on these workloads and examining the sizes of the transactions occurring in the workloads. We present an overview of previous proposals for unbounded hardware transactional memory in Chapter 4, concluding this chapter with a discussion of the challenges inherent in supporting an unbounded number of concurrently-executing unbounded transactions.

- **Supporting unbounded transactions in hardware (Chapters 5, 6, and 7).** We propose the permissions-only cache as a mechanism for reducing overflows of bounded hardware transactional memory in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents ONE(TM), our proposal for unbounded hardware transactional memory that limits the number of unbounded transactions that can be executing at a time to one. We experimentally evaluate our proposals for unbounded HTM in Chapter 7, finding that the combination of the permissions-only cache and ONE(TM) can provide the performance of an idealized, fully-concurrent unbounded hardware transactional memory on our workloads.

- **Mitigating the performance impact of auxiliary data conflicts (Chapters 8 and 9).** Chapter 8 describes RETCON, our proposal to mitigate the performance impact of conflicts on auxiliary data. Chapter 9 experimentally evaluates the performance impact of RETCON on our workloads.

Finally, we conclude the dissertation by summarizing our proposals and presenting opinions on future opportunities and challenges in transactional memory in Chapter 10.
1.7 Differences from Previously Published Versions of this Work

This dissertation builds on material previously published by Blundell et al. [9][13]. In addition, Figure 2.13 on page 37 and the text describing the implementation of the flash-clear and flash-invalidate operations in Section 2.6 are taken from Blundell et al. [12].

The presentation of the permissions-only cache and ONETM extends earlier work [9] by discussing the option of cleaning as a version management mechanism in addition to a log, discussing both a read-only permissions-only cache and a read-write permissions-only cache, discussing the impact of weak atomicity on the design of ONETM, and presenting pseudocode-based algorithms of our proposals. In addition, the quantitative evaluation of these proposals in this dissertation is significantly more thorough than in that earlier work, including evaluating a broader set of workloads, evaluating the impact of weak atomicity on ONETM performance, evaluating the impact of lazy clearing on ONETM-Concurrent performance, evaluating the impact of a read-only as well as a read-write permissions-only cache, evaluating the impact of the sector cache organization of the permissions-only cache, and evaluating a permissions-only cache of various sizes.

The presentation of RETCON extends earlier work [13] by presenting code examples of conflicts that RETCON can and cannot repair, evaluating the impact of imprecise constraint representation on RETCON performance, presenting evaluation data for RETCON configured to reacquire blocks serially at transaction commit, presenting evaluation data for RETCON configured with several different structure sizes, and analyzing the sensitivity of RETCON to predictor configuration.
Chapter 2

Overview of Transactional Memory

This chapter gives an overview of the basic interface and implementation space of transactional memory and presents the bounded hardware transactional memory that this dissertation employs as a foundation. The intent of this chapter is to give a framework, background, and terminology for the rest of this dissertation, not provide a complete tutorial on transactional memory. As dozens of papers on transactional memory have been published in the last several years, we refer the reader to the book by Larus and Rajwar [57] for a general introduction to transactional memory.

We first outline our problem context of synchronization in shared-memory parallel programs. We then detail the transactional memory interface in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we outline the basic implementation tasks required to execute memory transactions speculatively in parallel. We present three high-level algorithms for transactional memory systems and describe the challenges in implementing these algorithms entirely in software with low overheads (Section 2.4). The remainder of the chapter provides an overview of bounded hardware transactional memory. We first review multiprocessor memory systems in Section 2.5 before describing how to layer support for executing bounded transactions speculatively in parallel on top of such a memory system in Section 2.6. Finally, we present performance and semantic challenges of this bounded hardware transactional memory in Section 2.7 and close the chapter with a brief summary.
int balance = 42;

proc1(){
    r1 = balance;
    r1 += 12;
    balance = r1;
}

proc2(){
    r2 = balance;
    r2 -= 10;
    balance = r2;
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 2.1: A program that requires synchronization for correct behavior. balance is a shared variable, and r1 and r2 are registers. In order to ensure that the updates of both proc1 and proc2 are reflected in the final value of balance, the programmer must ensure that proc1 executes entirely before proc2 or vice versa. In the above example proc1 and proc2 may both perform their reads of balance before either performs its update, resulting in the final value reflecting only one of the updates (the one that occurs second).

2.1 Synchronization in Shared-Memory Parallel Programs

This dissertation considers shared-memory parallel programs, i.e., programs in which (a) multiple threads of execution are created and (b) these threads communicate with each other via reads and writes in a single shared memory space. As shared-memory multiprocessors (described in Section 2.5) are appearing in a broader range of computers than ever before, the task of creating shared-memory parallel programs to run on these multiprocessors is likewise becoming more common.

By default, the system interleaves different threads’ memory accesses at the granularity of individual reads and writes (as described in Section 2.5). In some cases, however, a thread must make a series of accesses to memory in isolation from other processors in order to guarantee correctness. Figure 2.1 on page 11 illustrates a program in which certain interleavings of memory accesses will result in incorrect behavior and must therefore be disallowed. Enabling isolation at a granularity coarser than a single memory access is the role of a synchronization primitive.

Below we first describe the current dominant synchronization primitive of locks. After outlining several challenges with using locks, we then present transactional memory and outline its potential to ease these challenges.
int balance = 42;
Lock lock;

proc1() {
    acquire(lock);
    r1 = balance;
    r2 = balance;
    r1 += 12;
    r2 -= 10;
    release(lock);
}

proc2() {
    acquire(lock);
    r1 = balance;
    r2 = balance;
    release(lock);
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 2.2: Synchronization via locking. In order to ensure that the updates of both proc1 and proc2 are reflected in the final value of balance, the programmer uses a lock. Each thread acquires the lock before doing its computation, releasing the lock only when its computation is complete. As the semantics of the lock dictate that only thread can acquire it at a time, the computations performed by the two threads are executed sequentially.

2.1.1 Synchronization via Locks

A lock is an object that only one thread can hold at a time. A lock is typically associated with a piece (or several pieces) of data. By following the convention that a thread always acquires the lock associated with given data before manipulating that data and releases the lock only when finished manipulating the data, the programmer can ensure that different threads’ accesses to that data are serialized at the desired granularity. The code between a lock acquire and its matching lock release is called a critical section. Figure 2.2 on page 12 shows how the programmer can prevent the undesired interleavings of Figure 2.1 on page 11 by employing a lock.

Developing parallel programs that are both correct and high-performance using locks is a challenging task. The primary reasons are that (1) locks synchronize conservatively and (2) locks are associated with data. We outline the reasons that these properties make using locks challenging below.

The granularity problem. First, the fact that locks synchronize conservatively introduces a difficult performance/correctness tension. Associating locks with data at a coarse granularity (coarse-grained locking) eases reasoning about program correctness by reducing the number of possible interleavings between threads. It also, however, can induce unnecessary serialization: all critical sections guarded by the same coarse-grained lock are forced to execute sequentially. Conversely,
Hashtable::insert(k, v) {
    acquire(lock);
    Elem e = Elem(k, v);
    index = hash(k);
    bucket = buckets[index];
    bucket->insert(e);
    release(lock);
}

(a)

 Hashtable::insert(k, v) {
    Elem e = Elem(k, v);
    index = hash(k);
    bucket = buckets[index];
    acquire(bucket->lock);
    bucket->insert(e);
    release(bucket->lock);
}

(b)

Figure 2.3: **Two ways to synchronize a hashtable with locks.** In (a), a single lock guards the entire hashtable. This option enables easy correctness reasoning and facilitates the synchronization of operations on the table as a whole (e.g., resize). However, it results in all inserts being serialized. In (b), a lock guards each bucket. This option enables inserts to different buckets to proceed in parallel. However, it makes correctness reasoning more difficult and makes operations on the table difficult to synchronize.

associating locks with data at a fine granularity (*fine-grained locking*) can increase performance at the cost of making programs more bug-prone, difficult to reason about, and difficult to maintain. Moreover, performing locking at too fine a granularity can also reduce performance by inducing overheads related to the lock acquires and releases themselves.

Figure 2.3 on page 13 provides an illustration of this granularity problem. The programmer desires to create a function that inserts an element into a hashtable in a thread-safe manner. The most natural way to implement this functionality is to associate a lock with the hashtable that is acquired before any operations are performed on the hashtable (part (a) of Figure 2.3 on page 13). Unfortunately, this synchronization policy serializes all inserts to the hashtable, even if they are inserts of distinct buckets.

An alternative way to accomplish this synchronization is to associate a lock with each bucket (part (b) of Figure 2.3 on page 13). This synchronization policy enables inserts into distinct buckets to proceed in parallel. Unfortunately, it also complicates the tasks of reasoning about the correctness of the program and maintaining the program. Furthermore, it makes operations on the entire hashtable (such as resizing the hashtable) difficult to synchronize.

**Lack of encapsulation.** A second problem with locks is lack of encapsulation, which arises due to the association of locks with data. If the programmer wishes to create a critical section protect-
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ing access to multiple pieces of data guarded by different locks, she must be able to acquire the locks that guard each piece of data. Achieving this property requires exposing an object’s internal synchronization to the outside world.

Figure 2.4 on page 15 provides an illustration of this problem. The programmer wishes to create a function that atomically moves an element from one hashtable to another. To implement this functionality, the programmer must be able to ensure that no other thread can access either hashtable for the duration of the computation. Providing a thread-safe implementation of Hashtable::insert is insufficient for this purpose. Instead, the programmer must be able to lock both hashtables simultaneously. To support this behavior, the hashtables must expose their internal locks, a textbook violation of separation between interface and implementation.

Deadlock. Finally, another problem with locks is the possibility of deadlock due to the need to acquire locks in a specific order. Consider again Figure 2.4 on page 15. The programmer has naively acquired the lock of h1 first, followed by the lock of h2. Consider the case where one thread calls the function with pointers to two hashtables while another thread simultaneously calls the function with pointers to the same two hashtables in reverse order. In this case, deadlock can ensue as the first thread acquires the lock of the first hashtable, the second thread concurrently acquires the lock of the second hashtable, and each then waits (forever) for the other to release its lock. To solve this problem, the programmer has to impose an ordering on lock acquires (e.g., sort lock acquire by ascending address). This order then has to be followed globally throughout the program.

2.1.2 Synchronization via Transactional Memory

Herlihy and Moss [47] introduced a novel synchronization primitive called transactional memory (TM). Memory transactions are segments of code with the semantics of executing atomically and in isolation from one another, while in reality the system executes them speculatively in parallel and rolls back when two transactions simultaneously execute the same piece of data. In the next section, we will give a thorough overview of the semantics of transactional memory. Here, we outline how TM has potential to ease the challenges of lock-based programming.

Figure 2.5 on page 15 shows an implementation of Hashtable::insert synchronized via transactions. Because transactions have the semantics of executing in isolation from each other,
move_elem(int key, Hashtable h1, Hashtable h2) {
    acquire(h1->lock);
    acquire(h2->lock);
    value = h1->lookup(key);
    h1->remove(key);
    h2->insert(key, value);
    release(h1->lock);
    release(h2->lock);
}

Figure 2.4: **Moving an element from one hashtable to another using locking.** The programmer intends the removal from h1 and insertion into h2 to occur atomically with respect to other threads. It is thus not sufficient that Hashtable::insert be internally synchronized; the programmer must be able to ensure that other threads cannot access h1 or h2 for the duration of the computation. If Hashtable uses a single lock internally, this synchronization may be accomplished by exposing that lock (as above). This breaks encapsulation. In addition, the naive code example above can suffer from deadlock. To avoid this possibility, an ordering on lock acquire would have to be imposed. Finally, note that it is not immediately obvious how to implement this functionality if the hashtable uses per-bucket locks (as in part (b) of Figure 2.3 on page 13).

Hashtable::insert(k,v) {
    transaction {
        Elem e = Elem(k,v);
        index = hash(k);
        bucket = buckets[index];
        bucket->insert(e);
    }
}

Figure 2.5: **Synchronizing a hashtable using transactions.** By wrapping the hashtable insert in a transaction, the programmer can reason about inserts made by different threads as if they were occurring sequentially. However, the system actually executes these inserts in parallel as long as the inserts are being made into distinct buckets. Synchronization via transactions thus achieves the ease of reasoning of coarse-grained locking (part (a) of Figure 2.3 on page 13) together with the high performance of fine-grained locking (part (b) of Figure 2.3 on page 13).
move_elem(int key, Hashtable h1, Hashtable h2){
    transaction{
        value = h1->lookup(key);
        h1->remove(key);
        h2->insert(key, value);
    }
}

Figure 2.6: **Moving an element from one hashtable to another using transactions.** As in Figure 2.4 on page 15, the programmer intends the removal from h1 and insertion into h2 to occur atomically with respect to other threads. By making the computation into a transaction, the programmer can guarantee this property irrespective of how (or even whether) Hashtable is internally synchronized. Moreover, there is no possibility of deadlock. Finally, concurrent calls to move_elem by different threads can execute in parallel as long as the elements being moved are distinct, whereas Figure 2.4 on page 15 requires the hashtables being manipulated by the different threads to be distinct in order to avoid serialization.

the programmer can reason about this code as if inserts from different threads are being performed sequentially — similar to the coarse-grained locking presented in part (a) of Figure 2.3 on page 13. However, because the system speculatively executes transactions in parallel, these inserts will actually proceed concurrently as long as they are being performed into distinct buckets — similar to the fine-grained locking presented in part (b) of Figure 2.3 on page 13 (note that if two simultaneous inserts access the same bucket, a conflict will be detected and one insert rolled back). Transactions thus have the potential to achieve the ease of reasoning of coarse-grained locks together with the performance of fine-grained locks.

Figure 2.6 on page 16 shows how a programmer can implement the move_elem function from Figure 2.4 on page 15 using transactions. Because the transaction wrapping the computation is guaranteed to occur in isolation, the programmer can achieve the desired semantics regardless of how (or even whether) the hashtables are internally synchronized. Locks' potential for deadlock by acquiring the locks of distinct pieces of data in inconsistent orders is also removed — if two transactions conflict, one is simply rolled back.

The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of the semantics and implementation of transactional memory.
2.2 Transactional Memory Semantics

In this section we first outline a basic transactional semantics that is common to nearly every transactional memory proposal and will be assumed throughout this dissertation. We then detail several advanced semantic issues that will be relevant in later parts of this dissertation.

2.2.1 Basic Semantics

A memory transaction (or more simply a transaction) is a segment of code that is guaranteed to execute atomically and in isolation from all other threads. This semantics (and name choice) is inspired by database transactions’ guarantee of atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability (the ACID properties) [37]. Transactional memory, however, does not guarantee the more heavyweight properties of durability (resilience against system failure) or consistency (validity against a user-specified schema). Below, we discuss the properties of atomicity and isolation in more detail as well as describe the basic transactional nesting model.

Atomicity. Atomicity means that either none or all of a transaction’s updates occur. For example, in Figure 2.6 on page 16, if the removal of the element from h1 occurs, then the insert of the element into h2 is guaranteed to also occur.

Isolation. Isolation means that no transaction observes the intermediate state of another transaction. A transaction’s updates are not visible to other transactions until it commits, at which time all updates instantaneously become visible. For example, in Figure 2.6 on page 16, the removal of the element from h1 and insertion into h2 are not made visible to other threads until the commit of the transaction, at which time they are simultaneously made visible. To be legal, an execution of a parallel composition of transactions must be serializable: the outcome of the execution must be equivalent to one in which the transactions are executed sequentially.

Nesting model. Transactions may be nested inside other transactions. The nesting model that we assume throughout this dissertation is one of subsumption: nested transactions release isolation only when the outermost containing transaction commits. More advanced models are possible [75, 78, 80], but not discussed further in this dissertation¹.

¹Extending our proposals to support such more advanced nesting models is open research.
The property of serializability means that the programmer can reason about transactions from different threads as if they were always executed in some sequential order. Importantly, however, serializability does not imply that transactions must actually be executed sequentially. In the following sections, we will discuss how transactions may be executed speculatively in parallel while preserving these properties. First, however, we discuss more advanced semantic issues of transactional memory.

### 2.2.2 Advanced Semantic Issues

Here, we discuss more advanced semantic issues that are not addressed by the basic semantics presented above. These issues include the interaction of transactions and non-transactional code, whether an abort operation is part of the transactional interface, support for non-abortable actions, and starvation avoidance.

**Interaction between transactions and non-transactional code.** Transactions must be isolated with respect to each other, but their relationship to non-transactional code is not uniformly defined. **Strong atomicity** is defined as a semantics in which transactions are isolated from non-transactional accesses, while **weak atomicity** is defined as a semantics in which transactions are not guaranteed to be isolated from non-transactional accesses [10].

By default, this dissertation assumes strong atomicity as part of the transactional semantics. However, we will also discuss situations in which supporting only weak atomicity can increase performance and/or reduce complexity in our proposals.

**Explicit abort.** As we will describe below, transactional memory systems commonly execute transactions speculatively in parallel, rolling back in cases where serializability would be violated. This speculative execution may optionally be exposed to the programmer by providing an explicit abort operation as part of the transactional interface. Adding support for such an operation implies that the system must always be able to roll back a transaction. Our basic semantics does not include an explicit abort operation, and our proposals do not by default support it; where relevant, we will discuss the extensions to our proposals that would be necessary to support it.

**Supporting non-abortable actions.** Some effects can not easily be rolled back (e.g., IO such as a network send). How to incorporate non-abortable actions into a transactional model is not immediately obvious. This issue is especially challenging if the transactional memory interface
includes an explicit abort operation. This dissertation proposes a mechanism for support for non-abortable actions within transactions in Section 6.3.

**Starvation avoidance.** A final issue not discussed above is whether the system provides a guarantee against transaction starvation, *i.e.*, whether the possibility that a given transaction will be continually aborted by others is disallowed. Not all transactional memory systems provide such a guarantee. However, we assume starvation avoidance as part of our transactional memory semantics as we consider it important for programmability. We discuss a basic mechanism for providing this guarantee in Section 2.3.

2.3 Transactional Memory Implementation Tasks and Terminology

As mentioned above, the goal of a transactional memory system is to execute transactions in parallel while preserving transactions’ semantic properties. The basic framework for accomplishing this goal is to execute transactions *speculatively* in parallel, detect *conflicts* that would violate serializability, and *resolve* these conflicts by stalling or rolling back transactions to preserve serializability. As a result, transactional memory systems have three main tasks: conflict detection, conflict resolution, and version management (*i.e.*, supporting the ability to roll back to a pre-speculative state). Below we discuss ideas and terminology associated with accomplishing these tasks. In the next section we will present several high-level transactional memory algorithms that systems can seek to implement.

2.3.1 Conflict Detection

Because transactions are executing in parallel, they may access the same data simultaneously. If at least one of the accesses is a write, a potential violation of isolation exists: a transaction’s update is potentially being observed by other threads before it commits. The role of conflict detection is to detect such potential violations (referred to as *conflicts*).

The basic way to detect conflicts is to monitor the addresses read and written by transactions, detecting cases where transactions simultaneously access the same address. We refer to this method of performing conflict detection as *address-based conflict detection*. The set of addresses that a transaction reads is called its *read set*, and the set of addresses that a transaction writes is called its *write set*. The task of address-based conflict detection, therefore, is to detect cases where one trans-
action’s write set intersects with the read or write set of a simultaneously-executing transaction. A system may maintain the addresses in read and write sets at a precise byte granularity or at a coarser granularity (e.g., hardware transactional memory systems generally perform conflict detection at a memory block granularity, as discussed in Section 2.6).

Address-based conflict detection comes in two basic forms: eager and lazy [77]. In eager conflict detection, the system checks each memory access made by a transaction for conflicts with all other concurrently-executing transactions. In lazy conflict detection, by contrast, the system performs conflict detection for a given transaction at the time that that transaction seeks to commit. In either case, once a conflict is detected, the system must resolve the conflict in a way that preserves serializability. We discuss a variety of ways in which this task can be accomplished in the next subsection.

Prior work has noted that eager and lazy conflict detection have different performance characteristics [15]. By detecting conflicts as soon as possible, eager conflict detection can reduce wasted work. Conversely, lazy conflict detection may avoid the need to resolve some conflicts altogether. Consider an execution where one transaction reads address $A$ and a second transaction writes $A$, with the reader seeking to commit first. Eager conflict detection would detect the conflict and have to resolve it. Under lazy conflict detection, by contrast, both the reader and the writer can commit. We will examine the performance impact of these differences in Section 3.3.

To achieve the best performance characteristics of both eager and lazy conflict detection, recent work has proposed mixed eager/lazy policies [98, 112]. As discussed in Section 8.4, RetCON will also realize the benefits of a mixed eager/lazy conflict detection policy (in addition to other benefits).

We finally note that a different mechanism of detecting conflicts is to check whether any values read by a transaction have been changed by another transaction [82, 109]. We refer to this mechanism for conflict detection as value-based conflict detection. For much of this dissertation we will strictly be concerned with address-based conflict detection. However, in Section 3.3 we will examine the benefits of incorporating value-based conflict detection. As discussed in Section 8.4, RetCON realizes these benefits as well.
2.3.2 Conflict Resolution

Once a conflict has been detected, the system needs to resolve the conflict in order to ensure that serializability is preserved. The most basic way to resolve a conflict is to roll back one of the transactions involved in the conflict (implemented as described below). This transaction can either be the transaction making the conflicting access or the transaction with whom the access conflicts. These basic policies, however, do not guarantee starvation avoidance.

A more sophisticated way to resolve conflicts is to use the age of the transactions involved [56, 89]. In age-based conflict resolution, each transaction is assigned a timestamp when it first begins. A transaction retains its timestamp until it commits (i.e., if it aborts and restarts, it retains the same timestamp). When a conflict occurs, these timestamps are used to resolve it as follows. If the requestee is older than the requester, the requester is stalled until the requestee releases isolation on the conflicting address (i.e., commits or aborts). Otherwise, the requestee aborts. In other words, a transaction wins conflicts with younger transactions and loses conflicts with older transactions. This policy provides a starvation avoidance guarantee: once a transaction becomes the oldest in the system, it is guaranteed not to be aborted by any other transaction [89].

Other conflict resolution policies have been explored in the literature. For example, Moore et al. [77] propose a policy in which the requestee stalls the requester unless it (the requestee) is already being stalled. We refer the reader to Larus and Rajwar [57] for other proposals. As prior work [15, 98] has shown that age-based conflict resolution generally has robust performance, we employ this policy throughout this dissertation.

We finally note that a different mechanism for resolving conflicts that is often employed by systems using lazy conflict detection is to employ a commit token. In systems employing a commit token, each transaction arbitrates for permission to commit by seeking to acquire the commit token. Once a transaction acquires the commit token, the system performs conflict detection for the transaction by checking whether any of the addresses in the transaction’s write set have been read by other, as-yet uncommitted transactions. If so, the conflict is resolved by rolling back the uncommitted transaction — as the other transaction has in effect already committed, there are no other options. To avoid starvation in such a system, a transaction that is continually aborted may obtain the commit token early and hold it until it commits [41].
2.3.3 Version Management

Version management is the task of enabling a transaction to roll back its state. This task involves undoing any updates that the transaction has made to restore all updated blocks to their pretransactional state.

Like conflict detection, version management can be eager or lazy [77]. In eager version management, transactional writes are performed in-place. Before a transaction writes a location for the first time, it logs the pretransactional value of the location. At transaction commit, written memory locations already contain their correct values. To roll back, the transaction restores this pretransactional value.

In lazy version management, transactions perform writes into a private buffer. Transactional reads must check this buffer for forwarding before reading from memory. To commit, the transaction performs all its writes from the buffer into memory. Rollback can be accomplished simply by throwing away the buffer.

Again similar to conflict detection, eager and lazy version management have performance trade-offs [77]. In eager version management, commits can be fast but rollback involves restoring prespeculative state. Conversely, lazy version management enables fast aborts at the expense of commits. Additionally, lazy version management introduces an indirection into transactional reads that is not present in eager version management.

2.4 Three High-Level Transactional Memory Algorithms

In this section we outline three high-level transactional memory algorithms: an algorithm employing eager conflict detection and eager version management, an eager conflict detection/lazy version management algorithm, and a lazy conflict detection/lazy version management algorithm. These algorithms are not the only possible transactional memory algorithms. However, many of the transactional memory systems that we will describe later in this dissertation implement one of these three basic algorithms. Our own proposals will largely seek to implement the eager conflict detection/eager version management algorithm, for reasons that we detail in Section 2.6.
Eager Conflict Detection/Eager Version Management Transactional Memory Algorithm

```
begin
    in_transaction = true
    timestamp = current time
    read_set = {}
    write_set = {}
    old_values = {}

read(A)
    foreach remote transaction T
        if A in T.write_set
            resolve_conflict(T)
        if in_transaction
            read_set[A] = true
            return Mem[A]

write(A,v)
    foreach remote transaction T
        if (A in T.write_set) or (A in T.read_set)
            resolve_conflict(T)
        if in_transaction
            if A not in write_set
                old_values[A] = Mem[A]
                write_set[A] = true
            Mem[A] = v

resolve_conflict(T)
    if (T.timestamp < timestamp)
        stall until T ends
    else
        T.abort()

abort
    foreach (A,v) in old_values
        Mem[A] = v
    in_transaction = false

commit
    in_transaction = false
```

Figure 2.7: Algorithm for a transactional memory system employing eager conflict detection and eager version management. The algorithm checks for conflicts on each memory access, utilizes age-based conflict resolution, and performs transactional writes in-place.

2.4.1 An Eager Conflict Detection/Eager Version Management Algorithm

Figure 2.7 on page 23 gives the pseudocode for a transactional memory algorithm implementing eager conflict detection and eager version management as well as age-based conflict resolution. Each transaction maintains its read set and write set, and additionally maintains a log of pretrans- actional values of written blocks (old_values). At transaction begin the transaction is assigned a timestamp for conflict resolution (if the transaction had previously been aborted, it would retain its previously-assigned timestamp). The read and write sets as well as the log of old values are set to be empty.

On transactional reads and writes, the algorithm checks the read and/or write sets of all other concurrently-executing transactions for conflicts. Assuming that no conflict is detected, the relevant address is added to the read or write set as appropriate. In the case of a write, the algorithm also
checks whether this is the first transactional write to the given location; if so, the pretransactional value of the location is added to the log of pretransactional values. The algorithm thus maintains the invariant that any address in the write set also has an entry in old_values.

If the algorithm instead detects a conflict, it initiates conflict resolution. Depending on the relative ages of the transactions involved in the conflict, the conflict will be resolved either by stalling the requester until the requestee releases isolation or by aborting the requestee.

To abort, a transaction restores the pretransactional value of each transactionally-written block. To commit, the transaction simply releases isolation by clearing its read and write sets.

2.4.2 An Eager Conflict Detection/Lazy Version Management Algorithm

Figure 2.8 on page 25 gives the pseudocode for an eager conflict detection/lazy version management transactional memory algorithm that employs age-based conflict resolution. This algorithm is similar to the eager conflict detection/eager version management algorithm described above. The difference is that instead of maintaining pretransactional values in a private buffer, this algorithm maintains current values in a private buffer (curr_values).

The change from eager version management to lazy version management affects several parts of the algorithm. First, a transactional write performs its write into the private buffer rather than into memory. As a consequence of this fact, transactional reads must check the buffer in order to obtain the correct value for locations that have been previously written by the transaction. Finally, the actions that the transaction takes on commit and abort are the inverse of the above algorithm. To commit, the transaction performs its writes from its private buffer into memory (stalling any other conflicting transactions during this process to maintain isolation). No special action has to be taken to restore pretransactional state on abort, as transactions do not modify memory until they commit.

2.4.3 A Lazy Conflict Detection/Lazy Version Management Algorithm

Figure 2.8 on page 25 gives the pseudocode for a lazy conflict detection/lazy version management transactional memory algorithm. The algorithm employs a commit token for conflict resolution as described in Section 2.3. This algorithm uses the buffer of current values (curr_values) in the same way as the above-described eager conflict detection/lazy version management algorithm.
begin
  in_transaction = true
  committing = false
  timestamp = current time
  read_set = {}  
  write_set = {}
  curr_values = {} 

read(A)
  foreach remote transaction T
    if A in T.write_set
      resolve_conflict(T)
    if in_transaction
      read_set[A] = true
    if A in curr_values
      return curr_values[A]
  return Mem[A]

write(A,v)
  foreach remote transaction T
    if (A in T.write_set) or 
      (A in T.read_set)
      resolve_conflict(T)
    if in_transaction
      write_set[A] = true
      curr_values[A] = v
    else
      Mem[A] = v

resolve_conflict(T)
  if (T.timestamp < timestamp) or 
    (T.committing)
    stall until T ends
  else
    T.abort

abort
  in_transaction = false

commit
  committing = true
  foreach (A,v) in curr_values
    Mem[A] = v
  in_transaction = false

Figure 2.8: Algorithm for a transactional memory system employing eager conflict detection and lazy version management. The algorithm checks for conflicts on each memory access, utilizes age-based conflict resolution, and performs transactional writes into a private buffer that is copied to memory at commit.

However, the choice of lazy rather than eager conflict detection and the utilization of the commit token result in significant differences.

Rather than detecting conflicts at each memory access, this algorithm performs conflict detection at commit. Note that in the pseudocode for reads and writes there is no longer any conflict detection. At commit, the transaction first arbitrates to receive a commit token, of which there is only one in the system\(^2\). Once a transaction has obtained the commit token, it performs its updates

\(^2\)Prior work has proposed optimized implementations of the commit token, e.g., implementations in which it is distributed \[18\,20].
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\[
\begin{align*}
\text{begin} & \quad \text{abort} \\
& \quad \quad \text{in\_transaction} = \text{false} \\
& \quad \quad \text{read\_set} = \{\} \\
& \quad \quad \text{write\_set} = \{\} \\
& \quad \quad \text{curr\_values} = \{\} \\
& \quad \text{read}(A) \\
& \quad \quad \text{if in\_transaction} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{read\_set}[A] = \text{true} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{if A in curr\_values} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{return curr\_values}[A] \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{return Mem}[A] \\
& \quad \text{write}(A,v) \\
& \quad \quad \text{if in\_transaction} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{write\_set}[A] = \text{true} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{curr\_values}[A] = v \\
& \quad \quad \text{else} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{Mem}[A] = v \\
& \quad \text{commit} \\
& \quad \quad \text{obtain commit token} \\
& \quad \quad \text{foreach address A in write\_set} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{Mem}[A] = \text{curr\_values}[A] \\
& \quad \quad \text{foreach remote transaction T} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{if (A in T.read\_set)} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad T.\text{abort}() \\
& \quad \quad \text{release commit token} \\
& \quad \quad \text{in\_transaction} = \text{false} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.9: Algorithm for a transactional memory system employing lazy conflict detection and lazy version management. The algorithm performs transactional writes into a private buffer that is copied to memory at commit, at which time it checks for conflicts. It uses a commit token for conflict resolution.

Implementing These Algorithms

Implementing the above-described algorithms with high performance is challenging. In the case of eager conflict detection, the primary performance challenge is that conflict detection must be low-overhead since it is performed on every transactional memory access. In the case of lazy conflict detection, the primary performance challenge is engineering the system so that commit does not become a bottleneck.

One active body of research is devising software transactional memory (STM) implementations – i.e., implementations of transactional memory that run on stock hardware (e.g., [42, 43, 46, 68, 94, 97]). The predominant challenge faced by these implementations is that performing conflict detection in software can have high overheads [17].
The original transactional memory proposal observed that it is possible to support transactional memory in hardware with minor extensions to existing multiprocessors [47]. This design is highly concurrent and has low overheads, but bounds the size and duration of transactions. We present an overview of bounded hardware transactional memory in Section 2.6 after reviewing current multiprocessor memory systems in the next section. Extending this design to support transactions that are unbounded in size and duration is one of the major goals of this dissertation.

2.5 Review of Multiprocessor Memory Systems

The hardware context of this dissertation is shared-memory multiprocessors. A shared-memory multiprocessor is a computer with multiple processors and a single physical memory that is shared among the processors. This section reviews the memory systems of such multiprocessors, with an emphasis on the components that are relevant for implementing hardware transactional memory.

In a typical shared-memory multiprocessor, memory is divided into blocks of some fixed size. To exploit spatial locality, this fixed size is normally larger than a single word – e.g., 64 bytes. The memory is distributed throughout the system. A node thus consists of a processor together with a slice of the physical memory as well as cache memory (described below). The node responsible for a given block is called the home node of the block. The nodes in a multiprocessor are connected via an interconnection network or interconnect along which they can send each other messages. To perform a memory access to a given block, a processor sends the request along the interconnect to the home node of the block, which responds with data and/or updates the value of the block as necessary. The unit that implements the necessary logic for a slice of physical memory (e.g., responding to processors’ requests) is called the memory controller.

To improve system performance, each processor typically additionally has one or more levels of private cache. A cache contains copies of recently-accessed memory blocks, allowing faster access to these blocks if the processor requests them again in the future. Below, we present a basic overview of caches followed by a discussion of cache coherence.

2.5.1 Caches

A cache is a structure that contains storage for a finite number of memory blocks. The cache is indexed by memory address. As the cache is smaller than memory, multiple memory blocks map to
the same entry in the cache, potentially causing ambiguity about which block is residing at a given entry. To resolve this problem, entries are tagged with the higher-order bits of the residing block’s address. These bits are said to be the tag of the entry.

To reduce the performance impact of different memory blocks mapping to the same cache index, a cache may allow more than one block to reside at a given index. The number of blocks that reside at a given index is said to be the associativity of the cache. The entries residing at a given index are collectively called a set. When a given memory address is looked up for residency in the cache, each entry of the appropriate set must be checked for a match.

When a processor receives a data block from memory, it places the data into its cache. Subsequent requests to the same block can then be satisfied from this local cache rather than memory. As a processor’s cache is typically much faster to access than memory (a handful of cycles as opposed to dozens or hundreds of cycles), caches have a large positive performance impact. Similar to memory, each cache has a corresponding cache controller that implements the necessary logic to manage the cache.

Caches can be write-through or writeback. In a write-through cache, writes are propagated immediately to the next lower level of the memory hierarchy (which may be the physical memory itself or a lower level of cache). In a writeback cache, processors can both read from and write to data in the cache. If a block in the cache has been written since it was last read from memory, the block is said to be dirty in the cache.

As caches are finite-sized, the cache controller may find that there is no free entry when it looks to insert a given block into the cache. In this case, the cache controller must evict a block from the cache, writing back the block being evicted to memory if it is dirty.

2.5.2 Cache Coherence

In a multiprocessor, a block may reside in multiple processors’ caches at the same time. This can cause problems if one of the processors writes the block: the current value of the block will appear to be different depending on the processor reading this value. Preventing this problem from arising is the role of the cache coherence protocol. The coherence protocol is a distributed algorithm that allows a multiprocessor’s caches to safely manipulate data. In this section, we present a high-level overview of cache coherence protocols. Our intent is that the overview be sufficient to enable
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**load(A)**

```java
if Cache[A].state == I:
    obtain_permissions(A, read)
return Cache[A].data
```

**store(A,v)**

```java
if Cache[A].state != M:
    obtain_permissions(A, write)
    Cache[A].data = v
```

**obtain_permissions(A,perm)**

```java
if perm == read:
    foreach remote cache C:
        send downgrade request to C
    wait for acknowledgements
    Cache[A].state = S
else:
    foreach remote cache C:
        send invalidate request to C
    wait for acknowledgements
    Cache[A].state = M
```

**handle_downgrade_request(A)**

```java
if Cache[A].state == M:
    Cache[A].state = S
send acknowledgement
```

**handle_invalidate_request(A)**

```java
Cache[A].state = I
send acknowledgement
```

Figure 2.10: Coherence algorithm. High-level operation of an invalidation-based cache coherence protocol in which processors can have write permissions (“M state”), read permissions (“S state”), or no permissions (“I state”) to a given block. The protocol enforces the invariant that at most one processor can have write permissions to a block at a given time. This figure focuses on showing how the transfer of permissions occurs; transfer of data is not shown.

understanding of the role of a coherence protocol in supporting hardware transactional memory. We refer the reader to Chapters 5-8 of Culler and Singh [29] as well as Martin’s dissertation [69] for a more thorough introduction.

This dissertation considers invalidation-based coherence protocols. Invalidation-based coherence protocols enforce the invariant that for a given memory block, at any time either one processor can write the block or any number of processors can read the block. Enforcing this invariant (the so-called “coherence invariant”) ensures that at any given time the current value is unambiguous (subject to the multiprocessor’s memory consistency model [3]).

As part of enforcing the coherence invariant, the coherence protocol introduces coherence permissions. For a given block, a processor can either have permission to both read and write the block, permission to read (but not write) the block, or no permissions to the block at all. These permissions are encoded in the coherence state of the block, maintained in a cache entry along with the data and
tags. There are three basic coherence states, corresponding to the three types of permissions: the modified or \( M \) state corresponds to read/write permissions, the shared or \( S \) state corresponds to read-only permissions, and the invalid or \( I \) state corresponds to no permissions. Maintaining the coherence invariant thus equates to ensuring that (1) when a processor enters the \( M \) state, all other processors are in the \( I \) state, and (2) when a processor enters the \( S \) state, there is no other processor in the \( M \) state.

When a processor wants to write a block, it first invalidates all readers of the block (transitions them to \( I \) state). When a processor wants to read a block, it first downgrades any writer of the block (transitions them to \( S \) state). To invalidate or downgrade a remote processor, the requesting processor sends a coherence request. The remote processor processes this request and then sends an acknowledgement back to the requesting processor. A processor being invalidated or downgraded from the \( M \) state includes the data in its response. Figure 2.10 on page 29 gives the high-level operation of a basic three-state protocol, focusing on showing how the transfer of coherence permissions occurs (the data transfer is not shown).

Many variants of this basic protocol exist. For example, directory protocols have the property that coherence requests are sent only to sharers of a block, potentially reducing bandwidth requirements and increasing system scalability. Protocols may include additional coherence states to optimize performance. For example, adding an exclusive state indicating that the processor has write permissions for the block but the block has not yet been written can enhance performance by reducing so-called “upgrade misses” (i.e., cases where a processor has a block in \( S \) state and wants to write the block). All invalidation-based protocols, however, maintain the same basic property that a reader of a given block is guaranteed to see any write request for that block and a writer of a given block is guaranteed to see any request for that block.

### 2.6 Bounded Hardware Transactional Memory

In this section we present a system that can support the speculative parallel execution of transactions in hardware. This system is inspired by the original hardware transactional memory proposal [47]. In particular, the key observation made in that work is that as long as a processor has coherence permissions to a transactionally-accessed block, that processor is guaranteed to observe all conflicting requests for the block. This fact can be exploited to build a hardware implementation of the eager
conflict detection/eager version management algorithm presented in Section 2.4. This implementation utilizes existing structures and has low overheads, but can support only transactions that are bounded in size and time.

The bounded HTM adds the ability to take a register checkpoint, a counter (called the transactional nesting depth or TND counter), and two bits per L1 cache line\(^3\) (called the read bit and written bit) to a conventional multiprocessor. To initiate a transaction, the processor checkpoints the register state. Transactional loads and stores set the read bit and written bit respectively; the cache checks the state of these bits to determine conflicts on incoming coherence requests from other processors. Version management may be supported either by logging pretransactional values in a log in virtual memory or by buffering these values in lower levels of the memory hierarchy; we discuss both options below. To commit a transaction, the processor atomically clears the read and written bits in a few-cycle operation called a flash-clear operation (discussed in detail below). The specifics of abort depend on the version management mechanism used.

Below we discuss the components of the bounded HTM in more detail. We first discuss conflict detection via cache coherence, how age-based conflict resolution can be implemented in hardware, and options for version management. In Section 2.6.4 we present two complete bounded HTM algorithms. Finally, we discuss the reasons that this implementation places restrictions on the size and duration of transactions.

We note that hardware similar to that discussed in this section has been proposed in several contexts beyond transactional memory. Among other uses, researchers have proposed using such hardware for the speculative parallel execution of lock-based critical sections [73, 88, 89] (i.e., speculative lock elision or SLE), the speculative parallel execution of sequential programs [25, 33, 54, 87, 101, 104] (i.e., thread-level speculation or TLS), speculative implementations of memory consistency [12], speculative compiler optimizations [79], acceleration of software transactional memory [24, 30, 55, 63, 95, 99, 100], and speculative resource reclamation [72]. Some of our proposals could be applicable in these other contexts, a point to which we return in Chapter 10.

\(^3\)For a 64KB cache with 64-byte blocks, this addition requires 2k bits (256 bytes), representing 0.4% overhead.
2.6.1 Conflict Detection via Cache Coherence

As mentioned above, the bounded HTM exploits the property of cache coherence that a cache with read permissions for a given block is guaranteed to see all write requests for the block (because it must be downgraded for the requester to obtain write permissions), and a cache with write permissions for that block is guaranteed to see any request for the block (because it must be downgraded for the requester to obtain read permissions and invalidated for the requester to obtain write permissions). When a processor makes a transactional read and obtains read permissions for the block, it sets the entry’s read bit in the cache. Similarly, a transactional write results in write permissions being obtained and the entry’s written bit being set.

To perform conflict detection, the cache checks the read and written bits of a given entry on incoming coherence requests from other processors. An external write request to a transactionally-read block (a block whose entry has its read bit set) is a conflict, while any external request to a transactionally-written block (a block whose entry has its written bit set) signals a conflict. As described above, an entry with the read bit set is guaranteed to have at least read permissions for the block and thus observe all external write requests; an entry with the written bit set is guaranteed to have write permissions for the block and thus observe all external read requests. Thus, once a processor sets the read or written bit for a given cache block, it is guaranteed to detect all conflicts on that block as long as the block remains in the cache.

2.6.2 Conflict Resolution via Timestamping

Timestamps can be implemented by a loosely synchronous timer. Conflicts between a transaction and a non-transactional request (i.e., a request without a timestamp) may be resolved either by aborting the transaction or stalling the request. Alternatively, non-transactional requests may also be assigned timestamps. To handle wraparound, the system can prevent any new transaction (i.e., one that would be assigned a timestamp after the wraparound) from starting until all existing transactions have committed.

2.6.3 Options for Eager Version Management

In this subsection, we discuss version management options assuming writeback caches. The primary challenge of version management is that a transaction may write a block that is already non-
transactionally dirty in the cache. Version management must support recovery to the pretransactional value of the block to enable rollback. Below we discuss two options for providing this support. In the first option, pretransactional values are cleaned to lower levels of the memory hierarchy. In the second option, these values are buffered in a log in virtual memory. As each of these options allows a transaction to write directly into the L1 cache, they are instantiations of eager version management.

**Cleaning.** In this option, when a transaction wishes to perform a write to a block with the dirty bit set in the cache but without the written bit set, the current value of the block is first written back (“cleaned”) to the next lower level of the memory hierarchy. On transaction abort, the entries for transactionally-written blocks are invalidated from the L1 cache (via a single-cycle operation called *conditional flash-invalidate* that we describe in Section 2.6.5). The pretransactional values of these blocks will then be refetched on demand from the lower levels of the memory hierarchy. On a commit, transactionally-written values are committed atomically when the written bits for the corresponding entries are cleared in the L1 cache. After a commit, a stale value for a transactionally-written block resides lower in the memory hierarchy; however, all memory requests (whether local or remote) must access the processor’s L1 cache, which contains the current value. The stale value will simply eventually be overwritten when the processor either writes back the current value or transfers it to another processor.

Due to the simplicity of this mechanism, we assume it as the default mechanism of version management for our proposals. However, one limitation of this mechanism is that it restricts the amount of data that can be transactionally written to the size of the L1 cache: a transactionally-written block cannot be evicted from the L1 cache because it would have to be written back to memory, where it would overwrite the pretransactional value of the block. We next present an alternative mechanism for version management that has no such size restriction.

**Log.** Moore et al. [77] proposed version management via thread-private logs that reside in virtual memory. Before performing a speculative write, LogTM first writes the address and old value of the block being written into the current thread’s log. When a transaction commits, the log is discarded by restoring the log pointer to the beginning of the log buffer. When a transaction aborts, the system iterates over the log entries in hardware or software, restoring each block. To avoid logging the
same memory block multiple times, log updates are elided when the written bit associated with the block is already set, indicating that it has previously been logged.

This mechanism has tradeoffs with the cleaning mechanism described above. As the log resides in virtual memory, this mechanism has the advantage that it can buffer an unbounded amount of data. However, if the log is walked in software, then the organization of the log must be part of a multiprocessor’s architectural interface. Conversely, if the log is walked in hardware, the logic for doing so must be added to the multiprocessor.

### 2.6.4 Bounded HTM Algorithms

This section presents algorithms for bounded HTM systems employing cleaning and a log for version management. For simplicity of presentation, the algorithms elide the manipulation of the transactional nesting depth (TND) counter.

Figure 2.11 on page 35 presents an algorithm for a bounded HTM system using cleaning for version management. As described above, this algorithm sets read and written bits on transactional accesses and augments the logic for handling external coherence requests to detect conflicts based on these bits. When a transaction writes a block for the first time, the old value of the block is first cleaned to the next lower level of memory. On abort, all transactionally-written blocks are invalidated from the cache. Finally, the clear and invalidation operations performed as part of transaction commit and abort occur atomically in a small handful of cycles due to the support for flash-clear and conditional flash-invalidate. We discuss this support below as well as support for register checkpointing.

Figure 2.12 on page 36 presents a corresponding algorithm for a bounded HTM using a log that is maintained in virtual memory for version management. On the first transactional write to a block, the address and old value of the block are written into the log. On abort, the log is walked by either software or hardware to restore these old values. At both abort and commit the log is thrown away by resetting the log pointer to the base address of the log. In all other respects this algorithm is identical to the one presented above.
Bounded HTM Algorithm Using Cleaning for Version Management

begin
  in_transaction = true
  timestamp = clock
load(A)
  if Cache[A].state == I:
    obtain_permissions(A, read)
  if in_transaction:
    Cache[A].read_bit = true
  return Cache[A].data
store(A,v)
  if Cache[A].state != M:
    obtain_permissions(A, write)
  if (in_transaction) and
     (not Cache[A].written_bit):
    write back A
    Cache[A].written_bit = true
    Cache[A].data = v
abort
  flash-invalidate writes
  flash-clear written bits
  flash-clear read bits
  in_transaction = false
commit
  flash-clear written bits
  flash-clear read bits
  in_transaction = false

handle_downgrade_request(A,ts)
  if Cache[A].written_bit:
    resolve_conflict(A,ts)
  if Cache[A].state == M:
    Cache[A].state = S
    send acknowledgement
handle_invalidate_request(A,ts)
  if Cache[A].read_bit or
     Cache[A].written_bit:
    resolve_conflict(A,ts)
    Cache[A].state = I
    send acknowledgement
resolve_conflict(A,ts)
  if ts < timestamp:
    abort()
  else
    defer until commit/abort
evict(A)
  if (Cache[A].read_bit) or
     (Cache[A].written_bit):
    abort()
  if Cache[A].dirty:
    write back A
    Cache[A].valid = false

Figure 2.11: Bounded HTM algorithm using cleaning for version management The algorithm builds on basic cache coherence (presented in Figure 2.10 on page 29). To enable conflict detection, it adds a read bit and a written bit to each entry in the cache. Processors set these bits on transactional accesses and check them to determine conflicts when handling incoming coherence requests. Version management is implemented by cleaning the pretransactional value of a block to the next lower level of memory before the first transactional write of the block. The obtain_permissions function is unchanged from Figure 2.10 on page 29.
Bounded HTM Algorithm Using a Log for Version Management

begin
    in_transaction = true
    timestamp = clock
load(A)
    if Cache[A].state == I:
        obtain_permissions(A, read)
        if in_transaction:
            Cache[A].read_bit = true
            return Cache[A].data
store(A,v)
    if Cache[A].state != M:
        obtain_permissions(A, write)
        if (in_transaction) and (not Cache[A].written_bit):
            store (A, Cache[A]) into log
            increment log pointer
            Cache[A].written_bit = true
            Cache[A].data = v
abort
    for (A,v) in log:
        Cache[A] = v
        flash-clear written bits
        flash-clear read bits
        reset log pointer
    in_transaction = false
commit
    flash-clear written bits
    flash-clear read bits
    reset log pointer
    in_transaction = false

handle_downgrade_request(A,ts)
    if Cache[A].written_bit:
        resolve_conflict(A,ts)
    if Cache[A].state == M:
        Cache[A].state = S
        send acknowledgement
handle_invalidate_request(A,ts)
    if Cache[A].read_bit or Cache[A].written_bit:
        resolve_conflict(A,ts)
        Cache[A].state = I
        send acknowledgement
resolve_conflict(A,ts)
    if ts < timestamp:
        abort()
    else:
        defer until commit/abort
evict(A)
    if (Cache[A].read_bit) or (Cache[A].written_bit)
        abort()
    if Cache[A].dirty:
        write back A
        Cache[A].valid = false

Figure 2.12: **Bounded HTM algorithm using a log for version management** The only difference between this algorithm and Figure 2.11 on page 35 is the use of a log rather than cleaning for version management. This log is maintained starting at a fixed location in virtual memory. When the transaction writes a block for the first time, hardware stores the address and old value of the block into the log. On abort, the log is walked (either in hardware or software) to restore the old values of all transactionally-written blocks. On both abort and commit the log is thrown away by resetting the log pointer to the base address of the log.
Figure 2.13: Six-transistor SRAM cells (in gray) augmented with circuitry (in black) for flash-clear (left-most and middle cells) and conditional flash-clear (right-most cell). When the clear signal is asserted, both the read and written bits are pulled down to zero. When the conditional_clear is asserted, the valid bit is pulled down to zero (invalid) if the speculatively written bit is one.

2.6.5 Implementation Details

Here we discuss the implementation details of register checkpointing and the flash-clear and flash-invalidate operations.

Register checkpointing. Several different approaches to checkpointing the register state exist, with the processor core microarchitecture playing a large role in determining which mechanism is the most appropriate. Some out-of-order processors implement register map table checkpointing for recovery from in-window speculation (e.g., the MIPS R10000 [116] and the Alpha 21264 [53]); such processors can extend this support to beyond-the-window speculation by not freeing physical registers that are referenced in the checkpointed map table until speculation commit [4]. For processors employing in-order pipelines, the register file itself can be checkpointed [32].

Transactional access bits added to the data cache tags. As described above, the bounded HTM assumes that the read and written bits support two single-cycle or few-cycle flash-clear operations: first, a flash clear of all transactionally-read and transactionally-written bits, and second, a flash conditional-invalidation operation that clears the valid bit of any block that has the transactionally-written bit set. Figure 2.13 on page 37 illustrates standard 6T SRAM cells augmented to support these operations.
2.6.6 Restrictions on Transaction Size and Duration

The implementation described above supports transactions with both low overheads and high concurrency in the absence of data conflicts. However, it also limits both the volume of data that may be accessed within a transaction and the duration of a transaction.

The size of a transaction is limited for multiple reasons. First, the conflict detection mechanism fundamentally relies on transactionally-accessed blocks remaining in the cache. The reason is that if the cache evicts the block, it both gives up coherence permissions to the block and loses the state of the read and written bits for the block (they are now part of the state of the block currently in the entry formerly occupied by the evicted block). By losing coherence permissions, the cache is no longer guaranteed to observe conflicting requests for the block; by losing the read and written bits, it would have no way to determine what a conflict is even if it did receive these requests. Second, the eviction of a transactionally-written block would force a writeback of that block. If cleaning is used as the version management mechanism, writeback would overwrite the pre-speculative value residing lower in the memory hierarchy.

The bounded HTM also limits the duration of a transaction, as the in-cache read and write bits as well as transactionally-written state implicitly belong to the currently executing transaction. This implementation has no mechanism for transferring read and write bits or transactionally-written blocks from the cache to architected state, and so it must abort transactions on a context switch.

2.7 Semantic and Performance Challenges of Bounded HTM

The bounded hardware transactional memory supports speculative execution of transactions with low overheads and minor extensions to current multiprocessors. However, it also presents semantic and performance challenges, as we describe in this section.

The most basic challenge of bounded HTM is that it supports only transactions that are bounded in size and time, as detailed in Section 2.6.6. This semantic restriction forces programmers to either (1) be able to guarantee that their transactions fit within the time and space bounds of the HTM or (2) incorporate an alternative, “backup” means of synchronization (e.g., locks) in addition to transactions. The first alternative is simply not possible in many real-world situations (e.g., using a transaction to protect a tree traversal in a library data structure). The second alternative undermines transactional memory’s promise of making high-performance synchronization easier to
achieve. Thus, for hardware transactional memory to be useful as a general-purpose synchronization primitive, it must be able to support transactions that are unbounded in size and time.

A related problem is that if overflows occur frequently, it will be necessary to handle them with high performance or else they will become a performance bottleneck. That is, the problem of overflows is potentially a performance problem as well as a semantic problem. Ideally, an unbounded HTM would be able to support unbounded transactions while maintaining the bounded HTM’s properties of high concurrency, low overheads, and design simplicity. As we detail in Chapter 4 achieving all of these properties simultaneously is challenging.

Finally, like any transactional memory system, the bounded HTM achieves parallelism only in the absence of data conflicts. In addition to the true conflicts that can occur in any transactional memory system, the bounded HTM can potentially experience false sharing conflicts (conflicts due to two transactions accessing different words on the same cache block) due to its detection of conflicts at a cache-block granularity. If conflicts are frequent (whether due to true sharing or false sharing), performance degradation will occur due to stalls and/or aborts.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a basic overview of transactional memory to provide context for the remainder of this dissertation. We first presented our basic problem context of synchronization in shared-memory parallel programs, outlined the challenges of synchronization via locks, and discussed the potential of transactional memory to ease the task of high-performance synchronization (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2 we described transactional semantics, including the basic transactional interface of isolation and atomicity as well as advanced semantic issues such as the strong/weak atomicity and support for explicit abort. We then presented the basic implementation tasks involved in executing transactions speculatively in parallel while maintaining isolation and discussed the terminology associated with these tasks (Section 2.3). We presented three high-level transactional memory algorithms in Section 2.4. After reviewing multiprocessor memory systems in Section 2.5 we described how to layer support for executing bounded transactions speculatively in parallel on top of these systems in Section 2.6. Finally, we discussed semantic and performance challenges of this bounded hardware transactional memory in Section 2.7.
In the next chapter we introduce the workloads that we use to drive and evaluate the proposals of our dissertation. We study the extent to which conflicts limit performance, the nature of these conflicts, and the sizes of the transactions in these workloads.
Chapter 3

Characterization of Transactional Behavior

In this chapter we introduce the transactional workloads that we use as benchmarks to drive and evaluate our proposals. We examine three questions: (1) to what extent conflicts hinder performance in these workloads, (2) the nature of these conflicts, and (3) how large the transactions in these workloads become. The answer to the last question will help to determine the nature of our proposal for a hardware transactional memory that efficiently supports unbounded transactions (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6), whereas the answers to the first two questions will help focus our efforts on making hardware transactional memory robust to auxiliary data conflicts (Chapter 8).

In the next section, we describe the workloads that we use. In Section 3.2, we describe the infrastructure and methodology that we use for quantitative evaluation in this chapter and throughout the rest of this dissertation. We examine the performance of an idealized unbounded hardware transactional memory system on these workloads in Section 3.3, finding that performance is generally limited by conflicts. We analyze the extent to which straightforward software restructurings can reduce these conflicts and examine the nature of the conflicts that remain after these restructurings in Section 3.4. We then study the question of how large the transactions in these workloads become in Section 3.5. We close the chapter in Section 3.6 with a discussion of the implications of our findings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description and Input Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>From STAMP, gene sequencing, g1024 s48 n65536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome-sz</td>
<td>Variant with resizable hashtable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>From STAMP, network packet intrusion detection, a10 l4 n2038 s1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder_opt</td>
<td>Variant with fixed-size hashtable and thread-private queues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder_opt-sz</td>
<td>Variant with resizable hashtable and thread-private queues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>From STAMP, partition-based clustering, m15 n15 i0.05 irandom-n2048-d16-c16.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labyrinth</td>
<td>From STAMP, shortest-distance path routing, irandom-x32-y32-z3-n96.txt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssc2</td>
<td>From STAMP, graph kernels, s13 i1.0 u1.0 13 p3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation</td>
<td>From STAMP, travel reservation system, n4 q60 u90 r16384 t4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation_opt</td>
<td>Variant with fixed-size hashtable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation_opt-sz</td>
<td>Variant with resizable hashtable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yada</td>
<td>From STAMP, Delaunay mesh refinement, a20 i633.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python</td>
<td>Python interpreter, bm_threading.py -n32768 (from Google’s Unladen-Swallow [2] suite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python_opt</td>
<td>Variant of python with interpreter optimizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Workloads used in this dissertation.

3.1 Workloads

As transactional memory is an emerging synchronization primitive, no standard set of transactional benchmarks yet exists. We draw the bulk of the workloads that we use from the STAMP [76] benchmark suite, which has emerged as a *de facto* standard. We additionally run a transactionalized variant of the reference Python interpreter [113]. We describe these workloads in more detail below. Table 3.1 on page 42 summarizes the workloads (we discuss the _opt variants in Section 3.4). We analyze the performance characteristics of these workloads in detail in Section 3.3, Section 3.4, and Section 3.5. We note, however, that the performance characteristics of these workloads may or may not be representative of future workloads. This fact will particularly influence our proposal for unbounded hardware transactional memory (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6).

3.1.1 STAMP

The STAMP benchmark suite [76] is a set of transactional memory benchmarks that for the most part use coarse-grained transactions, with the intent of simulating the practices of naive programmers. The transactions in STAMP are often large and/or highly-conflicting.

STAMP includes a hashtable that defaults to be non-resizable. For all workloads that use this hashtable we also run a second variant in which the hashtable is configured via STAMP’s compile-
time flags to automatically resize as needed. The resizable hashtable maintains an internal occupancy field that is incremented on every insert; as part of such an insert, it checks the value of this field to determine if it is necessary to resize the hashtable in order to maintain expected constant-time access. It is thus significantly more vulnerable to conflicts than the non-resizable hashtable, which does not maintain this occupancy field. The STAMP workload variants using the resizable hashtable reflect the performance of using standard library implementations of hashtables in Java and C++, which are generally resizable by default. These variants have “-sz” appended to their names.

We run all workloads in the suite except bayes, from which we could not extract useful conclusions due to high runtime variability. We give a brief overview of each of these workloads below; for more details, we refer the reader to Minh et al. [76].

**genome.** genome implements a genome reconstruction algorithm. There are several static transactions within the program. A transaction is employed to make a series of inserts into a shared hashtable; a transaction is employed to find a free entry in a shared array and occupy that entry; a transaction is used to protect an insert into a shared hashtable; and finally, a transaction is used to access a shared list. genome spends a large percentage of time in transactions, which themselves grow fairly large. The performance of genome is sensitive to whether the hashtable is resizable or not.

**intruder.** intruder implements an intrusion detection algorithm. Transactions protect accesses to shared lists. Additionally, the program uses a map implemented as a red-black tree that internally uses transactions. The transactions in intruder are generally small and highly-conflicting.

**kmeans.** kmeans implements K-means clustering. A transaction is used to protect accesses to a shared array. Additional transactions protect read-modify-write operations. The transactions in kmeans are small and rarely conflict.

**labyrinth.** labyrinth routes shortest paths between pairs of startpoints and endpoints in a two-dimensional grid (i.e., wire routing). To route a pair of points, a thread copies the grid into a local copy, routes a path through the local copy, and attempts to claim this path in the global grid. A transaction is used to protect this entire operation. However, the transaction releases conflict detection on the shared grid via an early release operation [46] after copying it, as the algorithm itself detects conflicts on a semantic level (when trying to claim a path, threads check whether nodes
in the path have been claimed by other threads in the interim). To achieve the same behavior without early release (a mechanism that our systems do not provide), we modified the code to perform the grid copy before entering the transaction. Transactions are additionally used to protect accesses to a shared queue and inserts into a shared list. These transactions are generally small.

**ssca2.** ssca2 is a set of graph kernels. Transactions are used to protect inserts of nodes into the shared graph. ssca2 spends little time in transactions.

**vacation.** vacation implements a travel reservation system. The program maintains several in-memory database structures (e.g., a database storing information for hotel reservations). These structures are implemented as red-black trees that use transactions internally for synchronization. Transactions are also used to make updates to multiple databases in isolation (similar to Figure 2.6 on page 16). The transactions in vacation grow fairly large and have a fair amount of conflicts.

**yada.** yada implements an algorithm for Delaunay mesh refinement. The mesh is a graph structure with edges represented as adjacency lists. Threads repeatedly add elements to the mesh, remove elements from the mesh, and modify the edges in the mesh. Transactions protect threads’ accesses and modifications to the mesh. These transactions are large and highly-conflicting.

### 3.1.2 Python

We created a transactionalized version of the standard Python interpreter implementation [113], `python`. Although the interpreter supports threading, this threading is explicitly designed for responsive graphical user interfaces and I/O events—not for supporting parallel execution on multicores [113]. In fact, threads synchronize using a global interpreter lock (GIL). Although threads may perform selected system calls without holding the GIL, threads may interpret bytecodes only while holding the GIL. Thus, in the absence of speculation, bytecode interpretation is completely serialized by the GIL. We transactionalized the interpreter by replacing acquires and releases of the GIL with transactions. The resulting workload has frequent conflicts on shared data structures such as freelists and reference counts. We discuss the extent to which we were able to eliminate these conflicts via straightforward software restructuring in Section 3.4.
### Table 3.2: Simulated machine configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>32 in-order x86 cores, 1 IPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 cache</td>
<td>64 KB, 4-way set associative, 64B blocks, 1-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache</td>
<td>Private, 1MB, 4-way SA, 64B blocks, 10-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>100-cycle DRAM lookup latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence</td>
<td>Directory-based protocol, 20-cycle hop latency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Experimental Infrastructure and Methodology

In this section we outline the infrastructure that we use to perform all of the quantitative analysis in this dissertation. We also outline the transactional memory configuration that we evaluate to analyze transaction sizes and performance bottlenecks in the workloads that we use.

**Infrastructure.** We perform our quantitative analysis using a full-system, execution-driven simulator that we have developed internally. Our simulator simulates the x86-64 architecture. It uses PTLSim\[118\] to crack x86 instructions into sequences of micro-ops, which it then executes. In addition, it utilizes Simics\[66, 67\], a functional simulator, to handle rarely-occurring complex instructions (e.g., memory-mapped IO). This simulator is thus an instance of timing-first simulation\[74\], in which a detailed timing simulator handles nearly all of a given instruction set but utilizes a complete functional simulator as a backend for certain rare instructions. The memory system implementation is based on an early version of the GEMS\[71\] memory system simulator, but with heavy modifications. In particular, we have extended the simulator to model all of the transactional memory systems described in this dissertation. A version of this simulator was forked by Neelakantam et al. and developed into the publicly-available $FeS_2$ simulator\[1\]; there is significant divergence between that codebase and that of the simulator that we employ.

**Simulated machine.** We configure our simulator to model a 32-processor multiprocessor. Table 3.2 on page 45 presents the details of our memory system configuration. Our simulated memory hierarchy models a directory-like MOESI protocol (Section 2.5.2). We augment this protocol with a migratory sharing mechanism that optimizes the transfer of memory blocks exhibiting a read-modify-write sharing pattern (e.g., locks)\[27, 106\]. Throughout this dissertation, we assume single-cycle register checkpoint and restore operations. We model a one-instruction-per-cycle (IPC) processor. The simulator is capable of booting an unmodified operating system. To perform the ex-
periments of this dissertation, we run the workloads that we evaluate in the Fedora Core 5 operating system with version 2.6.15 of the Linux kernel running on the simulator.

**Evaluation methodology.** Our process of setting up the timing evaluations of a given application is as follows. Each workload has an initial serial “setup” phase, followed by a parallel phase that does the main work of the application, typically followed by a final serial “cleanup” phase. We place a barrier at the start of the application’s parallel phase and another barrier at the end of the application’s parallel phase. We perform an initial run of the application. In this initial run, we take a checkpoint of the application state once all threads have reached the “begin parallel phase” barrier (using Simics’ ability to save and restore checkpoints of system state). We then perform our timing evaluations starting from this checkpoint. A timing run is complete once all threads have reached the “end parallel phase” barrier. As these workloads generally do not employ internal barriers, time spent in barriers in these runs is generally time spent in this “end parallel phase” barrier and thus an indicator of load imbalance.

Our focus in these evaluations is on parallelism rather than concurrency. To avoid the effects of context switching perturbing our application runs, we set up each run with the same number of threads as cores and use a Linux system call to pin each thread to a unique core.

**Transactional memory configuration evaluated in this chapter.** In this chapter we simulate an idealized hardware implementation of the eager conflict detection/eager version management transactional memory algorithm presented in Figure 2.7 on page 23. This system can support transactions of any size with full concurrency and no overheads. It uses logging (Section 2.6) to implement unbounded version management. Our purpose in evaluating this configuration is to perform a limit study that enables us to answer the questions of (1) to what extent conflicts present a performance bottleneck and (2) what are the sizes of transactions. In order to examine the impact of conflicts independent of the specific overheads of a particular version management mechanism, we assign zero cost to restoring a transaction’s log on abort in this idealized system. We present this conflict analysis next.
3.3 Are Conflicts a Performance Problem?

This section focuses on determining the extent to which conflicts limit performance. We do so via evaluation of the performance of the idealized unbounded HTM, in which transaction size does not form a performance bottleneck. In essence, this configuration allows us to determine the best result that could be hoped to achieve by extending the bounded HTM described in Section 2.6 to support transactions of unbounded size in the same fashion. After finding that the performance of this configuration is limited by conflicts on many workloads, we also evaluate idealized HTM’s employing lazy and value-based conflict detection to determine whether these conflicts are an artifact of employing eager conflict detection.

**Overall performance.** Figure 3.1 on page 47 presents the scalability of this idealized unbounded HTM over sequential execution on 32 cores. As a reference point we also present the performance of these workloads if synchronization is implemented conservatively by executing critical sections or transactions serially rather than speculatively in parallel. The right bar of each group in Figure 3.1 on page 47 represents such a configuration. For python, this bar shows the performance of the lock-based version (“locks”). For the STAMP workloads, which were originally created using transactions, this bar shows the performance of a system in which transactions are executed serially (“serial”).

Figure 3.1: *Scalability of workloads under idealized HTM.* Execution is on 32 cores, meaning that a speedup of 30 is near-ideal. As a reference point for workloads that were created with lock-based synchronization, the right bar of each group represents performance using locks. The right bar of the STAMP workloads (“serial”) represents performance if transactions are executed serially.
We first note that speculative parallelization is necessary to achieve performance. On all workloads but one ("labyrinth", discussed in more detail below), the versions in which transactions are executed serially achieve no performance over sequential execution. This result provides basic validation of the use of these workloads for evaluating transactional memory design.

However, many of these workloads have only fair to poor scaling on the idealized HTM as well. While two workloads achieve near-linear speedups (kmeans, genome), all others achieve a speedup of only 13X or less on 32 cores. python has essentially no speedup over sequential execution. In the remainder of this section, we determine the role of conflicts in this limited performance. In the next section, we explore the nature of these conflicts in order to understand whether there is a potential role for hardware to play in eliminating their performance impact.

**Time lost to conflicts.** Figure 3.2 on page 48 presents the percentage of total execution time that processors spend in committed and aborted transactions. All but two workloads spend over 80% of execution time in transactions, providing insight into why speculative parallelization is necessary to obtain speedups. In fact, as kmeans and ssa2 demonstrate, such parallelization can be necessary to achieve performance even for workloads that spend 15% or less of execution time in transactions. labyrinth spends essentially no time in transactions, explaining why it is insensitive to whether transactions are executed in parallel or serially.

This result also indicates that many workloads spend a large percentage of overall execution time in conflicts. All but three workloads lose over 30% of execution time to conflicts. The amount
Figure 3.3: **Runtime breakdown of workloads under idealized HTM.** “eager” represents the idealized HTM shown in Figure 3.1 on page 47. “lazy” represents a variant in which conflict resolution is deferred until commit in the hopes of reducing stalling/rollbacks. “vb” (value-based) represents a further variant that incorporates lazy conflict resolution as just described and additionally performs conflict detection by checking equality of values read at a byte granularity (thus eliminating conflicts due to false sharing). “conflict” represents time spent stalled by other transactions or in transactions that ultimately abort. “barrier” represents time stalled at internal barriers as well as time spent waiting for other threads to finish at the end of execution. “busy” represents all other execution time.

As described in Section 3.2, this HTM configuration employs cache-block granularity eager conflict detection. In Chapter 2, we noted that an eager conflict detection TM could suffer from conflicts that a lazy TM could avoid, and additionally noted that HTM could suffer from false conflicts due to the fact that conflict detection is performed at cache block granularity. We next determine to the extent to which these conflicts are artifacts of this HTM’s conflict detection mechanism.

**Sensitivity of performance to conflict detection mechanism.** To analyze the impact of lazy and value-based conflict detection on performance, we evaluated two variants of the idealized unbounded HTM: a variant that defers conflict resolution until transaction commit (“lazy”) and a further variant that performs conflict detection by checking for equality of values read at byte gran-
ularity ("vb"). The “lazy” variant allows conflicts to occur during execution by maintaining the locally-modified versions of conflicting blocks in a private buffer. At commit, it requires all blocks that have been lost due to conflicts and checks that the values of these blocks have not changed. The “vb” configuration is similar, but it additionally maintains read bits at a byte granularity and checks only that the values of bytes read have not changed. We present a breakdown of the execution of these variants in Figure 3.3 on page 49. For reference we also present the default eager HTM that had been evaluated above (represented by “eager” on this graph).

In most cases these variants have essentially unchanged performance characteristics, meaning that the conflicts occurring in these workloads are true conflicts, i.e., they are cases where transactions actually access the same piece of data in a conflicting way. One exception is vacation, in which lazy conflict detection increases concurrency by allowing transactions reading the databases to commit in the midst of transactions that write the databases. On python laziness causes decreased performance, illustrating the performance tradeoff described in Section 2.3.

In this section we thus determined that (1) conflicts are a performance bottleneck and (2) these conflicts are true conflicts. In the next section we examine the nature of these conflicts in more detail to determine whether simple software restructurings can eliminate them or whether there is a role for additional hardware support.

3.4 Analysis of Conflicts

This section analyzes the nature of conflicts in these workloads, with the goal of determining whether hardware support has a role to play in eliminating the performance impact of these conflicts. We (1) quantify the impact that straightforward software restructurings can have on reducing these conflicts and (2) characterize the conflicts that remain after such restructurings.

Opportunities for software restructurings. We find several opportunities for straightforward software restructurings. First, python contains global variables that are conceptually thread-private but were not made so due to the assumption that only one thread would be operating on them at a time. We trivially made these variables thread-private using the C “_thread” variable annotation supported by GCC and other compilers. Second, intruder dequeues work from one highly contended queue and enqueues work onto another highly contended queue; we split these queues to be thread-private. Third, both intruder and vacation have aborts due to rebalancing operations
of a red-black tree used to implement an unordered map interface. We replaced the tree implementation with STAMP’s hashtable implementation (as described in Section 3.1, this restructuring results in two variants: one with the non-resizable hashtable, and one with the resizable hashtable). The conflicts in yada are due to irregular traversals of a shared mesh; we have not found a way to reduce these conflicts short of restructuring the algorithm, which is beyond the scope of straightforward software restructuring. Table 3.1 on page 42 summarizes the optimized workloads (the workloads with an _opt suffix).

**Impact of restructurings on sequential runtime.** These restructurings are designed to increase the scalability of the workloads. However, it is important to determine whether they induce overheads on sequential execution. Figure 3.4 on page 51 shows that these restructurings in fact do not induce overhead in sequential performance. For vacation the restructurings actually increase sequential performance by almost 3X, as the hashtable has faster lookups than the red-black tree.

**Impact of restructurings on scalability.** Figure 3.5 on page 52 presents the scalability of the optimized workloads together with their unmodified variants. This graph shows first that these simple changes have a dramatic effect on the behavior of vacation_opt and intruder_opt, increasing scalability from 13x and 5x respectively to over 20x in both cases\(^1\). For the other variants,

---

\(^1\)Note that this fact means that vacation_opt has a scalability of 80X over the sequential run of the unoptimized vacation.
Figure 3.5: Scalability of unoptimized and optimized versions of workloads under idealized HTM.

Figure 3.6: Percentage of execution time that is spent in transactions for unoptimized/optimized workloads.
however, the picture is less rosy: the software changes do not improve scalability, and Figure 3.6 on page 52 indicates that these workloads remain conflict-bound even after elimination of the most obvious sources of conflicts.

**Characterizing remaining conflicts.** The python_opt workload conflicts on reference counts of shared objects; vacation_opt-sz, intruder_opt-sz, and genome-sz conflict on the occupancy field that the resizable hashtable increments on every insert to determine when to resize; and as mentioned above, yada conflicts on mesh operations. We note that except for yada, all of the remaining conflicts occur on operations that are auxiliary to the main computation of the workload. Unfortunately, these conflicts are less amenable to straightforward software restructuring (for example, distributing reference counts per-thread would likely result in high storage and performance overheads). In Chapter 8 we propose a hardware mechanism to eliminate the performance impact of auxiliary data conflicts transparently to the programmer.

**Summary.** In the previous two sections we have demonstrated that conflicts form the primary bottleneck to performance assuming that hardware can support unbounded transactions with no performance overheads. However, as discussed in Section 2.6 basic hardware transactional memory can support only transactions that are bounded in size. The goal of the first part of this dissertation is to extend this basic HTM to support unbounded transactions with low design complexity (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). We first perform an analysis of transaction sizes in the next section to understand the common-case behavior of these workloads.

### 3.5 How Large Do Transactions Become?

In this section, we examine the sizes of the transactions that occur in these workloads. We first examine transaction length to give an idea of the characteristics of the different workloads. We then examine the amount of data that transactions touch.

In analyzing this data, an intuitive way to organize the results would be to look at the percentage of transactions executing for a given number of cycles (or touching a certain amount of data). Figure 3.7 on page 54 shows such a breakdown for transaction length (organized as a cumulative histogram). This presentation, however, obscures the fact that longer transactions occupy more execution time than shorter transactions. Figure 3.8 on page 55 illustrates this fact by pre-
Figure 3.7: **Breakdown of transaction lengths by percent of transactions.** The x-axis is transaction length, and the y-axis is the cumulative percentage of transactions of that length or fewer. Horizontal lines are drawn to indicate the 50% and 90% marks.

senting the breakdown of transaction length in terms of total transactional cycles spent executing in transactions of a given length. As can be seen by looking at these two figures, looking only at the percentage of transactions of a given length (or size) underrepresents the contribution of longer transactions. For all of the results in this section, we instead look at percentage of cycles spent executing in transactions of a given length or size.

**Transaction length.** As Figure 3.8 on page 55 shows, the transactions in these workloads are generally short. Over half of the workloads spend 90% or more of their total transactional execution
Figure 3.8: **Breakdown of transaction lengths by percent of transactional cycles.** The x-axis is transaction length, and the y-axis is the cumulative percentage of transactional cycles spent in transactions of that length or fewer. Horizontal lines are drawn to indicate the 50% and 90% marks.

In transactions of 10,000 cycles or fewer, python, however, has significantly longer transactions than the STAMP workloads, as over 50% of its transactions execute for a million cycles or longer.

**Transaction size.** We next examine transaction size, i.e. the total number of bytes that have been touched (read or written) by a transaction at the time that it commits or aborts (assuming the 64-byte block granularity of our memory system). Figure 3.9 on page 56 presents a cumulative histogram showing the percentage of transactional execution spent in transactions that access \( n \) bytes or fewer. Eight of the workloads (kmeans, ssc2, labyrinth, intruder and its variants, and the optimized variants of vacation) spend all of their transactional execution in transactions of four
Figure 3.9: Breakdown of transaction sizes by percent of transactional cycles. The x-axis is the total number of bytes touched, and the y-axis is the cumulative percentage of transactional cycles spent in transactions touching that number of bytes or fewer. Horizontal lines are drawn to indicate the 50% and 90% marks.

kilobytes or fewer. All workloads but yada spend 90% of transactional execution in transactions of eight kilobytes or fewer.

Figure 3.10 on page 57 and Figure 3.11 on page 58 present similar breakdowns of transactions’ read and write set sizes. The read set graphs look qualitatively similar to the graphs of total transaction sizes, indicating that little transactional data is write-only. The write set sizes, however, are considerably smaller: all workloads spend 90% of transactional execution time in transactions that write eight kilobytes or fewer, and only one workload (yada) writes more than four kilobytes in any transaction.
Figure 3.10: **Breakdown of transaction read set sizes by percent of transactional cycles.** The x-axis is the total number of bytes read, and the y-axis is the cumulative percentage of transactional cycles spent in transactions reading that number of bytes or fewer. Horizontal lines are drawn to indicate the 50% and 90% marks.

To place these results into context, Figure 3.12 on page 59 presents a breakdown of the percentage of total cycles (as opposed to transactional cycles) spent executing in transactions that access \( n \) or fewer bytes. These graphs show that these workloads fall into three groups. The first group (kmeans, labyrinth, ssca2, intruder_opt) spend a small percentage of total execution time in transactions, which are themselves small (touch four kilobytes or fewer). The second and largest group (intruder, intruder_opt, vacation_opt, vacation_opt-sz, python, python_opt, vacation, genome, and genome-sz) has transactions that are still relatively small (touch eight kilobytes or fewer), but spend a large percentage of total execution time in trans-
actions. Finally, \texttt{yada} spends most of its execution time in transactions, and over 50\% of execution time in transactions that touch between 8 and 32 kilobytes of data.

### 3.6 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the workloads that we will use to drive and quantitatively evaluate our proposals. We found that even with a system that can handle unbounded transactions with no performance overheads, many workloads perform badly due to conflicts between transactions. We additionally showed that most of these conflicts are true conflicts. After performing straightforward
software restructuring, we found that many of the remaining conflicts were on auxiliary data such as reference counts and hashtable occupancy fields. In the last part of this dissertation (Chapter 8 and 9), we will propose and evaluate RETCON, a hardware mechanism that increases the robustness of transactional memory to such auxiliary data conflicts.

Our first goal, however, is to devise an unbounded hardware transactional memory system that performs similarly to the idealized fully-concurrent unbounded system while seeking to retain the low complexity of the bounded hardware transactional memory. Our examination of the sizes of the transactions in these workloads in Section 3.5 shows that on these workloads, overflows will
likely be rare. However, it is also not clear whether these workloads are representative of future transactional workloads or not.

In response to the fact that the performance characteristics of future transactional workloads are not known, researchers have proposed designs that, like the idealized system, support unbounded transactions with full concurrency. Unfortunately, as Chapter 4 details, tracking the conflict detection information for an unbounded number of unbounded transactions and detecting conflicts between these transactions appears to entail significant complexity. We will instead take a decoupled approach to the problem of supporting unbounded transactions in hardware. In Chapter 5 we detail the permissions-only cache, a proposal for extending the range of bounded HTM from kilobytes to megabytes. In Chapter 6 we describe ONETM, our proposal for handling overflows of bounded HTM. ONETM exploits the fact that the permissions-only cache can likely be configured to make overflows rare in order to simplify their handling.
Chapter 4

Prior Approaches to Handling Overflows in Hardware

In this chapter we survey prior proposals for supporting unbounded transactions in hardware\(^1\). We describe six proposals: TCC [41], UTM [5], VTM [90], PTM [23], Bulk [19], and LogTM-SE [117].

TCC was the first proposal to support unbounded transactions in hardware. TCC directly implements the lazy conflict detection/lazy version management algorithm presented in Figure 2.9 on page 26: the original TCC design employed a global commit token and an update-based coherence protocol, with chunks broadcasting both addresses and data to all other chunks on acquiring commit permissions via global arbitration for the commit token [41]. The authors noted that in such a system, overflows could be handled by having transactions acquire the commit token early (similar to the handling of starvation). By doing so, the overflowed transaction prevents any other transaction from committing until it itself has committed and aborted any conflicting transactions. A subsequent design [20] refined the implementation to employ a distributed arbitration mechanism and an invalidation-based coherence protocol in which chunks send addresses but not data of write sets after committing; extending the pre-commit approach to work in this context was not discussed.

Subsequently, researchers sought to support unbounded transactions in hardware with full concurrency (i.e., an unbounded number of unbounded transactions can be executing at a given time). The primary challenge in doing so is the need to detect conflicts between a potentially unbounded

\(^1\)We defer discussion of proposals subsequent to ONETM ([14],[50]) until Section 6.4.
number of concurrently-executing transactions. Other significant challenges include the need to track an unbounded amount of conflict detection information for each transaction, the need to track an unbounded amount of version management information for each transaction, the need to support context switching of a transaction, and the need to support paging of transactionally-accessed data.

In the remainder of this chapter we describe the operation of UTM, VTM, PTM, Bulk and LogTM-SE, focusing on how each meets the challenges discussed above. In the next section we describe UTM, VTM and PTM, which utilize precise conflict detection up to cache-block granularity (similar to the bounded HTM). Bulk and LogTM-SE, by contrast, utilize signatures (finite-sized conservative representations of transaction read- and write-sets) for conflict detection. We describe the operation of these proposals in Section 4.2. After describing these proposals, we close this chapter by discussing their design complexity in Section 4.3.

4.1 UTM, VTM, and PTM

Below we describe UTM [5], VTM [90], and PTM [23]. These three proposals support supporting unbounded transactional memory in hardware with full concurrency and precise conflict detection up to cache-block granularity. Each uses the bounded HTM presented in Section 2.6 to implement transactions that do not overflow the local cache hierarchy. The proposals then add mechanisms to handle the case where a transaction overflows the local cache hierarchy (i.e., the case where the bounded HTM would have to abort because it can no longer perform conflict detection for the transaction). We describe these overflow-handling mechanisms below.

**UTM.** UTM [5] implements the eager conflict detection/eager version management algorithm presented in Figure 2.8 on page 25. UTM maintains the state of overflowed transactions in a single, shared, memory-resident data structure called the xstate. The xstate structure contains (1) logs for each active transaction to record read and written addresses and the original data values at the written addresses, and (2) for each block in memory, a read/write bit and a linked list of pointers into the log entries for that block. As there can be an unbounded number of concurrently-executing transactions and each transaction can be unbounded in size, both the logs and the linked lists must also be unbounded; placing the xstate in memory supports this requirement.

On an overflow, a processor adds an entry to its log, optionally walking the list of entries for the overflowing block to avoid redundant logging. Conflicts are detected by first inspecting the
RW bit; if that bit signals a conflict, the transaction walks the linked list associated with the block to determine whether other transactions have accessed the block (i.e., whether there is actually a conflict). An aborting transaction walks its list of accesses, destroying the log and reverting memory state. A committing transaction traverses the list of accesses to clean up the log. The xstate structure may be concurrently updated and read by multiple threads. To support paging of transactional data, the paper proposes that the system employ global virtual addresses, which are system-wide addresses that remain valid even if paging occurs [8, 59]. Supporting global virtual addresses typically entails an additional layer of address translation.

**VTM.** VTM [90] implements the eager conflict detection/lazy version management algorithm presented in Figure 2.7 on page 23. VTM tracks overflowed transactional state using a shared data structure mapped into the virtual address space (called the XADT). Entries in the XADT are allocated when blocks overflow the cache. Much like UTM’s xstate, VTM’s XADT uses linked lists and supports accessing all entries for a specific virtual memory block or all entries for a specific transaction. XADT operations include concurrently adding an entry on overflow, looking up an entry for a block, committing a transaction, aborting a transaction, and saving state on context switches. Each transactional load or store miss checks for conflicting transactional accesses before it completes. As VTM uses lazy version management, it buffers speculative updates in the XADT itself, propagating these updates only when a transaction commits. Because VTM operates on virtual rather than physical addresses, it supports paging of transactional data with no extra effort. However, this choice also complicates the task of context-switching a transaction, as discussed below.

To reduce expensive walks of the XADT, VTM introduces two caching mechanisms. First, VTM introduces a counting-Bloom-filter-based table (the XF) accessed on cache misses to quickly rule out conflicts with other transactions. Only when the XF indicates a potential conflict must the processor walk the XADT. The XF is mapped into the virtual memory space, shared among all threads, and accessed with cacheable loads and stores; as such, the XF can create overheads due to coherence sharing misses. Second, VTM employs another table, the XADC, to cache XADT entries for blocks that have been accessed by the current transaction.

On commit, VTM walks all the XADT entries for the transaction in hardware, copies the non-committed values into the memory, updates the shared XF, and deallocates and unlinks the XADT entries. Although non-transactional loads and stores do not normally need to check the XADT/XF,
they must do so when a transaction is committing. An abort similarly walks the list of entries for the aborting transaction; this walk can be done in the background.

On a context switch, VTM walks the cache and overflows any transactionally read or written blocks. As updating the XADT requires virtual addresses and most caches are physically tagged, VTM’s cache is augmented with virtual address tags. When a transaction is swapped back in after a context switch, all of the values read by that transaction are validated by comparing the current value of the block with the value previously read by the transaction for the block, requiring the buffering of both reads and writes.

**PTM.** PTM [23], like UTM, implements the eager conflict detection/eager version management TM algorithm (Figure 2.7 on page 23). PTM maintains the state of overflowed transactions on a per-page basis. PTM’s shadow pages behave similarly to UTM’s log pointers, except that PTM’s Transaction Access Vector (TAV) lists track data for an entire page. Like both UTM and VTM, the transactional state data structure supports iterating over all entries associated with both a particular memory location and a particular transaction. PTM simplifies data logging by making the observation that because only one transaction can be writing a block at a time (because of its use of eager conflict detection), one shadow copy for each block is the maximum ever needed. PTM supports paging by swapping in and out shadow pages together with their associated home pages.

In PTM, all of the transactional state is maintained and accessed at the memory controller during cache misses. The memory controller is responsible for all conflict detection, updating transactional state, and aborting/committing transactions. To avoid performing a list walk of TAVs on each cache miss, PTM employs a TAV summary cache at the memory controller (different from, but analogous to VTM’s XF). When a cache block overflows the cache, it is the memory controller that is responsible for recording the original and overflowed value.

On commit, the memory controller walks and updates all of the TAVs for the transaction and updates the summary vectors. Abort is similar, but the controller copy-restores the original values. The proposal also describes an optimized version in which non-speculative blocks can reside in either the home or shadow page, with a bit vector specifying which page has the non-speculative copy of each block. In this version, the memory controller toggles the bits for transactionally-accessed blocks on commit but does not have to copy-restore blocks on abort (it still walks the TAV list for the transaction to free its entries, however). Between the time that a transaction logically
commits and completes clearing its transactional state, the transaction is marked as committed, signaling that conflicts due to the committing transaction can be ignored.

To avoid overflowing all transactional blocks on a context switch, PTM associates a transaction identifier with each block in the cache. The PTM proposal assumes that the in-cache transaction identifiers are cleared in the case when a transaction resumes execution and commits on another processor, but does not explain how that is accomplished.

4.2 Bulk and LogTM-SE

Below we describe Bulk [19] and LogTM-SE [117], which share the property of performing conflict detection for all transactions (whether overflowed or non-overflowed) via signatures, finite-sized conservative representations of transactions’ read and write sets. A signature is simply a Bloom filter, *i.e.* a finite-sized table that can be queried for membership of a given address and can return false positives (but not false negatives). In these proposals, each transaction maintains a read set signature and a write set signature. On a load, the address of the load is added to the read set signature, and similarly, on a store, the address of the store is added to the write set signature. As we describe below, Bulk employs signatures to enforce lazy conflict detection, while LogTM-SE does so to enforce eager conflict detection.

**Bulk.** Bulk [19] first introduced the idea of performing conflict detection via signatures. Bulk implements the lazy conflict detection/lazy version management algorithm presented Figure 2.9 on page 26 (with a slight twist, described below). During transaction execution, transactions acquire all blocks via read requests (even for stores). Once a transaction has received permission to commit from the arbiter, it broadcasts its write signature to all other processors, which intersect this write signature with their own read and write signatures. A non-empty intersection causes the receiving processor to abort its transaction. When a processor receives such a write signature, it also invalidates all blocks in its cache whose addresses are contained in the signature, thus ensuring that it will receive the most recent copy of these blocks on next access. At this time, the directory also updates its state to make the committing transaction the exclusive owner of all blocks in its write signature. Once all processors have completed this process and sent an acknowledgement, the transaction’s commit is finished and another transaction’s commit can begin. To avoid arbitration for commit becoming a performance bottleneck, the arbiter can be distributed [18].
Bulk supports version management for non-overflowed transactions via cleaning (Section 2.6). As Bulk maintains the write set via a signature rather than by speculatively-written bits on L1 cache blocks, however, the process of invalidating speculatively-written blocks is somewhat more involved. In particular, Bulk must ensure that the conservative nature of signatures does not cause incorrect invalidations of blocks that were not speculatively written (but may, for example, hold non-speculative dirty data). Bulk ensures correct operation via two mechanisms. First, it builds the write signature in such a way that the set of cache indices of speculatively-written blocks can be generated exactly from the signature (the details are presented in Section 3.2 of Ceze et al. [19]). Second, Bulk restricts L1 cache sets to having dirty data that is either (a) non-speculative or (b) belongs to a single speculative transaction. On a transaction abort, Bulk generates the set of indices of cache sets containing speculatively-written blocks, and then walks through each cache set to invalidate all dirty blocks.

The use of signatures implies that unlike the work discussed above, a transaction in Bulk can let a block that has been read or written escape the cache without losing the ability to perform conflict detection on that block. However, supporting unbounded transactions in Bulk still requires solutions to the problems of unbounded version management and virtualization of transactions.

Bulk supports unbounded version management via per-thread overflow areas that reside in virtual memory. When a speculatively-written block overflows a processor’s cache, it is moved to the thread’s overflow area. To manage forwarding from overflowed blocks to subsequent loads of the transaction, Bulk sets an overflowed bit on an overflow. If the overflowed bit is set, transactional reads check for membership in the write signature and check the overflow area for forwarding if the signature indicates that the block may have previously been speculatively written. The process of moving writes from the overflow area back to their architectural locations on transaction commit is not explicitly described in Bulk; presumably, this occurs in between the time that a transaction acquires commit permissions and the time that it broadcasts its write signature to other processors for conflict detection. Bulk thus uses a combination of eager and lazy version management: it employs eager version management for blocks that do not overflow the cache, and lazy version management for blocks that do overflow the cache.

When a transaction is pre-empted, its read and write signatures remain active at the processor at which it had previously been executing; a new transaction on this processor is assigned a separate read and write signature (to facilitate this, each processor has several read/write signatures available.
as contexts). Conflict detection at a processor is performed on all active signatures. If, however, there are no available signature contexts when a new transaction begins, then some pre-empted transaction’s signature has to be moved to memory (and conflict detection still must be performed against this signature while it is in memory). In this case, the transaction’s speculatively-written blocks are moved to its overflow area as well. The issue of paging of transactional data is not discussed.

**LogTM-SE.** Like Bulk, LogTM-SE [117] uses signatures to perform conflict detection. However, LogTM-SE differs from Bulk in that it implements the eager conflict detection/eager version management algorithm of Figure 2.7 on page 23. These differences arise due to the fact that LogTM-SE builds on LogTM [77], an earlier-proposed system supporting transactions that are unbounded in space but not time.

LogTM employs (and proposed) the namesake log described in Section 2.6 for version management. LogTM uses read and written bits on L1 cache lines to perform conflict detection for bounded transactions. To allow transactions to overflow the L1 cache while still supporting conflict detection, LogTM extends its baseline directory coherence with a mechanism called the “sticky state.” This mechanism is simply a set of per-processor overflow bits that are associated with each block at the directory. When a given processor’s overflow bit is set, the directory forwards all requests for the block to that given processor in addition to sending all other messages dictated by normal coherence protocol operation. Before a transaction allows a speculatively-accessed block to escape the L1 cache, it puts this block in the sticky state, thus ensuring that it will continue to see future requests for the block. When a processor sees a forwarded request for a given block due to the sticky state being set on that block, it conservatively performs conflict detection on the block as follows. If the processor is either not in a transaction or is in a transaction that has not overflowed the cache, then it can infer that the sticky state was set by a no-longer-active transaction. In that case, the processor simply clears the sticky state at the directory. However, if an overflowed transaction is currently executing on the processor, then a conflict is conservatively signaled.

LogTM’s conflict detection and version management mechanisms together allow for transactions that are unbounded in space. However, LogTM does not support the suspension of transactions, as its conflict detection logic implicitly assumes that any transaction that previously set a
sticky state for a given processor but is not currently executing at that processor has either committed or aborted. Thus, transactions in LogTM are still bounded in duration.

LogTM-SE supports transactions that are unbounded in time by modifying LogTM to perform conflict detection through signatures rather than bits in the cache. LogTM-SE employs a summary signature to perform conflict detection on transactions that are switched out (i.e., not presently executing on any processor). All processors perform conflict detection against this summary signature. When a conflict is detected against the summary signature, LogTM-SE traps to a software handler to resolve the conflict. When a transaction is context-switched, LogTM-SE adds its signature to the summary signature via an inclusive-or operation. To support removing a transaction’s signature from the summary signature on commit, the summary signature maintains a count of how many transactions have set each bit.

LogTM-SE supports paging of transactional data as follows. When moving a page from one page context to another, the system first interrupts each processor and has it walk over the old page testing whether it contains each block. If so, the processor adds the new address of the block to its signature. The authors note that this process could potentially be optimized if it becomes a performance bottleneck.

4.3 Discussion

As discussed earlier, UTM, VTM, PTM, Bulk and LogTM-SE all support transactions of unbounded size and duration with full concurrency. Achieving this goal, however, comes at a complexity cost to both conflict detection and version management.

The primary challenge in conflict detection is the need to detect and resolve conflicts between an unbounded number of transactions. The set of proposals discussed in Section 4.1 require the hardware to dynamically allocate/deallocate, maintain, and concurrently manipulate complex link-based structures (UTM’s xstate, VTM’s XADT, and PTM’s Transaction Access Vectors) and the corresponding cached versions of these structures. Manipulating and accessing these structures can add overhead to both overflowed transactions and concurrently-executing non-overflowed transactions, which need to access these structures to perform conflict detection. More importantly, the hardware for correctly manipulating these structures is not simple. While the signature-based
proposals discussed in Section 4.2 avoid these link-based structures, they must still traverse the signatures of all executing transactions for conflict detection and/or conflict resolution.

The support of multiple concurrently-executing unbounded transactions has implications on version management as well. In a conflict between two unbounded transactions, it may be necessary to abort one in order to maintain forward progress (e.g., in the case of a cyclic pattern of data accesses that would otherwise result in each transaction stalling the other). This fact implies that any system supporting the concurrent execution of more than one unbounded transaction must support unbounded version management as well.

In the next two chapters we will propose a different approach to unbounded hardware transactional memory. First, we propose a hardware mechanism, the permissions-only cache, that reduces the rate at which less-efficient overflow handling mechanisms are invoked. With the knowledge that overflows will likely be rare we propose ONE™, a system for handling unbounded transactions that revisits the idea of supporting one overflowed transaction at a time.
Chapter 5

The Permissions-Only Cache: Reducing the Frequency of Overflows

In this chapter we introduce a mechanism whose goal is to reduce the frequency with which transactions overflow the bounded HTM presented in Section 2.6.4. This mechanism, the permissions-only cache, expands the range of transactions that the HTM can support from tens of kilobytes (i.e., the size of the L1 cache) to megabytes. Overflows of this system can still occur, meaning that this system does not yet support transactions that are unbounded in size. However, by decreasing the frequency of overflows, the permissions-only cache will allow us to consider mechanisms for handling these overflows that trade off performance for implementation simplicity (Chapter 6).

In seeking to reduce the frequency of overflows, we first re-examine why overflows are a problem. In Section 2.6.6, we noted that for the bounded HTM to be able to perform conflict detection on a given block, it must (a) have coherence permissions to the block (in order to be guaranteed to see conflicting requests) and (b) have the read and written bits for the block (to be able to determine what constitutes a conflict). When a transactionally-accessed block overflows the L1 cache, the cache loses both coherence permissions and the transactionally-accessed bits for the block. Hence, it can no longer detect conflicts on that block and must abort the transaction running on that processor.

The above observations conversely suggest that if a transaction had a way of retaining coherence permissions and the read/written bits for a given block when it escapes the cache, the transaction could continue executing. This observation, coupled with the observation that it is not necessary to
have the data for a block in order to perform conflict detection on that block, serves as the foundation of the permissions-only cache. The permissions-only cache supports conflict detection on blocks that have been replaced from the processor’s data cache by retaining coherence permissions and transactionally-accessed bits — but not data — for these blocks. Because the permissions-only cache needs to track only two bits per data block, it can track conflict detection information for a large number of memory blocks with a comparatively small amount of storage; for example, if data blocks are 64 bytes, the permissions-only cache can track the transactionally-accessed bits for 256 blocks in the same amount of space occupied by the data of a single block. Only when the permissions-only cache itself overflows does the system need to fall back on some other mechanism for detecting conflicts for overflowed blocks.

In the remainder of this chapter we present the permissions-only cache in detail. We first describe its basic operation in the next section. In Section 5.2 we discuss how the permissions-only cache can be organized to efficiently encode the conflict detection information of a large amount of state. In Section 5.3 we discuss how the range of the permissions-only cache can be expanded further by maintaining its information in the L2 cache rather than a dedicated structure. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5.4 and conclude the chapter in Section 5.5.

5.1 Operation

The permissions-only cache tracks conflict information for blocks that have exceeded the capacity of the data cache. Like the data cache, it is organized as a tagged, set-associative structure. Each entry contains a read bit and optionally a write bit. Below, we first describe the usage of the permissions-only cache to allow read sets to grow beyond the size of the L1 cache without overflow. We then discuss how the coupling of the permissions-only cache and a mechanism that supports version management of transactionally-written blocks that escape the L1 cache (such as the log discussed in Section 2.6.3) can also allow the write set to grow beyond the size of the L1 cache. After discussing how aborts can still occur due to the permissions-only cache itself overflowing, we present the complete permissions-only cache algorithms. We close this section by discussing tradeoffs between this approach and extending the L2 cache with transactionally-accessed bits.

**Allowing transactionally-read blocks to escape the cache.** When a block that has been transactionally read (but not written) is replaced from the data cache, the cache controller sets the appro-
Figure 5.1: **Incorporation of the permissions-only cache into the system.** The solid lines show communication between existing system components: the processor and L1 cache communicate on local requests, while the L1 cache and the interconnect communicate for remote requests, fills of those requests, and incoming invalidations. The dashed lines show communication between the permissions-only cache and the rest of the system. As detailed in Figure 5.3 on page 75, the permissions-only cache communicates with the L1 cache on L1 cache evictions and fills, and it communicates with the interconnect on incoming invalidations. The permissions-only cache does not directly communicate with the processor.

appropriate read bit in the permissions-only cache, allocating an entry if necessary. The cache controller does not give up coherence permissions to the block in this case. Instead, the coherence state for the block is now *shared without data*. Externally, this state is indistinguishable from the traditional *shared (S)* coherence state. If the processor later brings such a block back into the L1 cache, the transactionally-accessed bits from the block’s permissions-only cache entry are copied back over to the L1 cache entry.

By maintaining coherence permissions to the block, the cache also maintains the guarantee of seeing all potentially-conflicting requests to the block. To detect conflicts on blocks in the permissions-only cache, external requests check the read bit in the permissions-only cache in addition to the bits in the data cache (the two checks are performed in parallel). On a transaction commit or abort, the permissions-only cache is cleared by flash-invalidating all its blocks. Existing protocols commonly allow silent replacement of *S* blocks, and thus already implicitly support this operation.

Figure 5.1 on page 72 details the incorporation of the permissions-only cache into a conventional multiprocessor. As discussed above, the permissions-only cache communicates with the L1 cache on evictions and fills, and with the interconnect on incoming invalidations. Local memory operations do not access the permissions-only cache.
We note that it may occur that a block is both transactionally-read and non-transactionally dirty. In this case, the cache controller both writes back the dirty data and maintains read permissions to the block. This operation is conceptually similar to the cleaning operation discussed in Section 2.6.3. We also note that in systems enforcing coherence inclusion, all blocks in the permissions-only cache would also have to be present in the L2 cache.

Allowing transactionally-written blocks to escape the cache. If the bounded HTM uses a log for version management (Figure 2.12 on page 36), the permissions-only cache can allow transactionally-written blocks as well as transactionally-read blocks to escape the L1’s cache. When evicting a transactionally-written block, the block is written back to the second-level cache or memory and the appropriate written bit is set in the permissions-only cache. Dirty blocks may safely escape because any remote read to these addresses will conflict with the written bit in the permissions-only cache, preventing any access to the block until the subsequent abort has successfully restored the pre-transactional value (which is maintained in the log). When a block’s written bit is set in the permissions-only cache, the local coherence state of the block is clean-exclusive without data, externally indistinguishable from the clean-exclusive (E) state (which may be replaced silently similarly to the S state).

If using the cleaning version management scheme presented in Section 2.6.3, speculatively-written blocks cannot escape the L1 cache because the speculative data would overwrite the non-speculative data preserved in the lower levels of the memory hierarchy. In this case, the permissions-only cache would be used to hold transactionally-read data only. We call this variant a read-only permissions-only cache, as distinguished from the read-write permissions-only cache discussed above.

Overflows of the permissions-only cache. As the permissions-only cache is a finite-sized structure, it is possible that it could also overflow. In this case, the transaction would have to abort. Thus, as noted above, while the permissions-only cache extends the range of bounded HTM, it does not provide support for unbounded transactions. In Chapter 6, we propose complementary hardware support for unbounded transactions. Our proposal exploits the fact that the permissions-only cache will likely make overflows rare in order to simplify their handling.

---

1It would be possible to employ a read-write permissions-only cache in this situation by adding a separate structure that holds the data of transactionally-written blocks that have overflowed. We do not explore such a configuration in this dissertation.
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**abort**
flash-invalidate writes
flash-clear written bits
flash-clear read bits
flash-invalidate POcache
in_transaction = false

**commit**
flash-clear written bits
flash-clear read bits
flash-invalidate POcache
in_transaction = false

**evict(A)**
if Cache[A].written_bit
  abort()
if Cache[A].read_bit
  move_to_POCache(A)
if Cache[A].dirty:
  write back A
  Cache[A].valid = false

**handle_downgrade_request(A,ts)**
if Cache[A].written_bit:
  resolve_conflict(A,ts)
if Cache[A].state == M:
  Cache[A].state = S
  send acknowledgement

**handle_invalidate_request(A,ts)**
if Cache[A].read_bit or
  Cache[A].written_bit or
  POCache[A].read_bit:
  resolve_conflict(A,ts)
  Cache[A].state = I
  send acknowledgement

**move_to_POCache(A)**
if no entry for A in POCache:
  abort()
  POCache[A].read_bit =
  Cache[A].read_bit

Figure 5.2: Adding a read-only permissions-only cache to bounded HTM. This figure shows the incorporation of a read-only permissions-only cache into a bounded HTM using cleaning for version management (presented in Figure 2.11 on page 35). On eviction of a transactionally-read block, the block’s transactionally-read bit is moved to the permissions-only cache. Because speculatively-written data cannot be stored to lower levels of memory, the bounded HTM must still abort when evicting a transactionally-written block from the cache. In addition, the transaction aborts if there is no free permissions-only cache entry when evicting a transactionally-read block. When handling an external coherence request for a block, the permissions-only cache is checked for a conflict in parallel with the regular cache. At commit and abort, the permissions-only cache is flash-invalidated. Functions not shown are unchanged from Figure 2.11 on page 35.

Algorithms. Figure 5.2 on page 74 shows the incorporation of a read-only permissions-only cache into a bounded HTM that uses cleaning for version management. The key additions are (1) the use of the permissions-only cache to hold transactionally-accessed bits when a block is evicted from the L1 cache (move_to_POCache) and (2) the corresponding checking of the permissions-only cache in conflict detection (handle_downgrade_request and handle_invalidate_request). Figure 5.3 on page 75 presents the corresponding incorporation of a read-write permissions-only cache into a bounded HTM that uses a log for version management (Figure 2.12 on page 36).
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**abort**
- flash-invalidate writes
- flash-clear written bits
- flash-clear read bits
- flash-invalidate POCache
- in_transaction = false

**commit**
- flash-clear written bits
- flash-clear read bits
- flash-invalidate POCache
- in_transaction = false

**evict(A)**
- if (Cache[A].read_bit) or (Cache[A].written_bit)
  - move_to_POCache(A)
- if Cache[A].dirty:
  - write back A
- Cache[A].valid = false

**handle_downgrade_request(A,ts)**
- if Cache[A].written_bit or POCache[A].written_bit:
  - resolve_conflict(A,ts)
- if Cache[A].state == M:
  - Cache[A].state = S
  - send acknowledgement

**handle_invalidate_request(A,ts)**
- if Cache[A].read_bit or Cache[A].written_bit or POCache[A].read_bit or POCache[A].written_bit:
  - resolve_conflict(A,ts)
- Cache[A].state = I
- send acknowledgement

**move_to_POCache(A)**
- if no entry for A in POCache:
  - abort()
- POCache[A].read_bit = Cache[A].read_bit
- POCache[A].written_bit = Cache[A].written_bit

Figure 5.3: Adding a read-write permissions-only cache to bounded HTM. This figure shows the incorporation of a read-write permissions-only cache into a bounded HTM using log-based version management (presented in Figure 2.12 on page 36). This algorithm is similar to Figure 5.2 on page 74. However, because the log is used for version management, both transactionally-read and transactionally-written blocks can be placed into the permissions-only cache. Functions not shown are unchanged from Figure 2.12 on page 36.

**Comparison to putting transactionally-accessed bits in the L2 cache.** An alternative way to extend the range of bounded hardware transactional memory would be to allow transactionally-accessed data to reside in the L2 cache. In this case, L2 cache lines would be extended with read and written bits. While certainly viable, this approach has two potential disadvantages. First, the L2 cache may be shared between cores. In this case, each core would have to have its own pair of read and written bits. Second, as L2 caches are much larger than L1 caches (as well as the permissions-only cache), supporting the flash-clear and conditional flash-invalidate operations may become expensive. Finally, invalidating speculatively-written blocks from the L2 on abort (as would
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Block Offset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 bits</td>
<td>14 bits</td>
<td>16384 sets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Read/Write?

40-bit physical address

Figure 5.4: **Naive organization of a 4KB permissions-only cache.** Each entry requires two bits (read bit and written bit). Consequently, this 4KB cache has 16,384 entries (32,768 bits ÷ 2), *i.e.* it can store conflict detection information for 16,384 datablocks. Assuming 64-byte datablocks, the cache is thus able to store the information for one megabyte of data (16,384 datablocks × 64 bytes per datablock). However, in this naive organization the tags consume 40 kilobytes (16,384 entries × 20 bits per entry). We show how this overhead can be lowered via a sector cache organization in Figure 5.5 on page 77.

be done if cleaning is used as the version management mechanism) would result in costly misses to memory the next time that these blocks are accessed unless the L2 is backed by an L3.

### 5.2 Efficient Encoding

Because the permissions-only cache does not contain data, it can more efficiently encode the transactional read/write bits (just a few bits per block) than other on-chip caches that hold data as well as addresses. Figure 5.4 on page 76 illustrates the potential for space reduction: assuming 64-byte blocks, a 4-kilobyte permissions-only cache can hold conflict detection information for one megabyte of data.

A naive implementation of a permissions-only cache, however, would also incur the overhead of a full cache tag for each two-bit entry. For example, assuming 40-bit physical addresses as in Figure 5.4 on page 76 the 4-kilobyte cache would have a 40-kilobyte overhead for the tags. If the physical address space is larger, the tag overhead would correspondingly grow.
Figure 5.5: 4KB direct-mapped permissions-only cache in a 256-sector organization. Each entry is a sector containing the read and written bits for 256 datablocks (512 bits or 64 bytes in total). The low-order bits of the index are now a sub-index that is used to offset into the sector. As each entry contains 64 bytes, the cache contains 64 entries. Compared to Figure 5.4 on page 76, the tag overhead has been reduced from 40 kilobytes to 160 bytes (20 bits × 64 entries). The tradeoff is the possible loss of coverage if there is poor spatial locality.

By using sector cache techniques [64] the tag overhead of the permissions-only cache can be reduced dramatically. A 512-bit (i.e., 64-byte) entry per tag would provide for 256 two-bit sectors (containing a read bit and a write bit). The low-order bits of the cache index would be used to offset into the sector to find the relevant pair of read/write bits (Figure 5.5 on page 77). To ensure that stale data from previous transactions does not cause erroneous conflicts, a sector would be cleared before it is used for the first time in a transaction.

The advantage of this organization is that single 256-sector entry maps a contiguous 16KB region of memory (256 sectors × 64B cache lines), a 256-to-1 compression ratio in the best case. Figure 5.5 illustrates the reduction in tag overhead afforded by the sector cache organization: in this example, the tag overhead is reduced from 40 kilobytes (Figure 5.4 on page 76) to 160 bytes. The appeal of organizing the permissions-only cache as a sector cache is increased by the fact that it does not have to support eviction (as any cache conflict in the permissions-only cache forces a transaction abort), which is more complex in a sector cache than a conventional cache.

The tradeoff of the sector cache organization is the possibility of reduced coverage if spatial locality is poor. In the worst case, a 4KB permissions-only cache would track the read/write bits for
only 4KBs of blocks. However, with good page-level spatial locality, this cache would maintain the property of being able to track a megabyte of data.

5.3 Employing the L2 Cache to Store Permissions-Only Information

To support even larger transactions without overflow, instead of using a dedicated structure, the processor could dynamically share the second-level cache’s storage capacity by allowing second-level cache frames to contain either data or an array of read/write bits. A second valid bit—a permissions-only valid bit—would be added to each entry’s cache tag to indicate when the frame holds transactional read/write bits. When a transactional block is replaced from the data cache, its transactional read/write bits would be updated in the corresponding bits in the second-level cache’s data array (replacing and allocating another entry as needed). On a commit or abort of a transaction, all the read/write bits would be discarded by flash-clearing the permissions-only valid bits. For shared second-level caches, an additional core identifier field could be associated with each cache frame containing permissions data.

When external coherence invalidations query the second-level cache, the cache tags would be accessed twice. The first tag lookup is the normal lookup, but it would match only for frames that hold data blocks (by checking the permissions-only valid bit). The second tag lookup—which would use the sector cache indexing similar to a stand-alone permissions-only cache—would check for matching frames of read/write bits. If a tag hit occurred on a tag for a frame of read/write bits, the data array would be accessed to query the corresponding bit (sector) to detect conflicts. If no permissions-only blocks had been allocated in the second-level cache, the second lookup could be skipped.

With such an organization, a 4MB second-level cache with 64-byte blocks could hold enough permissions-only information to allow a transaction to access up to 1GB of data (64K entries of 256 read/write bit pairs and each entry maps 16KBs) without overflow.

5.4 Related Work

As further discussed in Chapter 4, signatures [19] provide conflict detection via finite-sized Bloom filters that are conservative representations of a transaction’s read and write set. Signatures are
similar to the permissions-only cache in that they both allow a transaction’s read set to be larger than its L1 cache. However, the two approaches have significant tradeoffs due to the fact that entries in the permissions-only cache are tagged and thus can be identified precisely. The permissions-only cache thus maintains the property of precise conflict detection up until it itself overflows, at which point a different conflict detection scheme needs to be invoked. By contrast, signatures provide a uniform scheme for all transactions; however, research indicates that the imprecision that they introduce can cause significant numbers of false conflicts as transactions grow in size [14, 119].

The efficient data-less encoding of coherence permissions employed by the permissions-only cache is similar to the Store Miss Accelerator [22], which retains exclusive coherence permission to evicted blocks. Whereas the purpose of the permissions-only cache is to avoid transaction overflows, the Store Miss Accelerator aims to avoid incurring the latency of invalidation requests on a store that misses in the local cache hierarchy and is not present in any other cache in the system.

5.5 Discussion

By efficiently tracking transactions’ read and write sets, the permissions-only cache increases the size of transactions that can successfully complete without invoking an overflowed execution mode, largely independent of the particular scheme used to handle overflows. This reduction in the frequency of overflows may reduce the runtime overheads of previously-proposed hardware-based unbounded transactional memory schemes that employ a higher-overhead conflict detection mechanism for transactions that overflow the local cache hierarchy such as UTM [5], VTM [90], and PTM [23] (Chapter 4). With a sufficiently large permissions-only cache, however, the occurrence of overflowed transactions will likely be rare. In the next chapter we propose ONETM, a novel approach for handling overflows that exploits this assumption with the goal of reducing hardware complexity.
Chapter 6

ONETM: Handling Overflows via Selective Serialization

In this chapter we propose ONETM, a transactional memory system in which only a single overflowed transaction per process can be active at a time. The principal advantage of this approach is that it has the potential to significantly ease implementation requirements by eliminating prior proposals’ need to perform conflict detection between an unbounded number of unbounded transactions. We present two instantiations of ONETM, ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent. In Figure 6.1 we illustrate the differences in concurrency between these systems as well as a system that places no concurrency restrictions on overflowed transactions (such as the systems described in Chapter 4).

The first instantiation of ONETM that we present is ONETM-Serialized, in which overflowed transactions serialize the system. To support overflowed transactions, ONETM-Serialized adds a bit called the overflowed bit to the bounded hardware transactional memory presented in Section 2.6 as well as machinery to manipulate this bit. Overflowed transactions set this bit, while non-overflowed transactions check the bit and stall if it is set. The overflowed transaction is assigned highest priority in conflict resolution, meaning that it will not abort due to a conflict and thus eliminating prior proposals’ need to support unbounded version management.

While simple, the overflow handling mechanism of ONETM-Serialized can result in performance degradation if the number of overflows is not negligible. We thus also propose ONETM-Concurrent, a system that supports more concurrency on overflows than ONETM-Serialized while...
Figure 6.1: **An example execution on three systems for handling overflowed transactions.** The white bars represent non-overflowed transactions, the dark gray bars overflowed transactions, and the straight lines non-transactional execution. A light gray color means that the processor is stalled. In this execution, there are no conflicts, and the same amount of useful work is performed on each system. The example assumes strong atomicity.

still having fewer structures and mechanisms than the systems described in Chapter 4. In ONETM-Concurrent any number of non-overflowed transactions (as well as non-transactional code) are permitted to execute concurrently with the single overflowed transaction. To support this property, it associates a single pair of read and written bits with each memory block, analogous to the bounded HTM’s pair of transactionally-accessed bits per cache block. These bits travel coherently with data. The overflowed transaction sets them on an access and other transactions check them to determine conflicts.

Section 6.1 and Section 6.2 respectively describe ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent, including qualitative comparisons of these proposals to the prior work discussed in Chapter 4. In Section 6.3 we discuss how ONETM handles the advanced semantic issues discussed in Section 2.2.2. Finally, Section 6.4 discusses work published subsequently to the ISCA 2007 paper that introduced ONETM [9] and Section 6.5 summarizes the chapter.
(a) Shared Transaction Status Word (STSW)
Fixed address in virtual memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STSW Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>overflowed</td>
<td>is an overflowed transaction active?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTID</td>
<td>ID of active overflowed transaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Private Transaction Status Word (PTSW)
Per-thread architected register

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTSW Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>overflowed</td>
<td>is this thread in an overflowed transaction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TND</td>
<td>nesting depth of current transaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.2: Description of transaction status words.

6.1 ONETM-Serialized

Our first implementation, ONETM-Serialized, revisits the idea of serialization of overflowed transactions first proposed in TCC [39] (described in Chapter 4), adapting this idea to work within the context of the conventional memory system used by our baseline multiprocessor. ONETM-Serialized stalls all other threads in an application when one of the threads needs to execute an overflowed transaction, as illustrated in Figure 6.1b (threads executing non-transactionally stall to maintain strong atomicity [10]). In this section we first describe the structures that ONETM-Serialized requires and its operation using these structures. We then discuss the required operation system involvement. Finally, we close the section with a summary.

6.1.1 Structures

ONETM-Serialized employs the bounded hardware transactional memory presented in Section 2.6 as a foundation. To support overflowed transactions, ONETM-Serialized adds two transaction status words, the shared (per-process) transaction status word (STSW) and the private (per-thread) transaction status word (PTSW). The STSW resides in a fixed location in the virtual address space of each process and contains an overflowed bit, which is set while any thread in the application is executing an overflowed transaction. The PTSW, by contrast, is an architected machine register (i.e., it persists across context switches because the operating system saves and restores this register along with all the other architected registers). The PTSW also contains an overflowed bit (set only when the current thread is executing an overflowed transaction), as well as a transaction
**ONETM-Serialized Algorithm**

### load(A)

```python
while STSW.overflowed and not PTSW.overflowed:
    stall
if Cache[A].state == I:
    obtain_permissions(A, read)
if in_transaction:
    Cache[A].read_bit = true
return Cache[A].data
```

### store(A,v)

```python
while STSW.overflowed and not PTSW.overflowed:
    stall
if Cache[A].state != M:
    obtain_permissions(A, write)
if (in_transaction) and (not Cache[A].written_bit):
    write back A
    Cache[A].written_bit = true
    Cache[A].data = v
```

### commit

```python
while STSW.overflowed and not PTSW.overflowed:
    stall
flash-clear written bits
flash-clear read bits
if PTSW.overflowed:
    PTSW.overflowed = false
STSW.overflowed = false
in_transaction = false
```

### evict(A)

```python
if (Cache[A].read_bit) or (Cache[A].written_bit):
    if not PTSW.overflowed:
        while STSW.overflowed:
            stall
        atomically set STSW.overflowed
        set PTSW.overflowed
        timestamp = -1
if Cache[A].dirty:
    write back A
    Cache[A].valid = false
```

**Figure 6.3: ONETM-Serialized algorithm** The algorithm builds on the bounded hardware transactional memory presented in Figure 2.11 on page 35 by using the structures detailed in Figure 6.2 on page 82 to implement overflow handling. On an overflow, a transaction stalls until the overflowed bit of the STSW is clear and then atomically sets this bit. Other processors check the overflowed bit, stalling if it is set and not resuming execution until it is cleared as part of the commit of the overflowed transaction. Functions not shown are unchanged from Figure 2.11 on page 35.

*nesting depth* (TND) field (the overflowed analogue of the TND field described in Section 2.6). These status words are summarized in Figure 6.2 (the OTID field of the STSW will be introduced in Section 6.2.2).
6.1.2 Operation

Here we describe the basic operation of ONETM-Serializ, including when and how a transaction transitions to overflowed mode, how the system maintains isolation while an overflowed transaction is executing, and commit of overflowed transactions. Figure 6.3 on page 83 presents the extensions that ONETM-Serializ makes to the bounded HTM algorithm from Figure 2.11 on page 35 in order to support overflowed transactions.

When to transition to overflowed mode. A transaction transitions to overflowed mode when it has to evict a transactionally-accessed block. In addition, a transaction that experiences an interrupt during execution aborts and restarts execution in overflowed mode.

Transitioning to overflowed mode. To transition to overflowed execution, the processor must ensure that no other thread in the application is executing in overflowed mode. The key to enforcing this property is the overflowed bit of the STSW, which acts much like a mutex lock on overflowed execution. A transaction may only transition to overflowed execution after it has atomically changed the bit from unset to set. When transitioning to overflowed execution, the transaction also sets the overflowed bit of the PTSW. The TND field of the PTSW is used to implement the subsumption of nested transactions (i.e., nested transaction initiation and commit are treated as no-ops, except for the manipulation of the TND field). When a transaction transitions to overflowed mode, it sets its timestamp to $-1$, i.e. the lowest timestamp in the system. This action ensures that it will be prioritized in conflict resolution. In Figure 6.3 on page 83, evict details the transition to overflowed mode when evicting a transactionally-accessed block.

Maintaining isolation. To serialize execution during overflow, all threads in the application that are not executing an overflowed transaction monitor the overflowed bit in the STSW and stall if it is set (load, store, and commit in Figure 6.3 on page 83). To prevent overflowed transactions’ STSW accesses causing all concurrently-executing bounded transactions to abort, STSW accesses are not made part of a transaction’s read or write sets. Nonetheless, while an overflowed transaction is executing, it may conflict with a (stalled) bounded transaction. Any such conflict will be detected locally by the stalled bounded transaction. Because the overflowed transaction is guaranteed to have a lower timestamp, the conflict will be resolved by aborting the bounded transaction.

To make processors’ reads of the STSW’s overflowed bit inexpensive, the STSW can be coherently cached in a special register. Rather than having the processor read this register on all memory
accesses, external write requests would snoop the register. A write request to the STSW would trig-
ger a pipeline flush, at which point the local processor would have to re-acquire read permissions
to the STSW before resuming execution (stalling if it sees the overflowed bit as set after the re-
acquire). This implementation is similar to that used to support speculative out-of-order execution
of loads in current multiprocessors [35].

Committing an overflowed transaction. An overflowed transaction clears the overflowed bits
in the STSW and the PTSW as part of a non-nested commit. This operation unstalls all other
processors.

Discussion. The STSW and PTSW together provide support for virtualization of overflowed trans-
actions. If an overflowed transaction is context-switched out, the other threads continue to stall on
the overflowed bit in the STSW. Because the PTSW persists across context switches and migrations,
a thread will not forget that it is executing an overflowed transaction nor the nesting depth of the
current transaction.

ONETM-Serialized also supports paging of transactionally-accessed data. The potential dan-
ger here is that a bounded transaction could access a given virtual memory address, the address
be remapped to a different physical address, and then the overflowed transaction access the new
physical address. In this case, the conflict between the bounded and overflowed transaction would
not be detected. To eliminate this case, when a page of virtual memory is remapped, all currently-
executing bounded transactions are aborted as part of the process of invalidating the current mapping
from processors’ translation lookaside buffers (the so-called “TLB shootdown”). If a transaction is
continually aborted in such a fashion, it can restart execution in overflowed mode (similar to the
handling of interrupts within a transaction).

6.1.3 Runtime Involvement

The runtime must inform each processor of the location of the STSW. In addition, the OS must save
and restore the PTSW on context switches as with all other architected registers.

6.1.4 ONETM-Serialized Summary

ONETM-Serialized extends the bounded HTM described in Section 2.6 to support unbounded trans-
actions by adding the STSW and the PTSW (Figure 6.2 on page 82). The price of this relatively
small change over the baseline, however, is the loss of all concurrency when a transaction overflows, which will have a significant negative impact on performance if overflows are frequent. We next propose ONETM-Concurrent, an implementation that allows concurrent execution of non-overflowed transactions, non-transactional code, and a single overflowed transaction.

6.2 ONETM-Concurrent

If overflows are truly rare, then ONETM-Serialized may be sufficient to handle them without performance loss. However, if overflows are not extremely rare, it is likely that the serialization induced by ONETM-Serialized will result in performance degradation. To provide greater performance robustness to overflows, ONETM-Concurrent extends ONETM-Serialized to allow other code to execute concurrently with the single overflowed transaction (Figure [6.1]). To achieve this property, it introduces per-block persistent transaction metadata as part of the architected state. The system uses this metadata to track the read and write set of the single overflowed transaction; other threads then check the metadata to detect conflicts. To efficiently provide this metadata, each cache-block-sized block of physical memory is augmented with additional bits; these bits are the overflowed equivalents of the read/written bits described in Chapter 2. When the overflowed transaction writes (reads) a block, it sets the overflowed metadata write (read) bit. A single set of bits per memory block is sufficient because there can be only one overflowed transaction at a time.

By inspecting the overflowed metadata for a given block, non-overflowed transactional and non-transactional accesses can detect conflicts with the overflowed transaction. The metadata thus ensures that all other threads will detect conflicts with the overflowed transaction, even if has been pre-empted or has migrated to a different processor than that on which it started execution. Below, we first describe the storage and manipulation of the metadata. We then discuss how lazy clearing can be employed to eliminate the requirement that an overflowed transaction clear all its metadata as part of commit, followed by a discussion of how ONETM-Concurrent supports having overflowed transactions set the overflowed read bit for a given block without needing to have write permissions for the block. We then detail required operating system support. We close the section by comparing ONETM-Concurrent to the prior work described in Chapter 4.
ONETM-Concurrent Algorithm with Active Clearing

begin
in_transaction = true
if start_as_overflowed:
  while STSW.overflowed and not PTSW.overflowed:
    stall
  set STSW.overflowed
  set PTSW.overflowed
  timestamp = -1
  start_as_overflowed = false
else:
  timestamp = clock

commit
foreach address A in Cache:
  Cache[A].read_bit = false
  Cache[A].written_bit = false
if PTSW.overflowed:
  for A in read_set:
    obtain perms to A
    A.read_bit = false
  for A in write_set:
    obtain perms to A
    A.written_bit = false
  PTSW.overflowed = false
  STSW.overflowed = false
in_transaction = false

load(A)
if Cache[A].state == I:
  obtain_permissions(A,read)
  if PTSW.overflowed:
    A.read_bit = true
  else:
    while A.written_bit:
      stall
    if in_transaction:
      Cache[A].read_bit = true
    return Cache[A].data

store(A,v)
if Cache[A].state != M:
  obtain_permissions(A,write)
  if PTSW.overflowed:
    A.written_bit = true
  else:
    while (A.read_bit or A.written_bit):
      stall
    if (in_transaction) and (not Cache[A].written_bit):
      write back A
    Cache[A].written_bit = true
    Cache[A].data = v

evict(A)
if (Cache[A].read_bit) or (Cache[A].written_bit)
  start_as_overflowed = true
  abort()
if Cache[A].dirty:
  write back A
  Cache[A].valid = false

Figure 6.4: ONETM-Concurrent algorithm with active clearing. The algorithm builds on the bounded hardware transactional memory presented in Figure 2.11 on page 35. Each memory block is extended with a pair of read and written bits that travel coherently with the data for the block (denoted as A.read_bit and A.written_bit). The overflowed transaction sets these bits and other threads check them to determine conflicts. At commit, the overflowed transaction clears these bits for all blocks it has accessed. Functions not shown are unchanged from Figure 2.11 on page 35
6.2.1 Metadata Operation

The metadata used by ONETM-Concurrent comprises two bytes per memory block (two bits indicating transaction read and write and a 14-bit identifier to be described later). This metadata is part of the system’s architected state, existing both in caches (in addition to transactional read/written bits used by non-overflowed transactions) and memory. As the metadata is logically associated with every block of data, the metadata travels with the data anytime the data block is transferred (e.g., cache misses, responses from memory, cache-to-cache data transfers, and cache evictions). When responding to a cache miss, the memory controller provides both the data and metadata bits from the memory in parallel. Although this metadata increases the size of the data payload, the coherence protocol control logic itself need not change, and thus no special logic is required to communicate and manage the metadata. Non-overflowed transactions check for conflicts by simply examining the overflowed metadata of a cache block after they have brought the block into their cache.

Figure 6.4 on page 87 details the basic operation of ONETM-Concurrent. This algorithm assumes that an overflowed transaction clears the overflowed read and written bits as part of commit. We discuss problems with this assumption and a mechanism for relaxing it in Section 6.2.2.

Metadata storage. The problem of where to store the metadata of ONETM-Concurrent in memory is similar (but not identical) to the classic problem of where to store directory state in a directory-based implementation of cache coherence (or token count state in a token coherence-based implementation [70]). One implementation option for storage of this metadata is to add dedicated storage at each memory controller. Assuming a memory system with 64-byte blocks, this dedicated storage represents a 3% memory overhead. This approach is similar to that taken by several pioneering implementations of directory coherence [58, 60, 61, 65]. A conceptually similar approach that avoids adding dedicated storage is for each memory controller to allocate a fixed-sized region in its physical memory to store the metadata associated with its remaining addressable memory.

Another common approach to storing directory state is to use part of the per-block space allocated for error-correction codes [6, 34, 38, 51, 81]. As discussed by Gharachorloo et al. [34], it is possible to free sufficient space for metadata storage at the cost of a slight loss in error coverage by coarsening the granularity at which error correction and detection is performed. ONETM-Concurrent can use this approach as well, and in fact, it is simpler to implement in our context. One known disadvantage of using ECC codes to store coherence protocol state is that operations
that were previously simply reads or writes must now be read-modify-writes in order to update the coherence state \cite{34, 69}. In contrast, the metadata used by ONETM-Concurrent is semantically simply extra data from the point of view of the cache coherence protocol (as discussed above), and the maintenance of this metadata imposes little extra control logic on memory controllers.

We finally note that one mechanism from directory protocol implementations that is not relevant to ONETM-Concurrent is the directory cache (see Section 3.2.4 of Martin’s dissertation \cite{69}). In the context of coherence, a directory cache has two potential purposes: first, it can reduce latency for memory accesses (as the directory lookup is on the critical path of a miss), and second, it can serve to eliminate the need to store directory state in memory entirely (by invalidating a block from all processors’ caches if its directory entry must be invalidated from the directory cache). In ONETM-Concurrent, however, accessing metadata incurs no extra latency over accessing data (eliminating the first potential benefit of a metadata cache). Additionally, as there is no upper bound on the number of blocks that a transaction may access, metadata must be maintained for every block in the system (eliminating the second potential benefit of a metadata cache).

**Transitioning to overflowed mode.** When a transaction overflows, it transitions to overflowed execution mode. A simple way to accomplish this transition is to abort the transaction and restart it in overflowed mode after ensuring that no other thread in the application is already executing in overflowed mode (by checking the overflowed bit of the STSW). This is the specific implementation that we evaluate in Chapter \cite{7}. Alternatively, ONETM-Concurrent could avoid an abort by more gracefully transitioning to overflowed mode. As before, the processor must first ensure that no other thread in the application is executing in overflowed mode and transition itself to overflowed mode by setting the overflowed bit of the STSW. Next, the processor walks the data cache to set the overflowed metadata for blocks read or written by the transaction; this action ensures that the conflict detection information for these blocks is not lost if the overflowed transaction is context switched. As a further optimization, the processor could update the metadata gradually as blocks overflow the caches and defer the metadata updates for non-overflowed blocks until a context switch actually occurs.
ONE-TM-Concurrent Algorithm with Lazy Clearing

**load(A)**

if Cache[A].state == I:
    obtain_permissions(A, read)
if PTSW.overflowed:
    A.read_bit = true
    A.OTID = STSW.OTID
else:
    if A.written_bit:
        if metadata_is_stale(A):
            A.written_bit = false
        else:
            while STSW.overflowed:
                stall
    if in_transaction:
        Cache[A].read_bit = true
return Cache[A].data

**store(A,v)**

if Cache[A].state != M:
    obtain_permissions(A, write)
if PTSW.overflowed:
    A.written_bit = true
    A.OTID = STSW.OTID
else:
    if A.read_bit or A.written_bit:
        if metadata_is_stale(A):
            A.read_bit = false
            A.written_bit = false
        else:
            while STSW.overflowed:
                stall
    if (in_transaction) and (not Cache[A].written_bit):
        clean Cache[A].data
    Cache[A].written_bit = true
    Cache[A].data = v

**metadata_is_stale(A)**

if not STSW.overflowed:
    return true
if A.OTID != STSW.OTID:
    return true
return false

**commit**

foreach address A in Cache:
    Cache[A].read_bit = false
    Cache[A].written_bit = false
if PTSW.overflowed:
    STSW.OTID++
    PTSW.overflowed = false
    STSW.overflowed = false
    in_transaction = false

Figure 6.5: **Addition of lazy clearing to ONE-TM-Concurrent algorithm.** This algorithm adds lazy clearing to the algorithm presented in Figure 6.4 on page 87. Rather than the overflowed transaction clearing the overflowed read and written bits at commit, processors check for staleness of these bits on conflicts. Functions not shown are unchanged from Figure 6.4 on page 87.
6.2.2 Lazy Metadata Clearing

The above discussion assumes that an overflowed transaction clears all the overflowed read and written bits at commit. However, this assumption is not practical: the number of blocks with non-zero overflowed transactional metadata is unbounded, and such blocks could be in any cache, memory module, or even swapped to disk. As such, it is not possible to easily clear all the overflowed transactional metadata. In this section we detail lazy clearing, a mechanism that eliminates the need for overflowed transactions to clear metadata at commit.

Instead of actively clearing the metadata, the system clears the metadata lazily by using an *overflowed transaction identifier* (OTID) to differentiate between stale and current metadata. The per-block metadata is extended to hold an OTID (the 14-bit identifier mentioned earlier) that is updated anytime the metadata read/written bits are set. The OTID of the active overflowed transaction is also stored in the STSW (see Figure 6.2a), allowing all processors to fetch the current OTID by executing a coherent read request to its location. When an overflowed transaction commits, it increments the OTID in the STSW. Instead of explicitly clearing the metadata bits when it completes, the overflowed transaction simply clears the overflowed bit in the STSW as before.

A processor checks for conflicts by checking the metadata as described above; the processor elides this check if the overflowed bit in the PTSW is set. If the processor detects a possible conflict, it then proceeds to check whether the OTID associated with the conflicting memory block is equal to the currently active OTID (by reading the STSW). If the IDs do not match, the processor proceeds without stalling or aborting (i.e., the metadata is stale). If the IDs match, a conflict exists and the requesting processor stalls until the overflowed transaction clears the STSW’s overflowed bit during commit. While a processor is stalling, another conflict can cause its transaction to abort. Figure 6.5 on page 90 details the addition of lazy clearing to the basic ONETM-Concurrent algorithm presented in Figure 6.4 on page 87.

If OTIDs were never reused, this approach would avoid the need to ever clear the metadata. However, the OTID width is finite and small. As a result, OTIDs will eventually wrap around, creating the potential for false conflicts and unnecessary delay. Such false conflicts can occur only when (1) an overflowed transaction is active (otherwise the metadata is ignored) and (2) the thread attempting the access is not executing in overflowed mode. The stall due to the false conflict will
be temporary, because once the active overflowed transaction completes it clears the overflowed bit in the STSW, thus un-stalling the victim of the false conflict.

To reduce false stalls, the processor opportunistically clears stale overflowed transaction metadata whenever possible. Whenever a processor not executing an overflowed transaction writes a cache block, it clears the associated metadata. Thus, as long as a block has been written since the last time the current OTID was used, no false conflicts will occur on that block. The metadata can also be cleared whenever a processor manipulates a cache block in which the current OTID does not match the block’s OTID. Lazily clearing metadata does not impact correctness or forward progress; it is only a performance optimization.

6.2.3 Lazily Coherent Metadata

Although the metadata can be kept exactly coherent by requiring a processor to have write permission to a block to modify its metadata, such a requirement causes unnecessary invalidations of blocks in shared state (and thus transaction conflicts) when only the metadata needs to be modified, and also inhibits the efficient lazy clearing of metadata.

Instead, we would like a processor executing an overflowed transaction to be able to set the metadata without needing exclusive permissions to the block. As there is only one active overflowed transaction at a time, there will be at most a single writer (even if there are multiple readable copies in the system). However, to prevent out-of-order writebacks from overwriting more recent metadata with stale metadata, the system allows only the owner of the block (non-exclusive or exclusive) to set the metadata. Many cache coherence protocols already include the notion of a single non-exclusive read-only dirty owner (the “O” state [107]) that is responsible for writing back the block to memory upon eviction. Once the metadata has been written, it is the owner’s responsibility to ensure the data is eventually written back to memory (or transfer the ownership, and thus the responsibility, on to another processor). Some protocols already support a non-dirty owner as part of determining which processor responds with data during a shared-intervention [70, 110]. In protocols that grant non-exclusive owner status to the most recent requester, whenever a processor in an overflowed transaction requests a block, it will be able to set the read bit immediately after the miss completes. In the case where a block is in the cache in shared but not owned state, the overflowed transaction issues a remote request to obtain ownership of the block.
The key to the correctness of this lazy updating of metadata is that the system guarantees that any new requests for the block receive the most recent version of the metadata. Once an overflowed transaction has set the read bit (and thus has the block in owned state), any other processor that tries to write the block will issue a cache request and receive the most recent version of the metadata, indicating the conflict. Processors will only set the written bit when they are writing the block, in which case they have exclusive permissions to it; thus, any subsequent read or write will again receive the most recent copy of the metadata and detect the conflict. Any processor can clear the metadata opportunistically as described above; if the processor owns the block, then its clearing of the metadata will propagate to other processors.

6.2.4 Example Execution

Figure 6.6 illustrates the lazy coherence and clearing of metadata. At time $t_1$, processor $P_1$ loads the block A into its cache; at that time, there is no overflowed transaction executing and the metadata for A is $\emptyset$. At $t_2$, $P_0$ overflows, setting the overflowed bit of the STSW and incrementing the OTID. At $t_3$, $P_0$ loads A into its cache in owned state and sets the read bit for A, as well as writing its OTID into the OTID metadata field for A. $P_1$ now has stale metadata in its cache, but there is no conflict. At $t_4$, $P_2$ loads A into its cache; because $P_0$ owns A, it supplies the data (and metadata) to $P_2$. Again, there is no conflict. At $t_5$, $P_3$ requests A in modified state; as the owner, $P_2$ supplies $P_3$ with the data. $P_3$ now stalls, because the read bit of A is set and the STSW indicates that the OTID of the active overflowed transaction matches the OTID in the metadata of A. At $t_6$ $P_0$ commits its overflowed transaction, clearing the overflowed bit of the STSW. A short time later, $P_3$ sees that the overflowed bit of the STSW is now clear and unstalls itself to perform its write of A. It also opportunistically clears the metadata of A at this point. Because $P_3$ has A in modified state, it will ensure that its version of the metadata for A is given to anyone requesting A in the future.

6.2.5 Operating System Involvement

As in ONETM-Serialized, the operating system must save and restore the PTSW register as part of thread state. Additionally, when swapping pages to and from disk, the operating system must save and restore the associated metadata and OTIDs (as implemented in other systems [28, 102]). The operating system may optionally clear metadata and OTIDs when zeroing pages before reallocation.
Figure 6.6: Example illustrating lazy coherence and clearing of metadata in ONETM-Concurrent. The white bars are non-overflowed transactions, the dark gray bars are overflowed transactions, the straight lines are non-transactional execution, and the light gray color indicates stalled execution. The example centers around a memory block with address A; the text to the right of each processor is that processor’s MOESI coherence state and local metadata for A.

6.2.6 Comparison to Prior Work

Supporting only one unbounded transaction at a time enables ONETM-Concurrent to avoid facing challenging problems of the prior proposals discussed in Chapter 4 which seek to support unbounded transactions with full concurrency. First, any system that supports more than one unbounded transaction at a time must also be able to abort these transactions in order to be able to guarantee forward progress in the case of cyclic conflicts. Thus, any such system must support unbounded version management. ONETM-Concurrent, by contrast, avoids the need for unbounded version management due to its policy of making the unbounded transaction highest-priority in conflict detection. Second, systems that support an unbounded number of unbounded transactions face the challenge of detecting conflicts between these transactions. While prior proposals provide solutions to this problem – e.g., the linked-list traversals of UTM, PTM, and VTM, Bulk’s traversal of the signatures of swapped out transactions, and LogTM-SE’s maintenance of the summary signature – ONETM-Concurrent avoids the problem altogether.

The price that ONETM pays for the above simplifications is, of course, a limit on concurrency for overflowed transactions. In an n-processor system, the impact of this restriction is likely to be small as long as the fraction of execution time that each processor spends in overflows is less than $1 \div n$. In Chapter 7, we show that the combination of the permissions-only cache and ONETM
can provide similar performance to an idealized unbounded hardware transactional memory on the workloads that we use.

6.3 Semantic Considerations in ONETM

This section describes the impact of various semantic choices on ONETM, including weak/strong atomicity, starvation avoidance, support for IO within transactions, and support for an explicit abort operation.

**Weak and strong atomicity.** As described in Section 2.2.2, strong atomicity is a model in which transactions are guaranteed to be isolated from non-transactional memory accesses, whereas weak atomicity is a model in which only conflicts between transactions are guaranteed to be detected. As presented above, both ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent enforce strong atomicity. In ONETM-Serialized, all other processors stall while an overflowed transaction is executing, whether these other processors are executing transactions or not. In ONETM-Concurrent, both transactional and non-transactional memory accesses check for conflicts with the overflowed metadata. Here, we consider the possible impact on performance and complexity of instead supporting weak atomicity in these systems.

In ONETM-Serialized, enforcing weak rather than strong atomicity can potentially increase performance, as threads not executing transactions would not have to stall while an overflowed transaction is executing. In addition, subsequent work by Hofmann et al. [50] made the observation that the decision to enforce weak isolation could simplify implementation requirements. We discuss this proposal in Section 6.4.

In ONETM-Concurrent, by contrast, enforcing weak rather than strong atomicity does not significantly impact the design of the system and is unlikely to impact the system’s performance. The only change to the system would be that only processors in transactions would check the overflowed metadata on a load or store. Similarly, this policy choice would have a performance impact only in the case where there actually are conflicts between transactions and non-transactional memory accesses.

**Starvation avoidance.** As detailed in Section 2.6, the bounded hardware transactional memory system on which ONETM builds guarantees that all transactions will eventually become highest-
priority in conflict resolution through its use of timestamps. In ONETM, however, the fact that the overflowed transaction always acquires the lowest timestamp means that bounded transactions are always vulnerable to being aborted by the overflowed transaction. To maintain the property of starvation avoidance, if a transaction fails to make progress due to conflicts, it arbitrates to become the overflowed transaction. As long as this arbitration process is fair (e.g., it could employ the timestamps of the competing bounded transactions), this policy allows a transaction to avoid starvation.

IO. The fact that unrestricted transactions never abort allows support for general IO within transactions in ONETM. Although many common system calls and I/O may be handled via input/output buffering, compensation actions [16], and/or transactional OS interfaces [85], some operations are not easily handled within a transaction that may later be rolled back (e.g., sending a network request and receiving its response). To handle cases in which a transaction wants to perform a non-transactional system call, the runtime system can transition the transaction into overflowed mode. As the transaction will then never abort, programs can rely on this property to, for example, perform arbitrary system calls or input/output within the transaction [11]. A similar approach to the problem of supporting IO within transactions was proposed by the TCC project [41].

The performance impact of this mechanism is dependent on the frequency of IO within transactions. The workloads described in Chapter 3 and used throughout this dissertation do not perform IO within transactions. However, in a study of IO within critical sections in Firefox and MySql, Baugh and Zilles [7] found that concurrent execution of multiple critical sections containing IO was relatively infrequent. As such, ONETM-Concurrent in particular could potentially provide sufficient performance.

Explicit abort. ONETM’s policy of allowing only one overflowed transaction at a time and prioritizing the overflowed transaction in conflict resolution means that the system never has to abort the overflowed transaction. Consequently, unlike transactional memory systems that support the concurrent execution of multiple overflowed transactions (and must resolve conflicts between them), ONETM does not require unbounded version management in order to resolve conflicts. It is true, however, that unbounded version management is required if an explicit abort operation is desired as part of the transactional interface to the programmer. The most straightforward way to support such
Figure 6.7: Overflow handling algorithm of Hofmann et al. [50]. The algorithm employs a global lock. To execute in overflowed mode, a transaction must first acquire the lock. Non-overflowed transactions can commit only when the lock is free. The algorithm is conceptually similar to Figure 6.3 on page 83, but differs in (1) not requiring custom hardware for overflow handling, (2) stalling non-overflowed transactions at commit rather than “in place”, and (3) providing weak rather than strong atomicity.

unbounded version management in ONETM is to use the log-based version management presented in Figure 2.12 on page 36.

If support for explicit abort is combined with the above-mentioned support for IO within transactions, the system must ensure that a transaction that has performed irrevocable IO is not later rolled back by the user. To maintain such a guarantee, the system could add a “performed-IO” bit to the PTSW. This bit would be set on performance of an IO operation and checked to be clear on a rollback, with a failed check causing an exception to be raised.

6.4 Subsequent Work

Hofmann et al. [50] propose a system that employs a global lock to serialize overflowed transactions. Before beginning execution in overflowed mode, a transaction must acquire this global lock. Non-overflowed transactions are allowed to continue execution in the presence of an overflowed transaction, but can commit only when no overflowed transaction is concurrently executing (i.e., the lock is free). As in ONETM-Serial, all conflicts between an overflowed transaction and a non-overflowed transaction will be detected by the non-overflowed transaction and are resolved in favor of the overflowed transaction. Figure 6.7 on page 97 shows the pseudocode for this system.

This system is conceptually similar to ONETM-Serial but differs by (1) enforcing weak atomicity rather than strong atomicity and (2) stalling non-overflowed transactions at commit rather
than in place when an overflowed transaction begins execution. The benefit of enforcing only weak atomicity is that the processor does not need to check for the presence of an overflowed transaction on each load and store. It is not clear whether the difference in stalling policy would have a significant performance impact, as non-overflowed transactions are likely to be short relative to overflowed transactions.

TokenTM [14] details an approach to unbounded hardware transactional memory that supports multiple overflowed transactions executing concurrently via transactional tokens. Adapting the use of tokens from token coherence [70], a transaction is allowed to write a block if it holds all tokens and is allowed to read the block if it holds at least one token. Once a transaction acquires a token for a given block, it retains that token until commit or abort, at which time it releases all its tokens.

TokenTM employs logging in order to support abort of unbounded transactions (necessary for resolving cyclic conflicts) as well as to record all tokens acquired by the transaction (necessary for releasing these tokens on commit or abort). If a transaction cannot acquire sufficient tokens to complete its access, it signals a conflict. TokenTM generalizes the lazy coherence employed by ONETM-Concurrent to support simultaneous modifications of a block’s metadata by different transactions.

The approach taken by TokenTM is conceptually similar to ONETM-Concurrent in that both employ metadata that travel coherently with data. TokenTM, however, avoids ONETM’s restriction of allowing only one overflowed transaction at a time. This significant increase in concurrency has several costs: (1) requiring a mechanism for unbounded version management, (2) requiring a mechanism for recording all tokens held by a transaction, (3) performing clearing of metadata (i.e., token release) actively rather than lazily at the end of a transaction, and (4) needing to walk the logs of all active transactions to detect conflicts in the worst case.

6.5 Summary

This chapter described ONETM, a proposal for supporting unbounded hardware transactional memory that operates via serialization of overflowed transactions. The key concept of ONETM is the use of an overflowed bit that resides in an application’s virtual address space. Transactions read

\footnote{The authors propose an optimization that enables token release in constant time for transactions that have not overflowed the cache.}
and modify this overflowed bit in order to determine when they must stall and/or can begin an
overflowed transaction.

We presented two instantiations of ONETM, ONETM-serialized and ONETM-Concurrent. In
ONETM-serialized, one thread beginning an overflowed transaction results in all other threads in
the application stalling. In ONETM-Concurrent, by contrast, non-conflicting bounded transactions
(and non-transactional operations) can execute and commit in the presence of an overflowed trans-
action. To support conflict detection, ONETM-Concurrent adds overflowed metadata that (1) travels
coherently with data blocks, (2) is set on an access by an overflowed transaction, and (3) is read by
other threads to determine conflicts.

In the next chapter we quantitatively evaluate the performance of ONETM. We find that on
the workloads that we use, the combination of ONETM and the permissions-only cache provides
similar performance to that of an idealized unbounded hardware transactional memory system.
Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluation of ONETM and the Permissions-Only Cache

In this chapter we experimentally evaluate ONETM and the permissions-only cache using the workloads and infrastructure described in Chapter 3. We first analyze the performance of ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent relative to the idealized unbounded HTM system described in Chapter 3 which handles overflows with full concurrency and no overheads. We focus on the questions of (a) how much the policy employed by ONETM-Serialized of serializing the system on overflows degrades overall performance and (b) how much the increased concurrency of ONETM-Concurrent reduces this negative performance impact. We then analyze whether enforcing weak rather than strong atomicity could increase the performance of ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent; the answer to this question can help system designers reason about which policy to implement. Next, we analyze the impact of lazy clearing on the performance of ONETM-Concurrent, focusing on the questions of (a) whether finite-length OTID’s result in spurious conflicts and (b) whether OTID’s are necessary to avoid performance degradation. Finally, we examine the impact on performance of adding a permissions-only cache to ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent. Our main objective is to determine whether the combination of ONETM and the permissions-only cache can achieve the performance of the idealized HTM. We also examine whether the sector cache organization employed by the permissions-only cache to reduce tag overhead results in performance degradation due to increased cache conflicts.
In Section 7.1 we detail the configurations that we evaluate in this chapter. We evaluate the performance of \texttt{ONETM-Serialized} and \texttt{ONETM-Concurrent} in Section 7.2. We next examine the performance impact of weak atomicity in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 examines the impact of lazy clearing on the performance of \texttt{ONETM-Concurrent}. We examine the impact of the permissions-only cache on the performance of \texttt{ONETM} in Section 7.5. We discuss the power implications of our proposals in Section 7.6. We summarize the main results of this chapter in Section 7.7.

### 7.1 Experimental Methodology

We use the simulator infrastructure and workloads described in Chapter 3. We also reuse the idealized unbounded HTM that handles overflows with full concurrency and no overheads; we will measure the performance of our systems against the performance of this idealized system.

In this chapter, \texttt{ONETM-Serialized} and \texttt{ONETM-Concurrent} implement strong atomicity unless indicated otherwise. In addition, unless indicated otherwise, \texttt{ONETM-Concurrent} implements lazy clearing with 14-bit OTID’s as described in Section 6.2.2.

In all configurations of the permissions-only cache that we present, the metadata for a given block occupies two bits. Our default configuration of the permissions-only cache holds 256 bytes of metadata. This default permissions-only cache can thus hold the metadata for 1024 blocks (64 kilobytes of data). Unless indicated otherwise, the permissions-only is organized as a sector cache, with each sector holding 64 bytes of metadata (i.e., metadata for 256 blocks). In all configurations of the permissions-only cache it is 4-way set-associative.

Our default configurations of \texttt{ONETM} use a foundation of bounded HTM employing cleaning for version management (Figure 2.11 on page 35). Thus, by default the permissions-only cache can hold metadata for blocks that have been transactionally read but not written only. When choosing a victim to evict, the L1 cache prioritizes blocks whose eviction will not cause a transaction abort.

### 7.2 Evaluation of \texttt{ONETM}

We present and analyze the performance of \texttt{ONETM} in this section. We first study the question of how the policy of serializing the system on overflow employed by \texttt{ONETM-Serialized} degrades overall performance on our workloads relative to the idealized fully-concurrent unbounded HTM.
We then examine the extent to which the increased concurrency afforded by ONETM-Concurrent, which serializes only overflowed transactions, increases performance over full system serialization.

7.2.1 What is the Impact of Serializing the System on Overflow?

Figure [7.1] on page [103] presents the scalability of ONETM-Serialized over sequential execution. We also present the performance of the idealized unbounded HTM described in Chapter 3. On many workloads, ONETM-Serialized matches or nearly-matches the idealized system’s performance. However, on several workloads (most notably genome) ONETM-Serialized suffers a substantial slowdown. To gain insight into these results, Figure [7.2] on page [103] presents a breakdown of execution time for the two systems. This figure indicates that the performance losses of ONETM-Serialized relative to the idealized system correspond directly to time spent stalled due to an overflowed transaction.

Figure [7.3] on page [104] presents the amount of time that each processor spends in overflowed transactions on average under ONETM-Serialized (we discuss the second bar below). We first note that this number is uniformly small: for all workloads, this figure is less than 4%, and for all but three workloads, it is less than 1%. Several workloads spend no time in overflowed transactions, meaning that ONETM-Serialized can match the performance of the idealized system on these workloads (Figure [7.1] on page [103]).

However, even a small amount of time spent in overflowed transactions can result in performance degradation for ONETM-Serialized. Each cycle that a processor spends in an overflowed transaction results in all other processors being stalled. Thus, for example, the 1% of time that each processor spends in overflowed execution in genome results in each processor spending 30% of its execution time stalling due to overflows (Figure [7.2] on page [103]).

7.2.2 Does Serialization of Only Overflowed Transactions Increase Performance?

In this subsection we analyze the performance of ONETM-Concurrent, focusing on the question of whether serializing only overflowed transactions increases overall performance over serializing the entire system on an overflow.

As shown in Figure [7.3] on page [104], processors spend a similar amount of time in overflowed transactions under ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent. However, this overflow
Figure 7.1: **Scalability of workloads under ONETM-Serialized.** Execution is on 32 cores, meaning that a speedup of 30 is near-ideal. The first bar ("OneTM-S") of each group shows the performance of ONETM-Serialized, while the second bar ("ideal") shows the performance of the idealized HTM described in Chapter 3. All configurations implement strong atomicity.

Figure 7.2: **Time breakdown of ONETM-Serialized.** “busy” represents cycles in which the processor is not stalled for a synchronization-related reason. “barrier” represents cycles stalled at a barrier. “conflict” represents cycles lost due to conflicts. “overflow serialization” represents cycles that the processor is stalled due to another thread executing an overflowed transaction.
Figure 7.3: Percentage of execution time that is spent in overflowed transactions in ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent.

...time results in significantly less performance degradation for ONETM-Concurrent. Figure 7.4 on page 105 presents the scalability of ONETM-Concurrent. For reference we include the scalability of ONETM-Serialized and the idealized unbounded HTM. ONETM-Concurrent significantly improves on the performance of ONETM-Serialized: with the exception of yada, it is able to approach the performance of the idealized HTM. As Figure 7.5 on page 105 illustrates, it accomplishes this improvement by reducing the time spent stalling on overflowed transactions.

Figure 7.6 on page 106 analyzes this reduction of time spent stalling on overflows in more detail, showing the number of cycles spent stalling for each cycle of overflowed transaction execution. For ONETM-Serialized this number is uniformly 31: while an overflowed transaction is executing, all other processors must stall. For ONETM-Concurrent, however, this number corresponds to the number of processors that want to begin an overflowed transaction while an overflowed transaction is already executing. On all but two workloads this number is 5 or less.

7.2.3 Summary

In this section, we first showed that ONETM-Serialized matches the performance of the idealized HTM on several of our workloads (those with no time spent in overflows). However, even 1% of time spent in overflows causes the performance of ONETM-Serialized to degrade significantly rel-
Figure 7.4: **Scalability of workloads under ONETM-Concurrent.**

Figure 7.5: **Time breakdown of ONETM-Concurrent.**
Figure 7.6: Stall time due to serialization of overflowed transactions in ONETM-Concurrent.

ative to the fully-concurrent unbounded HTM. We then showed that by serializing only overflowed transactions, ONETM-Concurrent increases robustness to overflows over ONETM-Serialized. For ONETM-Concurrent, a processor stalls only when that processor overflows and there is already another processor executing in overflowed mode. Figure 7.6 on page 106 shows that the number of such simultaneous overflows is generally small, enabling ONETM-Concurrent to match or nearly-match the performance of the idealized system on most workloads. However, ONETM-Concurrent still suffers performance degradation from the fully concurrent system in a minority of cases.

7.3 Impact of Weak Atomicity on ONETM

We noted in Section 6.3 that the choice to support weak atomicity rather than strong atomicity could have a positive performance impact on ONETM. In particular, enforcing weak atomicity could potentially increase ONETM-Serialized performance by allowing non-transactional threads to continue executing in the presence of an overflowed transaction. In ONETM-Concurrent, the impact of enforcing weak rather than strong atomicity is that non-transactional memory accesses do not have to check for conflicts with the overflowed bits. We quantitatively examine the impact of weak atomicity on ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent here. If this performance impact was large, it could help influence system designers to enforce a semantics of weak rather than strong atomicity.
Figure 7.7: **Impact of weak atomicity on ONETM-Serialized.** Execution is on 32 cores, meaning that a speedup of 30 is near-ideal. The first bar of each group ("OneTM-S") shows ONETM-Serialized with its default configuration of strong atomicity, and the second bar of each group ("OneTM-Sw") shows ONETM-Serialized configured to enforce weak atomicity.

Figure 7.8: **Time breakdown of ONETM-Serialized with strong and weak atomicity.**
7.3.1 Does Weak Atomicity Help ONETM-Serialized Performance?

Figure 7.7 on page 107 and Figure 7.8 on page 107 present the performance of ONETM-Serialized configured to implement weak atomicity. For reference, we include the performance of ONETM-Serialized configured to implement strong atomicity (i.e., the results from above). These graphs show the somewhat unintuitive result that in fact the two configurations perform similarly: there is essentially no performance benefit from implementing weak atomicity in ONETM-Serialized.

We examine this result in more detail in Figure 7.9 on page 108. This graph presents the number of cycles that are spent stalled for each cycle that a processor is executing an overflowed transaction. This number is subdivided into time spent stalling in transactional execution and time spent stalling in non-transactional execution. As discussed above, for ONETM-Serialized configured with strong atomicity, this number is always 31: when one processor is executing an overflowed transaction, all other processors stall for the duration of the transaction. For ONETM-Serialized configured with
weak atomicity, this number corresponds to the number of other processors that are concurrently executing bounded transactions.

This graph illustrates the reasons for the general lack of performance gain from weak atomicity in ONETM-Serialized. The majority of time spent stalling under strong atomicity on most workloads is within transactions, meaning that these stalls must occur even under weak atomicity. Furthermore, time spent stalling in non-transactional execution is often simply replaced by increased time spent stalling in transactional execution.

7.3.2 Does Weak Atomicity Help ONETM-Concurrent Performance?

Figure 7.10 on page 110 shows that the difference between strong and weak atomicity has little performance impact on the performance of ONETM-Concurrent. Figure 7.11 on page 110 details the reasons that weak atomicity does not have a performance impact on our workloads: first, processors spend a small amount of time stalling on conflicts with the overflowed bits (less than 1% of cycles in all cases), and second, most of that time is spent within (bounded) transactions.

7.3.3 Summary

In this section, we evaluated the potential of weak atomicity to increase the performance of ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent. We found that in almost all cases, enforcing weak atomicity provides little to no performance benefit over enforcing strong atomicity. The predominant reason is that even when ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent are configured to enforce strong atomicity, processors generally spend little time stalling on overflowed transactions in non-transactional execution.

7.4 Impact of Lazy Clearing on ONETM-Concurrent Performance

As described in Section 6.2.2, lazy clearing of overflowed transaction metadata eliminates the requirement that overflowed transactions actively clear this metadata as part of transaction commit in ONETM-Concurrent. However, it can also result in performance degradation due to spurious conflicts with stale metadata. The default configuration of ONETM-Concurrent employs 14-bit overflowed transaction identifiers (OTID’s) to reduce the probability of such spurious conflicts: a
Figure 7.10: **Impact of weak atomicity on ONETM-Concurrent.** The first bar of each group (“OneTM-C”) shows ONETM-Concurrent with its default configuration of strong atomicity, and the second bar of each group (“OneTM-Cw”) shows ONETM-Concurrent configured to enforce weak atomicity.

Figure 7.11: **Breakdown of stall time due to conflicts with overflowed transactions in ONETM-Concurrent.** The graph shows the percentage of total cycles that processors spend stalling on conflicts with overflowed transactions, divided into stall cycles spent in bounded transactions and stall cycles spent in non-transactional execution.
In this section we examine the sensitivity of ONETM-Concurrent to OTID length and usage. We first study the question of whether 14-bit OTID’s are sufficient to avoid performance degradation from infinite-length OTID’s (i.e., OTID’s that have no possibility of aliasing). To answer this question, we examine the performance of ONETM-Concurrent in its default configuration of 14-bit OTID’s relative to that of a variant configuration employing infinite-length OTID’s. Figure 7.12 on page 111 presents these results (we discuss the first bar of this graph below). This figure indicates that the default OTID length of 14 bits is sufficient to achieve the performance of infinite-length OTID’s.

This result indicates that 14-bit OTID’s are sufficient to avoid spurious conflicts on our workloads. We next examine the question of whether they are necessary to do so. To answer this question, we evaluate a variant configuration of ONETM-Concurrent that does not employ OTID’s at all. Instead, if a transaction detects a conflict with the overflowed metadata, it simply checks whether there is an overflowed transaction currently executing; if so, it assumes that this conflict is with the active overflowed transaction and stalls. Transactions can still detect false conflicts (and clear the overflowed metadata) in the case where there is a conflict with the overflowed metadata and there is no currently-executing overflowed transaction.

Figure 7.12: **Impact of OTID length on ONETM-Concurrent.** The middle bar of each group ("14") shows ONETM-Concurrent with the default OTID length of 14 bits. The right and left bars show variants with nil OTID’s (as if all overflowed transactions had the same OTID) and infinite-length OTID’s respectively.
In Figure 7.12 on page 111 the first bar of each group shows the performance of the no-OTID variant of ONETM-Concurrent. Perhaps surprisingly, this configuration achieves the performance of the default ONETM-Concurrent configuration on all workloads but genome. This result occurs because (1) processors spend little time in overflowed execution (Figure 7.3 on page 104) and (2) as described above, processors can still clear the overflowed transaction metadata on detecting that it is stale.

### 7.4.1 Summary

In this section we evaluated whether the lazy clearing of metadata employed by ONETM-Concurrent resulted in performance degradation due to spurious conflicts with stale metadata. We found that with the default OTID length of 14 bits, ONETM-Concurrent experiences essentially no performance loss from an idealized configuration with infinite-length OTID’s. Moreover, we found that even if ONETM-Concurrent does not employ OTID’s at all, it still does not experience spurious conflicts in most cases due to the fact that processors spend so little time in overflowed transactions.

### 7.5 Impact of the Permissions-Only Cache on ONETM Performance

In this section we evaluate the performance impact of the addition of a permissions-only cache to ONETM. We first examine the question of how much a 256-byte read-only permissions-only cache can increase the performance of ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent. We then examine the question of whether the fact that this permissions-only cache is organized as a sector cache results in performance degradation from a non-sector cache organization. Finally, we examine the performance impact of smaller and larger permissions-only caches and close the section by analyzing the causes of (generally small) remaining performance differences between ONETM and the idealized unbounded HTM.

#### 7.5.1 Impact of the Read-Only Permissions-Only Cache on ONETM-Serialized

Figure 7.13 on page 113 and Figure 7.14 on page 113 present the impact of the addition of the read-only permissions-only cache on ONETM-Serialized. The permissions-only cache significantly reduces the time spent in overflows on several workloads, most notably genome. However, the performance of ONETM-Serialized on yada suffers relative to the idealized system even after the
Figure 7.13: **Impact of read-only permissions-only cache on ONE-TM-Serialized performance.**

“+pr” represents the addition of a 256-byte read-only permissions-only cache.

---

Figure 7.14: **Impact of read-only permissions-only cache on ONE-TM-Serialized execution time.**
addition of the permissions-only cache. We note that intruder_opt is unaffected by the addition of the permissions-only cache; further investigation revealed that the unbounded transactions in that workload are in fact due to pagefaults (Section 6.3).

7.5.2 Impact of the Read-Only Permissions-Only Cache on ONETM-Concurrent

We next examine the impact of the permissions-only cache on ONETM-Concurrent performance. As Figure 7.15 on page 115 illustrates, the addition of the permissions-only cache serves to essentially equalize the performance of ONETM-Concurrent with that of the idealized HTM. Figure 7.16 on page 115 indicates that ONETM-Concurrent augmented with the permissions-only cache suffers virtually no serialization from overflows.

7.5.3 Sensitivity to Sector Cache Organization

As described in Section 5.2, we organize the permissions-only cache as a sector cache in order to reduce tag overhead. This organization, however, also has the potential to reduce performance from a non-sector cache organization by reducing coverage if spatial locality is poor. We quantitatively evaluate the impact of the sector cache organization here by comparing the performance of the permissions-only cache to a variant configuration that is organized as a non-sector cache (i.e., the metadata for each block resides in its own cache line). Figure 7.17 on page 116 and Figure 7.18 on page 116 present these results for ONETM-Serialized and ONETM-Concurrent respectively. These figures indicate that in both cases the sector cache organization results in almost no performance loss from a non-sector cache organization.

7.5.4 Sensitivity to Permissions-Only Cache Size

In the previous analysis, we have evaluated the performance impact of a 256-byte permissions-only cache that can hold the conflict information of 64 kilobytes of data (Section 7.1). Here we study the impact of varying the size of the permissions-only cache by evaluating two variant configurations. The first variant configuration that we study is an 2-byte permissions-only cache. This variant can hold the conflict information of 8 blocks. It can thus eliminate transaction aborts due to cache conflict evictions, but likely cannot eliminate aborts due to cache capacity issues (i.e., its impact is similar to that which a victim buffer would have). This variant is not organized as a sector cache as
Figure 7.15: **Impact of read-only permissions-only cache on ONE-TM-Concurrent performance.** “+pr” represents the addition of a 256-byte read-only permissions-only cache.

Figure 7.16: **Impact of read-only permissions-only cache on ONE-TM-Concurrent execution time.**
Figure 7.17: Impact of read-only permissions-only cache sector cache organization on ONETM-Serialized.

Figure 7.18: Impact of read-only permissions-only cache sector cache organization on ONETM-Concurrent.
Figure 7.19: Impact of read-only permissions-only caches of various sizes on ONE™-Serialized performance.

It only has 8 cache lines. The second variant that we study is a 4-kilobyte permissions-only cache. This variant (which is organized as a sector cache) can hold the conflict information of a megabyte of data. As the data presented in Chapter 3 indicates that the transactions in these workloads touch roughly 64 kilobytes of data at a maximum, this variant effectively serves as an upper bound for the impact of adding a permissions-only cache.

Figure 7.19 on page 117 and Figure 7.20 on page 118 present the performance impact of these variant permissions-only cache configurations on ONE™-Serialized. The 4-kilobyte permissions-
Figure 7.20: Impact of read-only permissions-only caches of varying sizes on ONETM-
Serialized execution time.
only cache eliminates cache overflows on all workloads but yada (the remaining time in unbounded transactions on the other workloads is due to pagefaults occurring within transactions). On yada, evictions of transactionally-written blocks occur.

We also note that in several cases the 2-byte permissions-only cache is able to match the performance of the 256-byte permissions-only cache. This fact suggests that many of the overflows in these workloads are indeed due to cache conflict evictions rather than capacity evictions, meaning that the permissions-only cache plays a victim buffer-like role on these workloads.

Figure 7.21 on page 120 and Figure 7.22 on page 121 present the analogous results for ONETM-Concurrent. Once again, the 4-kilobyte permissions-only cache does not increase performance over the 256-byte permissions-only cache. Moreover, the 2-byte permissions-only cache is generally able to match the performance of the 256-byte version.

1The permissions-only cache, however, has the ability to increase the capacity of the bounded HTM far beyond the addition of a victim buffer.
Figure 7.21: Impact of read-only permissions-only caches of varying sizes on ONE-TM-Concurrent performance.
Figure 7.22: Impact of read-only permissions-only caches of varying sizes on OneTM-Concurrent execution time.
7.5.5 The Remaining Performance Gap between ONETM and the Idealized HTM

As illustrated in Figure 7.20 on page 118 and Figure 7.22 on page 121, there are small remaining differences between the performance of ONETM and that of the idealized system even after the addition of a large (4 kilobyte) permissions-only cache. There are several potential causes of these remaining differences. First, ONETM differs from the idealized system in that ONETM employs cleaning for version management while the latter employs an idealized no-cost unbounded log. Second, ONETM with the addition of the read-only permissions-only cache still must abort on eviction of a transactionally-written block, whereas the idealized system supports unbounded write sets as well as read sets. Finally, while all three systems handle non-abortable events in transactions (such as pagefaults) by restarting a transaction in non-abortable mode, ONETM induces system serialization in this case whereas the other two systems do not. In this subsection, we determine how these implementation differences contribute to the remaining performance differences between ONETM and the idealized system here.

We first analyze the reasons for the remaining performance differences between ONETM-Serialized and the idealized system. To do so, we study four configurations. The first configuration ("OneTM-S+4kb") is ONETM-Serialized configured with a 4-kilobyte permissions-only cache. This configuration eliminates the performance impact of transactions’ read sets overflowing on these workloads. The second configuration ("+log") changes the version management mechanism to be the same no-cost unbounded log employed by the idealized system, thus eliminating this difference between ONETM-Serialized and the idealized HTM. The third configuration ("+r/w") builds on the second configuration by changing the permissions-only cache to be read/write. This configuration eliminates the performance impact of transactions’ write sets as well as read sets overflowing. Finally, the fourth configuration ("ideal") is the idealized system. Any remaining performance difference between the third and fourth configurations is due to the fact that ONETM-Serialized serializes the system when a transaction must handle a non-abortable event, whereas the idealized system does not.

Figure 7.23 on page 123 presents a runtime breakdown of these configurations. The most common cause of performance difference between ONETM-Serialized is the use of cleaning rather than an idealized zero-cost log for version management. yada receives a performance benefit from
Figure 7.23: Analysis of remaining performance differences between ONE TM-Serialized and the idealized HTM. “OneTM-S+4kb” shows the performance of ONE TM-Serialized with a 4-kilobyte read-only permissions-only cache. “+log” changes the version management mechanism to idealized no-cost unbounded logging. “+r/w” additionally changes the permissions-only cache to be read/write. “ideal” represents the idealized unbounded HTM.
being able to overflow transactionally-written as well as transactionally-read blocks from the L1 cache. Finally, intruder opt and yada experience pagefaults within transactions.

Figure 7.24 on page 125 presents the corresponding runtime breakdown for ONETM-Concurrent. In this case, the performance differences on all workloads except yada are solely due to the difference in version management. As noted above, yada benefits from the read/write permissions-only cache.

7.5.6 Permissions-Only Cache Summary

In this section we evaluated the impact of the permissions-only cache on the performance of ONETM. We found that a 256-byte permissions-only cache could significantly increase the performance of ONETM-Serialized, but could not equalize performance with the idealized HTM in all cases. The remaining difference is largely due to the fact that the idealized system handles non-abortable operations within transactions more gracefully than ONETM-Serialized. By contrast, the addition of the permissions-only cache enabled ONETM-Concurrent to perform similarly to the performance of the idealized unbounded HTM. We also found that the sector cache organization of the permissions-only cache does not degrade performance from a non-sector cache organization and that a permissions-only cache as small as 2 bytes could have a significant positive impact on the performance of ONETM.

7.6 Discussion of Power Implications of Our Proposals

In this section, we discuss the potential implications of our proposals on power. We first discuss ONETM and then discuss the permissions-only cache.

ONETM. In ONETM-Serialized, the overflowed bit of the STSW is (1) snooped on external write requests, (2) coherently written when an overflowed transaction begins and commits, and (3) re-read by all other processors after being invalidated by the overflowed transaction’s write. As discussed above, in many modern processors external write requests already snoop the load queue [35]. The power impact of the two latter operations is directly correlated with how often transactions must transition to overflowed mode. The data in this chapter indicates that such transitions occur infrequently, and thus the overflowed bit is unlikely to have a significant impact on power. The most significant additional power implication of ONETM-Concurrent is that it potentially widens the
Figure 7.24: Analysis of remaining performance differences between ONETM-Concurrent and the idealized HTM. “OneTM-C+4kb” shows the performance of ONETM-Concurrent with a 4-kilobyte read-only permissions-only cache. “+log” changes the version management mechanism to idealized no-cost unbounded logging. “+r/w” additionally changes the permissions-only cache to be read/write. “ideal” represents the idealized unbounded HTM.
data payload by two bytes. If datablocks are 72 bytes (64 bytes of data in addition to the 8-byte address header), this addition represents a 2.8% overhead.

Permissions-only cache. The permissions-only cache is (1) read by external coherence requests as part of conflict detection, (2) updated when a transactional block is replaced from the data cache, and (3) invalidated on a commit or abort. It is not accessed for processor-local memory operations. As such, it is accessed significantly less often than the L1 cache. Finally, the permissions-only cache is often empty. In these circumstances, it can be completely powered down to save dynamic and static power.

Figure 7.25 on page 126 shows the percentage of execution time that the permissions-only cache is non-empty (for the 256-byte read-only permissions-only cache). For all workloads except yada, the permissions-only cache is active for less than 1% of execution. While the usage of the permissions-only cache in yada is higher, it is still less than 5% of execution.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter we evaluated the performance of ONETM on our workloads. We found that on several workloads ONETM-Serialized can match the performance of an idealized HTM that handles
overflows with full concurrency and no overheads, as these workloads simply do not overflow. This result illustrates the fact that if overflows are extremely rare, they can be handled simply without a great impact on overall performance. However, we also found that even a small amount of time spent in overflowed execution could cause performance degradation in ONE-TM-Serialized. We found that the increased concurrency of ONE-TM-Concurrent increases robustness to overflows. Even ONE-TM-Concurrent, however, cannot match the performance of the idealized HTM on all workloads.

We then evaluated the impact of the addition of the permissions-only cache. We found that for ONE-TM-Serialized the permissions-only cache significantly increases performance but that the combination still falls short of the idealized HTM in some cases (largely due to the fact that ONE-TM-Serialized serializes the system to handle non-abortable events within transactions). Combining ONE-TM-Concurrent with the permissions-only cache, however, results in a system that matches the performance of the idealized fully-concurrent unbounded HTM across the workloads that we use.

As we discussed in Chapter 3, after overflows are eliminated as a performance bottleneck, the overall performance of many workloads is still limited by conflicts. In that chapter we also found a pattern of conflicts on auxiliary data that were challenging to eliminate via software restructuring. The next chapter details RETCON, our proposal for eliminating such auxiliary data conflicts in hardware.
Chapter 8

RETCON: Eliminating Auxiliary Data Conflicts

As the last chapter illustrated, the combination of ONE TM and the permissions-only cache achieves the performance of an idealized unbounded HTM that handles overflows with full concurrency and no overheads on the workloads that we use. Nonetheless, performance in many cases is still limited by conflicts. In particular, as we discussed in Chapter 3, several workloads experience a common pattern of conflicts on auxiliary data, i.e., data such as hashtable occupancy fields and reference counts that is peripheral to a transaction’s main computation. As detailed in that chapter, these conflicts can be challenging to eliminate via software restructuring. In this chapter we present RETCON, our hardware-based proposal for eliminating auxiliary data conflicts.

We observe that auxiliary data is usually accessed by short, simple computations that do not affect the larger transaction. This property suggests an approach of allowing conflicts to occur without rollback, reacquiring lost data at commit, and using the current values of this data to repair local state as necessary. Such a repair-based approach was proposed by ReSlice [96] to lessen the impact of conflicts in thread-level speculation, and similar slicing has been employed in other contexts as well [21, 48, 103]. These proposals use instruction-based repair by saving the dependent instructions of a conflicting load to later re-execute these instructions with the updated value of the load (either in a special-purpose core or by re-using the resources of the processor itself).

Guided by the nature of this auxiliary data, we propose a different approach. As the processor executes a transaction, it also tracks the relationship between input values and output values symbol-
Figure 8.1: **Comparison of RETCON to other approaches.** P₀ and P₁ begin transactions at times ① and ② respectively. Each transaction performs two increments to a shared counter variable that is initialized to zero. (a) RETCON symbolically tracks the counter address and repairs its value at commit by adding the computed increment. (b) DATM forwards the speculatively incremented counter variable at time ③, but must abort a transaction when the second increment introduces a cyclic dependence at time ④. (c) In EagerTM, P₁ suffers repeated aborts until P₀ commits at time ⑤. (d) EagerTM-Stall stalls P₁’s first increment until P₀ commits at time ⑥. (e) In LazyTM, P₁ performs both its speculative increments but then aborts when it detects a conflict on the commit of P₀ at time ⑥.

Conditionals form constraints on the acceptable range of values that an input can take when reacquired at commit. At commit time, all inputs that have been lost are reacquired, constraints are checked, and symbolic computation is reapplied to these values (see Figure 8.1 on page 129).

Our instantiation of this approach, RETCON, is tailored to fit the needs of the auxiliary data present in our workloads. RETCON tracks an input symbolically through a sequence of loads, simple arithmetic operations, branches, and stores, with more complex computation creating a constraint that the input value be the same at commit. To track symbolic information, RETCON adds a buffer to hold the initial values of symbolically-tracked blocks, a buffer to hold constraints, and a buffer to hold symbolically-tracked stores.

Although RETCON’s focus is on repairing remotely changed values, its mechanisms have the secondary benefit of reducing conflicts in other ways. RETCON’s resolution of conflicts at commit implicitly provides selective lazy conflict detection. In addition, by performing conflict detection based on values, RETCON also avoids conflicts due to false sharing, silent sharing, and temporally silent sharing.

---

1Retcon, short for *retroactive continuity*, refers to soap operas’ and comic books’ practice of revising past events as necessary to match current reality.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first describe the architecture and high-level RETCON algorithm in Section 8.1 followed by a discussion of operational details in Section 8.2 and implementation optimizations in Section 8.3. We detail benefits that RETCON provides beyond the ability to repair conflicts on auxiliary data in Section 8.4. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 8.5 and summarize the chapter in Section 8.6.

8.1 RETCON Architecture and High-Level Operation

As described above, RETCON tracks the symbolic relationships between inputs and outputs. As transactions execute, values are tagged with a symbolic representation of the computation that produced that value. For example, if the processor loads a value and then increments it twice, the processor tracks information indicating that it can calculate the final value by adding two to whatever value the load eventually takes. Such symbolic values propagate through registers and memory, while conditional operations result in constraints that the symbolic value must satisfy at the time of commit. If computation that is too complex to track symbolically occurs on a given input, the system constrains that input to remain equal to its original value when reacquired. In this section, we describe the architecture and high-level operation that allow RETCON to support these tasks.

Key to RETCON are the concepts of symbolic locations, symbolic values, and symbolic constraints. A symbolic location is a memory address that RETCON decides to track symbolically (determined via a predictor trained by past history of conflicts). The symbolic value of a register or memory location is a representation of the computation that was performed to calculate the concrete value of that location. As an example, the symbolic value of the register output of the first load to symbolic location A would be “[A]”. Finally, symbolic constraints are a combination of a symbolic value, a boolean operator, and a constant. An equality constraint is a special type of constraint that simply specifies that a given symbolic location must be equal to the value first read for that location by the transaction.

RETCON optimizes for design simplicity by restricting the type of computation that it can track symbolically. It restricts operations to have at most one symbolic input and tracks only data (not memory addresses) symbolically. These restrictions allow RETCON to maintain symbolic information efficiently and admit a streamlined commit process, while still supporting our goal of being able
to repair the effects of peripheral data conflicts. We describe RETCON operation in detail below, followed by examples of code idioms causing conflicts that RETCON can and cannot repair.

### 8.1.1 RETCON Operation

**Initiating symbolic tracking.** During transaction execution, loads and stores not involved with symbolic repair use the conflict detection mechanism of the underlying TM system. A *symbolic load*, a load that reads from a symbolic location, initiates symbolic tracking of dependent operations by associating a symbolic value with the load’s output register (recorded in the symbolic register file, described in Figure 8.2 on page 132). The value written to the register file by a symbolic load is the processor’s best-guess value for the location (i.e., the architectural value at the time or a value prediction [83, 84, 109]) and execution continues based on that concrete value. The first load to a symbolic location also records the *initial concrete value* of the location (recorded in the initial value buffer, described in Figure 8.2 on page 132). A load to a symbolic location does not set the read bit in the cache, thus allowing the block to be stolen away without triggering a conflict.

**Execution with symbolic tracking.** Transaction execution is determined entirely by the concrete values, but symbolic values are tracked and propagated from instruction to instruction. If an instruction’s specific operation is one that can be tracked symbolically, the symbolic input is propagated to the symbolic value output. The processor performs as much computation as it can during this propagation. As an example, if a register with concrete value 5 and symbolic value “[A] + 7” is used as input to an increment instruction, the output register’s concrete value would be 6 and its symbolic value would be “[A] + 8”.

**Symbolic tracking through memory.** When writing a register with a symbolic value to memory, both the concrete and symbolic values are recorded and propagated to subsequent loads (using the *symbolic store buffer*, described in Figure 8.2 on page 132). Correspondingly, all loads check the symbolic store buffer (as well as the initial value buffer, as described above) in parallel with the data cache. When a load forwards from a store that has a symbolic value, it copies that symbolic value (rather than initializing its symbolic value to the address of the store). In essence, RETCON collapses all store-load forwarding during execution. Figure 8.3 on page 132 contains a flowchart of the operation of loads and stores in RETCON².

²If the symbolic store buffer overflows, the transaction is aborted and re-executed with RETCON disabled.
Figure 8.2: **RETCON structures.** The **initial value buffer** is a cache-like structure indexed by data address. Each entry contains the address tag bits, the initial concrete value of the symbolic memory location, and the symbolic constraints associated with that memory location (if any). The **symbolic store buffer** records symbolically-tracked stores. It is indexed by data address and accessed like a conventional cache-like unordered store buffer. Each entry contains the address tag bits, the store’s concrete value, and the store’s symbolic value (if any). The **symbolic register file** records the current symbolic value (if any) for each register. The value recorded in the traditional register file is the concrete value of each register, which is used to guide execution.

Figure 8.3: **RETCON memory operation flowchart.**
Symbolic control-flow constraints. If the source register of a branch has a symbolic value, RETCON adds a symbolic constraint to capture the necessary condition to ensure consistent control flow. For example, a taken branch based on a register with symbolic value “[A] + 1” is greater than 5 would generate the constraint: “[A] + 1 > 5” or, simplified, “[A] > 4”. Non-taken branches record the negation of the branch condition (“[A] <= 4” in this case). The constraint is recorded in the initial value buffer entry corresponding to the root memory location of the symbolic value.

Equality constraints. An equality constraint is set whenever a symbolic input is used in a way that cannot be tracked symbolically, thus ensuring that any difference in the initial value and final value will result in an abort. Equality constraints are introduced when symbolic values are supplied as inputs to (1) complicated arithmetic operations the implementation has chosen not to track symbolically (e.g., integer divide) or (2) the address calculation of loads or stores (but, critically, not the data input of store instructions). In addition, if an operation has multiple symbolic values as inputs, equality constraints are set on all but one to maintain the invariant that all operations have at most one symbolic input.

Pre-commit repair. As part of the commit process, the system enforces symbolic constraints by re-loading the final concrete value for each symbolic location. Symbolic constraints are evaluated using this final concrete value to ensure that the control flow remains valid. Next, RETCON generates the final concrete values for each symbolic register value and symbolic memory value (i.e., stores with symbolic data input register values). This involves updating the concrete value in the register file and writing concrete values into the data cache. To ensure atomicity during the repair process, all loads and stores set the read/written bits in the cache and conflict detection reverts to that of the baseline system (described in Chapter 2). Once repair has completed, the normal baseline transaction commit commences. Figure 8.4 on page 134 describes the repair algorithm in detail.

Example. Figure 8.5 on page 135 presents a step-by-step example of RETCON’s operation. This example shows the symbolic execution and commit operations of a processor due to block A that gets stolen away mid-transaction. The load to register r1 at time 1 initiates symbolic execution, populates the initial value buffer and the symbolic and concrete register files for r1; note that the read bit in the cache is not set. The symbolic data flows to r2 via the register file at time 2, which in turn introduces a constraint for A at time 3. At time 4, r2 is stored in address B, causing it to be tracked in the symbolic store buffer. The load from B at 5 forwards from the symbolic store buffer. Also at this time, A is removed from the cache due to a remote request; no conflict is triggered.
**RETCON Pre-Commit Process**

**Step #1.** Reacquire all lost blocks to obtain final concrete values, record them in the initial value buffer, and check that all control-flow constraints are satisfied by the current values of the blocks:

```
foreach Address A in Initial Value Buffer (IVB):
  if not already in cache, obtain read permission to A
  set DataCache[A].read bit
  IVB[A].value <- DataCache[A].value
  if new value does not satisfy IVB[A].constraint:
    abort
```

**Step #2.** Update memory and register state based on the values in the initial value buffer (which as of step #1 above, now contains the final concrete values):

```
foreach Address A in Symbolic Store Buffer (SSB):
  if not already in cache, obtain write permission to A
  set DataCache[A].written bit
  if SSB[A].sym == nil:
    DataCache[A].value <- SSB[A].value
  else:
    DataCache[A].value <- SSB[A].sym evaluated on value from IVB

foreach Register R in Symbolic Register File (SRF):
  if SRF[R].sym != nil:
    RF[R].value <- SRF[R].sym evaluated on value from IVB
```

Figure 8.4: **RETCON pre-commit repair algorithm.** To ensure atomicity of the commit process, the speculatively read/written bits are set when reacquiring lost blocks and before writing values into the data cache. If a conflict occurs during this pre-commit process, the baseline conflict management logic is invoked. Once the above repair has completed, the normal baseline transactional commit commences.

because A’s read bit was not set. At time $\bullet$, register r1 is overwritten with a new offset. The branch at time $\bullet$ updates the initial value buffer with an additional constraint on A. At time $\bullet$, the symbolic store to the symbolically tracked address A introduces another store buffer entry. The store to block B at time $\bullet$ is non-symbolic, hence B’s entry is invalidated in the symbolic store buffer and the store value is written speculatively into the cache. The commit process begins at time $\bullet$ by fetching A into the cache speculatively, verifying that the new value of A (6) still satisfies the constraint and computing the new value to be stored to A in the symbolic store buffer. In the final step of the commit process, r1’s concrete value is written back into the register file and store to A is drained from the store buffer to the cache, and any speculative bits in the cache are flash-cleared.
Figure 8.5: Example of RETCON operation. The operation of RETCON in this example is described at the end of Section 8.1.
8.1.2 Conflict Idioms that RETCON Can Repair

In this section, we detail the basic conflict idioms that RETCON can repair without requiring rollback. Figure 8.6 on page 137 details a case where two transactions concurrently perform additions to a shared variable. As described above, RETCON can track these additions symbolically and use the symbolic information to repair the effects of the conflict at transaction commit. Figure 8.7 on page 137 illustrates a similar but more complex example where RETCON tracks symbolic values through memory. These idioms are similar to those of performance counter and transaction ID fields.

Figure 8.8 on page 138 details a more complex case. In addition to performing addition on a shared variable, one transaction uses the variable as input to a branch. The conflict that occurs on the variable does not change the direction in which the branch is resolved. RETCON tracks the addition symbolically, while the control flow on the symbolically-tracked variable generates a constraint that its value must satisfy when reacquired to avoid an abort (in this case, that the reacquired value be less than 64). At commit RETCON reacquires the variable, verifies that the constraint is satisfied, and uses the symbolic information to repair output state. Figure 8.9 on page 138 illustrates an example where multiple branches occur on a symbolically-tracked input. These idioms are similar to those of conflicts on hashtable occupancy fields that do not affect resizing of the hashtable and conflicts on reference counts that do not affect whether the object is garbage collected.

8.1.3 Conflict Idioms that RETCON Cannot Repair

In this section, we detail conflict idioms that RETCON cannot repair. Figure 8.10 on page 139 details a case where a conflict results in the control flow of a transaction being changed. In this case, the constraint that had been generated by that control flow will be violated, and RETCON will abort the transaction. Examples of this idiom are a conflict on a hashtable occupancy field that causes a hashtable resize or a conflict on a reference count that affects whether the object is garbage collected.

Figure 8.11 on page 139 details a case where a conflict occurs on a variable that was used to index into memory. As the use of the variable to index into memory generates a constraint that this variable remain equal to its original value, RETCON will abort the transaction. An example of this idiom is transactions simultaneously enqueuing and dequeuing from a shared queue.
int x = 42;

proc1(){
    transaction{
        ... 
        x += 7 
        ... 
    }
}

proc2(){
    transaction{
        ... 
        x += 5; 
        ... 
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.6: An idiom that RETCON can repair: conflicts involving only addition. proc1 and proc2 conflict on their additions to x. RETCON symbolically tracks these additions and reapplies them to the current value of x at transaction commit to repair this conflict without rolling back.

int x = 42; 
int y = 0;

proc1(){
    transaction{
        ... 
        r1 = x; 
        r1++; 
        y = r1; 
        r3 = y; 
        r3++; 
        x = r3; 
        ... 
    }
}

proc2(){
    transaction{
        ... 
        r2 = x; 
        r2++; 
        x = r2; 
        ... 
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.7: Example of RETCON tracking through memory. x and y are shared variables residing in memory, and r1, r2, and r3 are registers. RETCON tracks symbolic values throughout the computation (including the forwarding through memory performed by proc1). When proc1 commits, RETCON reacquires x, stores its current value plus one to y, and stores that value plus two back to x.
int x = 42;

proc1()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        x++; x++;
        if (x > 64)
        {
            //untaken
            ...
        }
    }
}

proc2()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        x++; x++;
        if (x > 64)
        {
            //untaken
            ...
        }
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.8: **An idiom that RETCON can repair: conflicts not changing control flow.** proc1 and proc2 conflict on their additions to x. RETCON symbolically tracks these additions. Additionally, the control flow on x in proc1 generates a constraint on the value that x can take when reacquired by proc1: it must be less than 64. At commit RETCON reacquires x, checks that the constraint is satisfied, and reapplyes the addition.

int x = 42;

proc1()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        x++; x++;
        if (x > 64)
        {
            //untaken
            ...
        }
    }
}

proc2()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        x++; x++;
        if (x > 64)
        {
            //untaken
            ...
        }
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.9: **Generating a constraint from multiple branches.** proc1 and proc2 conflict on their additions to x. RETCON symbolically tracks these additions. The first branch on x in proc1 additionally generates a constraint that x must be less than 64 when reacquired. The second branch updates this constraint to the more restrictive constraint that x must be less than 63 when reacquired. At commit RETCON reacquires x, checks that the constraint is satisfied, and reapplyes the addition.
int x = 63;

proc1()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        x++; x++;
        if (x > 64) ...
        //untaken
    }
}

proc2()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        x++; ...
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.10: An idiom that RETCON cannot repair: conflicts changing control flow. proc1 and proc2 conflict on their additions to x. If proc2 commits first, then the value of x will be 64 when it is reacquired at the commit of proc1. In this case, the x < 64 constraint that was generated by the control flow on x would be violated, and RETCON would abort the transaction. Repairing the transaction in this case would require executing the other direction of the branch, which is outside the scope of RETCON.

node* head = 0xffbb;

proc1()
{
    transaction{
        t = head->task;
        do_work(task);
    }
}

proc2()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        head = 0xcb0a;
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.11: An idiom that RETCON cannot repair: conflicts changing dataflow. proc1 and proc2 conflict on head. Because head is used to index into memory in proc1, a constraint will be generated that it remain equal to its original value. If proc2 commits first, the value of head will be changed when reacquired at the commit of proc1. In this case, RETCON would abort proc1.
float x = .687;

proc1()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        r1 = sin(x);
        x = r1;
        ...
    }
}

proc2()
{
    transaction{
        ...
        r2 = arctan(x);
        x = r2;
        ...
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.12: An idiom that RETCON cannot repair: conflicts on complex computation. proc1 and proc2 conflict on x. The computation perform on x is outside the bounds of the symbolic tracking performed by RETCON, and hence it generates a constraint that x remain equal to its original value. The conflict will thus cause RETCON to abort.

Finally, Figure 8.12 on page 140 details a case where a conflict occurs on a variable that was used as input to a computation too complex for RETCON to track symbolically. Similar to above, this use generates a constraint that the variable remain equal to its original value, and hence RETCON will abort the transaction.

8.2 Operational Details

The above description does not explicitly discuss how RETCON would be implemented within the processor core. In a naive implementation, each register would be shadowed by a symbolic register. This symbolic register would have fields for the symbolic location of the register as well as for the expression denoting the computation that had been performed to arrive at the current value of the register. To minimize the amount of space required for the symbolic location, it could be represented as a pointer into the initial value buffer rather than as an explicit address. The representation of the computation performed would depend on the computation that RETCON tracked symbolically. As discussed below, RETCON currently tracks only addition and subtraction. In this case, the computation would be represented by a simple counter. It is likely that more optimized implementations could be devised; we leave such efforts as future work.
The above description also assumes word-granularity aligned memory operations and conditionals that operate directly on register values. However, RETCON must handle features from real-world architectures such as condition codes, sub-word memory operations and unaligned memory operations. To handle condition codes, each condition code register is extended with a symbolic constraint field. When an arithmetic operation with a symbolically-tracked input updates a condition code register, the symbolic constraint of the condition code is updated to reflect the constraint required for that condition code to retain the same value. The form of the constraint depends on the semantics of the condition code. For example, for the “equal-to-zero” condition code, the constraint operator is one of equality if the condition code is set to true and one of inequality if the condition code is set false. When a conditional operation is performed on a condition code being tracked symbolically, the condition code’s constraint is added as a constraint on its root address.

To handle sub-word operations, RETCON adds a size field to symbolic values. If store-load communication becomes too complex (e.g., an 8-byte load forwards from two 4-byte stores or a 4-byte store partially overwrites an 8-byte symbolic load), RETCON sets equality constraints on the relevant inputs. Similarly, RETCON treats unaligned memory operations as computation that cannot be tracked symbolically, adding equality constraints to the input word(s) of the operation.

The predictor that RETCON employs operates at a cache-block granularity (as this is the granularity at which blocks may be lost from the cache). It is possible (and indeed likely) that a single cache block could hold both peripheral data and other types of data. Once RETCON starts tracking a block, it symbolically tracks all accesses to the block, including generating constraints as necessary. The process of constraint generation and checking ensures correctness regardless of what data resides in a block being tracked by RETCON. For instance, it may occur that peripheral data shares a block with other data on which conflicts occur that RETCON cannot repair. RETCON will detect these conflicts via violated constraints and will abort the transaction.

Finally, the fact that RETCON allows transactions to execute past conflicts can result in cases where transactions raise spurious exceptions or enter infinite loops (Figure 8.13 on page 142). RETCON’s approach to this so-called inconsistent data problem is similar to that taken by prior proposals [92]. When a transaction that has lost a block raises an exception, the hardware restarts the transaction with RETCON disabled. To prevent transactions from entering infinite loops due to inconsistent data, RETCON periodically reacquires stolen blocks and validates constraints.
int x = 42;
int y = 17;

proc1()
    transaction{
        if (x > 0)
            x = 0;
        r = x / y;
    }

proc2()
    transaction{
        x = 0;
        y = 0;
    }

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.13: **The inconsistent data problem.** `proc1` assumes that either both `x` and `y` are non-zero or both are zero. Because RETCON allows conflicts to occur without rollback, `proc1` could read the value of `x` from before `proc2` commits and the value of `y` from after `proc2` commits. This behavior would result in a spurious divide-by-zero exception.

### 8.3 RETCON Implementation Optimizations

The basic structures and operations described above admit several optimizations, which we describe below.

**Maintenance of initial value buffer entries at cache-block granularity.** To avoid reacquiring a stolen block each time a byte in the block is accessed for the first time, the initial value buffer maintains entries at cache-block granularity. A symbolic load starts symbolic tracking of the entire block. Constraints are maintained by a separate address-indexed and word-granularity buffer.

**Compressed representation of equality constraints.** RETCON represents equality constraints using per-byte “equality bits” added to entries in the initial value buffer. This optimization works synergistically with the previous one as it reduces pressure on the constraint buffer.

**Avoidance of upgrade misses during pre-commit.** As described thus far, during the commit process RETCON issues two misses for blocks that it has symbolically read and written (first to acquire the block via a read to check constraints followed by an upgrade miss when writing the block into the cache). To avoid this second miss, RETCON includes per-block written bits on initial value buffer entries. If the written bit is set, the block is acquired with write permission during the initial precommit phase.
node* head = 0xffbb;

proc1() {
  transaction {
    t = head->task;
    do_work(task);
  }  
  ... 
  ...
  ...
  ...
}

proc2() {
  transaction {
    head = 0xcb0a;
  }  
  ... 
  ...
  ...
  ...
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.14: How RETCON can capture laziness. proc1 and proc2 conflict on head. An eager conflict detection algorithm would detect this conflict and have to resolve it. In a lazy conflict detection algorithm, if proc1 commits first, both transactions can commit. In this case RETCON would be able to commit both transactions as well, as the write to head by proc2 would be kept in the symbolic store buffer until transaction commit. Note, however, that neither RETCON nor regular lazy conflict detection can avoid an abort if proc2 commits first (Figure 8.11 on page 139).

**Efficient representation of symbolic computation.** Limiting the type of computation that can be symbolically tracked to be only additions and subtractions allows optimization of symbolic representations [85]. RETCON (1) tracks symbolic values succinctly as (input_address, increment) pairs, (2) collapses all arithmetic computation on symbolic values to cumulative increments, and (3) represents constraints by succinct intervals. RETCON precisely represents any number of constraints (≤, <, =, >, ≥) by the most restrictive interval bounding the symbolic value. Similarly, RETCON compactly represents any number of not-equal-to constraints—at the cost of some loss of precision—by tracking the interval in which the value cannot reside.

8.4 Other Benefits of RETCON

Although the purpose of RETCON is to enable recovery from remotely-changed inputs, its potential benefits extend further. First, RETCON’s property of selectively delaying conflict resolution until transaction commit provides a form of lazy conflict detection; as discussed in Section 2.3 lazy conflict detection can enhance concurrency over eager conflict detection by allowing readers to
struct mystruct{
    int x;
    int y;
};
struct mystruct s;

proc1()
{
    proc2()
    {
        transaction
        {
            ...
            s.x = 5;
            ...
        }
    }
}

P = proc1() || proc2()

Figure 8.15: **How RETCON can eliminate false sharing conflicts.** proc1 and proc2 access different fields of a shared struct s. These fields likely reside on the same cache block, causing a conflict in the baseline address-based HTM system (which detects conflicts at cache block granularity). In RETCON, constraints are generated at a word (or sub-word) granularity. Hence, if two transactions access separate words within a cache block, then each transaction’s constraints are guaranteed to be satisfied (since the value that it accessed has not been remotely changed) and each transaction can commit.

commit before a conflicting writer. Figure 8.14 on page 143 illustrates how RETCON can capture the performance benefits of laziness by delaying writes until transaction commit.

Second, RETCON’s value-based detection of conflicts at a sub-block granularity eliminates conflicts due to false sharing [52] and silent sharing [62] in a similar manner to prior proposals on value-based conflict detection [82, 109]. Figure 8.15 on page 144 provides an example of how RETCON can eliminate conflicts due to false sharing. We analyze the impact of these benefits in Section 9.3

### 8.5 Related Work

Several proposals have focused on mitigating the performance limitations caused by conflicts in transactional memory and related contexts such as speculative locking [73, 88] and thread-level speculation [26, 40, 101, 105]. Bobba et al. [15] examine the performance pathologies present in conflict resolution schemes, including eager or lazy conflict detection [39, 71, 98], and recent work
proposes mixed eager/lazy strategies \[98\][111][112]. Value-based conflict detection has been used in the context of transactional memory for avoiding conflicts due to false sharing \[109\] as well as for compatibility with library code \[82\].

Researchers have proposed the use of speculative values to avoid conflicts due to true sharing. Dependence-aware transactional memory (DATM) \[92\] forwards speculatively written data between transactions. A globally enforced commit order guarantees atomicity and forward progress. DATM prevents aborts due to conflicts when transactions access shared data acyclically (such as incrementing a shared counter once), but aborts when there are repeated accesses to shared data between transactions (see Figure 8.1 on page 129). Other proposals have explored value prediction in the context of thread-level speculation and transactional memory \[26\][83][84][105].

Proposals such as open nested transactions \[16\][39][78], abstract nested transactions \[44\], and transactional boosting \[45\] seek to increase concurrency by providing programming abstractions. \textsc{RetCon} differs from these proposals by trading off generality for programmer transparency.

\textsc{RetCon} is inspired by proposals for repair via selective instruction replay \[21\][31][48][49][96][103]. The proposal most relevant in our context is ReSlice \[96\]. Within the context of thread-level speculation, ReSlice tracks the slice of instructions dependent on a load that is likely to result in a conflict, recording this slice in an instruction buffer. At commit, ReSlice sequentially re-executes the dependent slice of all loads whose input value has changed. As long as all branch outcomes are the same (\textit{i.e.}, control flow is unchanged) and no memory dependences have changed, such replay can successfully repair speculation, allowing it to commit.

The tradeoffs in symbolic tracking versus instruction slicing are efficiency of representation vs. generality of recomputation. On the side of efficiency, a long transaction might, for example, perform many hashtable inserts or reference count updates; RetCon would perform a constant amount of recomputation vs. the linear amount of state tracked and computation reperformed by an instruction replay-based scheme. In contrast, an instruction replay-based scheme can support replay of more complex types of computation (\textit{e.g.}, ReSlice allows memory addresses to change in re-execution as long as the new address does not change the dataflow of the slice).

Finally, other researchers have studied how to make Python interpreters more amenable to transactional memory via software restructuring. Tabba \[108\] performed an analysis of a transactionalized variant of the reference Python interpreter (the same interpreter used in this study). He describes a similar process of privatizing global variables to the one that we discussed in Chapter 3.
To handle the problem of reference counts, he instruments the `incref` and `decref` routines to avoid modifying the reference counts of objects that are known to never need deallocation (e.g., the object representing `True`). This solution introduces performance overhead and does not easily generalize. Riley and Zilles [93] explore software restructuring and observe aborts due to false conflicts when studying the behavior of the PyPy python interpreter with transactional memory. One key difference in the tasks of parallelizing PyPy and parallelizing standard python is that PyPy uses a conservative garbage collector and thus does not raise the problem of conflicts on reference counts.

### 8.6 Summary

This chapter proposed RETCON, a mechanism for hardware transactional memory that allows transactions to lose data during execution and transparently repairs the effects of remote modifications at commit. RETCON uses symbolic tracking of the relationships between inputs and outputs to achieve repair without replay. Section 8.1 detailed the architecture and high-level operation of RETCON. We discussed operational details and optimizations in Section 8.2 and Section 8.3 respectively, followed by a discussion of other benefits of RETCON in Section 8.4 and related work in Section 8.5. In the next chapter we quantitatively evaluate the impact of RETCON on the workloads that we use.
Chapter 9

Experimental Evaluation of RETCON

This chapter experimentally evaluates the performance impact of RETCON on the workloads described in Chapter 3. Our most important objective is to determine whether RETCON can eliminate the performance impact of auxiliary data conflicts on these workloads. We also seek to answer the question of whether RETCON achieves performance benefits from its incorporation of laziness and value-based conflict detection. Finally, we seek to show that the amount of state that RETCON requires is small.

In the next section we describe the methodology that we use to evaluate RETCON. Section 9.2 evaluates the performance impact of RETCON on our workloads. Section 9.3 examines the question of how much of the performance impact of RETCON is due to the ability of RETCON to repair auxiliary data conflicts and how much is due to its incorporation of laziness and value-based conflict detection. Section 9.4 studies whether the inexact representation of constraints employed by RETCON results in performance degradation compared to a (less space-effective) exact representation. Section 9.5 studies the sensitivity of RETCON to parallelism of reacquires at transaction commit, and Section 9.6 studies the sensitivity of RETCON to structure size. Section 9.7 examines the sensitivity of RETCON to the configuration of the predictor that is used to determine whether to track blocks symbolically, and Section 9.8 discusses potential implications of RETCON on power. Finally, Section 9.9 summarizes the main results of the chapter and discusses remaining performance challenges.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>32 in-order x86 cores, 1 IPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 cache</td>
<td>64 KB, 4-way set associative, 64B blocks, 1-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 cache</td>
<td>Private, 1MB, 4-way SA, 64B blocks, 10-cycle hit latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>100-cycle DRAM lookup latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permissions-only cache</td>
<td>256B, 4-way set associative, read-only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanism for overflows</td>
<td>ONETM-Concurrent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence</td>
<td>Directory-based protocol, 20-cycle hop latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETCON structures</td>
<td>8-entry initial value buffer, 8-entry constraint buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETCON predictor</td>
<td>4 sets, 4-way SA, 8-bit saturating counters, 1:100 up/down training ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Simulated RETCON configuration.

9.1 Methodology

We use the workloads and infrastructure described in Chapter 3. All of the configurations evaluated in this chapter employ the bounded HTM with cleaning-based version management, a 256-byte 4-way set-associative read-only permissions-only cache, and ONETM-Concurrent implementing strong atomicity to handle overflows. This includes a baseline configuration that employs purely address-based conflict detection (i.e., the configuration evaluated in Section 7.5).

The version of RETCON that we evaluate employs the optimizations discussed in Section 8.3. Our default configuration of RETCON supports tracking at most eight cache blocks symbolically and maintaining constraints on up to eight word-granularity addresses. Vagaries of our simulator prevented us from easily bounding the size of the word-granularity symbolic store buffer; we analyze this number below. By default, we configure RETCON’s commit-time repair process to reacquire all lost blocks in parallel and reperform stores serially after all blocks have been reacquired.

RETCON uses a predictor to determine which data blocks invoke value-based and symbolic tracking. The default configuration of this predictor is as follows. The predictor is a tagged table of 16 eight-bit saturating counters indexed by the data block address. It is 4-way set-associative (i.e., the table is organized into 4 sets of 4 entries each). The predictor learns based on observed conflicts. To avoid elongating the amount of time that is spent in transactions that will eventually abort, a violated constraint causes the predictor to train down aggressively, requiring the observation of 100 conflicts on that block before attempting symbolic tracking on that block again.
We summarize the defaults of the default machine configuration used in this chapter in Table 9.1 on page 148.

9.2 Performance Impact of RETCON

Figure 9.1 on page 150 presents the impact of RETCON on workload scalability. In several cases, the ability of RETCON to repair conflicts changes the qualitative behavior of the workload. Most significantly, RETCON transforms python_opt from a workload that has no scaling for the baseline configuration to one that has near-linear scaling (25x on 32 cores) by eliminating the performance impact of reference counter updates. Similarly, RETCON’s ability to resolve conflicts on hashtable occupancy field updates without rollbacks changes the characteristics of genome-sz, intruder_opt-sz, and vacation_opt-sz. Whereas without RETCON the performance of these workloads is significantly worse than the corresponding variants with a fixed-size hashtable, the addition of RETCON makes them insensitive to whether the hashtable is fixed-size or resizable. As Figure 9.2 on page 150 illustrates, the cause of this performance increase is a reduction in time lost to conflicts.

9.3 What Contributes to RETCON Performance?

As discussed in Section 8.4, RETCON provides multiple benefits over a baseline HTM system employing eager conflict detection: in addition to admitting transaction commits wherein a value read has been changed remotely, RETCON can reduce conflicts versus the baseline system due to its selective use of laziness and value-based conflict detection. To provide insight into the sources of RETCON’s performance gains, we evaluate two limited variants of RETCON in which values read are not allowed to change. In the first variant, which we refer to as lazy, values read are checked to have the same value at a block granularity at commit. This variant captures the performance benefits of lazy conflict detection. In the second variant, which we refer to as vb, values read are checked to have the same value at commit at a byte granularity. This variant captures the effects of eliminating false sharing conflicts as well as laziness. Neither variant, however, allows commits where a value read has been changed remotely.
Figure 9.1: **Scalability of RETCON over sequential execution.** “base” represents the performance of ONETM-Concurrent (as evaluated in Section 7.5). “retcon” represents the performance that results when RETCON is added to this system.

Figure 9.2: **Breakdown of RETCON execution time.**
Figure 9.3: Performance of variants of RETCON. “lazy” captures the performance benefits of laziness. “vb” additionally captures the performance benefits of eliminating conflicts on false sharing.
Figure 9.4 presents the scalability of these variants of RETCON. In most cases, the ability of RETCON to repair effects of remote modifications is needed to achieve the performance gains observed in the last section. One exception is vacation, in which the performance gains of RETCON are due to its incorporation of laziness.

9.4 Impact of Inexact Constraint Representation on RETCON

As described in Section 8.3, RETCON presents constraints via intervals: RETCON represents any number of constraints ($\leq$, $<$, $=$, $>$, $\geq$) by the *most restrictive interval* bounding the symbolic value, and it represents any number of not-equal-to constraints by tracking the interval in which the value cannot reside. The former representation is precise. The latter, however, is not. For example, RETCON represents the constraints that a given value must not be equal to 4 and also must not be equal to 8 by excluding the value from residing in the interval $[4, 8]$. If the value is (for example) 6 at the time of reacquire, RETCON will cause an abort that is in fact spurious. If such spurious aborts occur frequently, performance degradation could result.

In this section we evaluate the performance impact of this inexact representation of constraints. Figure 9.4 presents the performance of the default configuration of RETCON as well
as a variant configuration that represents constraints exactly. This figure indicates that the inexact representation of constraints causes no performance degradation on the workloads that we use.

9.5 Sensitivity of RETCON to Parallelism of Commit-Time Reacquires

In its default configuration, RETCON reacquires lost blocks in parallel at transaction commit. Figure 9.5 on page 154 illustrates the performance impact of instead reacquiring blocks in serial at commit. As this figure shows, in most cases RETCON performance is not sensitive to this change. The only exception is python_opt, which loses significant performance if blocks are reacquired serially.

Figure 9.6 on page 154 gives insight into this result by showing the amount of time spent in transaction commit under the two variants. On almost all workloads, this time is nearly identical. For python_opt, however, reacquiring blocks serially causes a large increase in the time spent in transaction commit.

9.6 Sensitivity of RETCON to Structure Size

In this section, we examine the impact of varying RETCON structure sizes on performance. To provide context for this study, Table 9.2 on page 155 presents data for a limit study on the amount of state used by RETCON (for reference, we present the same data for the default RETCON configuration in Table 9.3 on page 156). In this limit study, RETCON structures were sized at 1024 entries. This limit study indicates that the number of blocks lost per transaction is generally quite small, on average below 4 on all workloads except python and python_opt. It does, however, reach a maximum greater than 8 on several workloads, indicating that there is a potential for performance increase by increasing structure sizes beyond those of the default RETCON configuration.

Inspired by these facts, we run two variant configurations of RETCON. In the first variant, the initial value buffer and constraint buffer can hold only 4 entries each. In the second variant, which serves as the above-mentioned limit study, the initial value buffer and constraint buffer can hold 1024 entries each. In this variant, we also increase the number of entries in the predictor to 1024 and the parallelism of commit-time reacquires to 32 to keep the system balanced.
Figure 9.5: **Impact of serial reacquire at commit on RETCON performance.** “parallel” represents RETCON in its default configuration of reacquiring blocks in parallel at commit. “serial” represents a variant that reacquires blocks serially at commit.

Figure 9.6: **Impact of serial reacquire on RETCON time in transaction commit.**
Table 9.2: **Limit study of RETCON structure utilization.** RETCON structures are sized to 1024 entries. The columns, in order, show the average and maximum (in parentheses) number of (a) 64B blocks stolen away during a transaction, (b) initial value buffer entries, (c) symbolic registers repaired at commit, (d) symbolic stores performed at commit, (e) symbolic constraints to be checked at commit, and (f) instructions in a dependent slice (i.e., the number of instructions that would need to be buffered and replayed in an instruction replay-based scheme).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>blocks lost</th>
<th>blocks tracked</th>
<th>symbolic registers</th>
<th>private stores</th>
<th>constr. addr.</th>
<th>slice size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>0.1 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.6 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.0 (17.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>0.0 (6.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (34.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (14.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (61.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome-sz</td>
<td>0.0 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.5 (34.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (14.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (61.0)</td>
<td>14.9 (120.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation</td>
<td>0.7 (3.0)</td>
<td>2.5 (7.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation_opt</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation_opt-sz</td>
<td>0.6 (3.0)</td>
<td>1.7 (3.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (5.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (3.0)</td>
<td>12.1 (30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labyrinth</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>0.4 (8.0)</td>
<td>1.7 (17.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (17.0)</td>
<td>1.3 (24.0)</td>
<td>3.6 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder_opt</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder_opt-sz</td>
<td>0.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (5.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (4.0)</td>
<td>7.5 (10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yada</td>
<td>0.4 (33.0)</td>
<td>1.6 (37.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (71.0)</td>
<td>1.5 (74.0)</td>
<td>9.3 (42.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python</td>
<td>10.9 (21.0)</td>
<td>12.8 (22.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>16.6 (37.0)</td>
<td>29.5 (90.0)</td>
<td>141.4 (230.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python_opt</td>
<td>5.2 (9.0)</td>
<td>5.2 (9.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>6.0 (10.0)</td>
<td>7.4 (13.0)</td>
<td>185.3 (230.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.7: **Impact of RETCON structure sizes on performance.** “default” uses the default configuration of an 8-entry initial value buffer, an 8-entry constraint buffer, and the ability to make 8 requests in parallel at reacquire. “small” uses a 4-entry initial value buffer and constraint buffer and can make 4 requests in parallel at reacquire. “large” uses a 1024-entry initial value buffer and constraint buffer and can make 32 requests in parallel at reacquire.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>blocks lost</th>
<th>blocks tracked</th>
<th>symbolic registers</th>
<th>private stores</th>
<th>constr. addr.</th>
<th>slice size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>0.1 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.6 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>1.0 (17.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>0.0 (7.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (16.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (8.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome-sz</td>
<td>0.0 (7.0)</td>
<td>0.3 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (14.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (8.0)</td>
<td>16.1 (120.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation</td>
<td>0.7 (3.0)</td>
<td>2.5 (7.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation_opt</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation_opt-sz</td>
<td>0.6 (3.0)</td>
<td>1.7 (3.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (5.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (3.0)</td>
<td>12.1 (30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labyrinth</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>0.4 (6.0)</td>
<td>1.3 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (14.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (8.0)</td>
<td>3.6 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder_opt</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (4.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder_opt-sz</td>
<td>0.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (5.0)</td>
<td>0.2 (4.0)</td>
<td>7.5 (10.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yada</td>
<td>0.3 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.9 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.7 (22.0)</td>
<td>0.7 (8.0)</td>
<td>9.8 (42.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python</td>
<td>6.0 (8.0)</td>
<td>7.9 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>9.6 (14.0)</td>
<td>8.0 (8.0)</td>
<td>117.2 (230.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python_opt</td>
<td>5.1 (8.0)</td>
<td>5.2 (8.0)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>6.0 (9.0)</td>
<td>7.1 (8.0)</td>
<td>192.6 (230.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.3: **RETCON structure utilization.** The columns, in order, show the average and maximum (in parentheses) number of (a) 64B blocks stolen away during a transaction, (b) initial value buffer entries, (c) symbolic registers repaired at commit, (d) symbolic stores performed at commit, (e) symbolic constraints to be checked at commit, and (f) instructions in a dependent slice (*i.e.*, the number of instructions that would need to be buffered and replayed in an instruction replay-based scheme).

---

Figure 9.7 on page 155 shows the performance of these variant configurations. The smaller configuration has performance loss only on python_opt. On that workload, however, the performance loss is disastrous. The larger configuration results in small performance increases on several workloads (*e.g.*, python_opt).

### 9.7 Sensitivity of RETCON to Predictor Configuration

In this section, we examine the sensitivity of RETCON to the configuration of the predictor that is used to determine whether to track a block symbolically. We vary the predictor along three dimensions: predictor size, number of bits in the saturating counter, and the training ratio.

We first study the sensitivity of RETCON performance to predictor size. Figure 9.8 on page 157 presents the performance of RETCON variants with an 8-entry predictor, a 16-entry predictor (the default), a 32-entry predictor, and a 1024-entry predictor. All of these predictors are 4-way set-associative. The results indicate that the 16-entry predictor is able to capture the performance of the larger predictors, while the 8-entry predictor has only minor performance degradation (*e.g.*, on genome).
Figure 9.8: **Impact of varying size of RETCON predictor.** “8” represents an 8-entry predictor, “16” a 16-entry predictor (i.e., the default configuration), “32” a 32-entry predictor, and “1024” a 1024-entry predictor.
We next study the sensitivity of RETCON performance to the number of bits in the saturating counters of the predictor entries. Figure 9.9 on page 158 presents the performance of RETCON variants with 2-bit saturating counters, 4-bit saturating counters, 8-bit saturating counters (the default), and 16-bit saturating counters. These results show that RETCON is generally insensitive to this parameter. However, on kmeans, the 2-bit and 4-bit counter variants suffer performance degradation relative to the default 8-bit variant.

Finally, we study the sensitivity of RETCON performance to the training ratio of the predictor. Figure 9.10 on page 159 presents the performance of RETCON variants with a 1:1 up/down training
Figure 9.10: Impact of varying training ratio of RETCON predictor. “1” represents a 1:1 up/down training ratio, “10” a 1:10 ratio, “50” a 1:50 ratio, “100” a 1:100 ratio (i.e., the default configuration), and “200” a 1:200 ratio.
ratio, a 1:10 ratio, a 1:50 ratio, a 1:100 ratio (the default), and a 1:200 ratio. Once again, RETCON is generally insensitive to this parameter. However, on kmeans the variants with 1:1 and 1:10 training ratios suffer performance degradation.

For completeness, we also studied the impact of varying the training ratio on RETCON configured with the other counter sizes from Figure 9.9 on page 158. Results (not shown) were qualitatively similar to those presented in Figure 9.10 on page 159. In particular, none of the variant training ratios enabled the 2-bit and 4-bit counter variants to match the performance of the default RETCON configuration on kmeans.

9.8 Discussion of the Power Implications of RETCON

The structures employed by RETCON have several potential implications on power consumption. The initial value buffer is written on the first load of a symbolically-tracked block within a transaction. It is subsequently read by local loads as detailed in Figure 8.3 on page 132. To limit the power required by these accesses, the initial value buffer could be placed behind the L1 cache (i.e., it is accessed only when the block is not found in the L1 cache). The symbolic store buffer is written by symbolic stores and read by all local loads (Figure 8.3 on page 132), similar to the processor’s regular store buffer. The symbolic store buffer could potentially be integrated with the regular store buffer. Finally, the constraint buffer is accessed on conditionals with symbolically-tracked values as inputs. These structures could be completely powered down when empty.

Figure 9.11 on page 161 presents the percentage of execution time that the various RETCON structures are active (i.e., non-empty). For several workloads RETCON is active for a majority of execution time. Many (but not all) of these workloads are the ones on which RETCON increases performance significantly. On these workloads, the energy expended by RETCON is likely to be worth the performance gains, especially considering that these structures are organized as RAM-based structures (as opposed to CAM’s) and are small.

9.9 Summary and Remaining Challenges

In this chapter we analyzed the performance impact of RETCON on the workloads that we use. We found that RETCON was able to eliminate the performance impact of auxiliary data conflicts on
these workloads, resulting in significant speedups on several workloads. While RETCON’s incorporation of laziness and value-based conflict detection provided small performance benefits, RETCON’s ability to repair the effects of remote modifications was most responsible for its performance gains.

We also analyzed several important parameters of RETCON. We found that the inexact representation of constraints that RETCON employs did not degrade performance from a less space-efficient exact representation. We also found that RETCON could be configured to reacquire blocks serially rather than in parallel at commit with little performance loss. We performed an analysis on the impact of RETCON structure size on performance, finding that the default configuration of an 8-entry initial value buffer and constraint buffer approached the performance of an essentially-unbounded size configuration, but that a 4-entry initial value buffer and constraint buffer was insufficient to repair the effects of conflicts in python_opt. Finally, we analyzed the sensitivity of RETCON to the configuration of the predictor used to determine whether to track blocks symbolically, finding that RETCON is generally insensitive to the exact configuration of this predictor.

As Figure 9.1 on page 150 and Figure 9.2 on page 150 show, there are three workloads with significant conflicts that RETCON does not greatly affect: the unmodified variants of intruder, yada, and python. The nominal reason that RETCON cannot help on these workloads is that...
each of these workloads experiences conflicts due to multiple threads simultaneously enqueueing and dequeueing from shared lists. As the variables on which there is contention are used to index into memory (e.g., the pointer to the list head), RETCON is not able to repair these conflicts.

However, these workloads also serve as examples that a repair-based approach is not always the right one to take. In each of these cases, the data elements being operated on are central to the dataflow of the entire transaction. Therefore, a repair that involves selecting a different list element at commit than one previously selected during execution would likely involve redoing most of the work of the transaction, resulting in little savings over a full abort. In such cases, an approach based on forwarding speculative values (e.g., the pointer to the head of the queue in intruder) such as dependence-aware transactional memory (DATM) [92] may be more useful. We discuss the potential to integrate such a technique into RETCON as well as other avenues of future work in Section [10.2].
Chapter 10

Conclusions

In this chapter, we first summarize this dissertation in Section 10.1. We next outline directions for further research on our proposals in Section 10.2. Finally, I offer reflections on transactional memory in Section 10.3.

10.1 Dissertation Summary

In this dissertation, we have addressed two challenges to the applicability of hardware transactional memory as a general-purpose synchronization primitive: first, supporting transactions that are unbounded in space and time with high performance and low complexity, and second, maintaining robust performance in the presence of conflicts on auxiliary data. We outlined our baseline hardware support for bounded transactions. We described the usage of the permissions-only cache to extend the range of this bounded hardware transactional memory and proposed ONETM as a mechanism for handling the case of overflows of the bounded HTM. Via experimental evaluation, we showed that the combination of the permissions-only cache and ONETM can provide similar performance to that of an idealized hardware transactional memory that supports unbounded transactions with full concurrency and no overheads.

After removing overflows as a performance bottleneck, we found that data conflicts formed the primary remaining source of performance loss on our workloads. We proposed a novel form of conflict detection that tracks relationships between inputs and outputs symbolically during execution and uses these relationships to account for changed inputs at commit. We described the architecture
and operation of RETCON, our instantiation of this approach that is tailored to the needs of auxiliary data. Our experimental evaluation showed that RETCON mitigates the performance impact of a class of auxiliary data conflicts in our workloads.

10.2 Future Work

The primary avenues of future work that we see stemming from this dissertation focus on increasing the robustness of hardware transactional memory to conflicts. In this regard, we see two potential extensions of RETCON: first, extending RETCON to repair the effects of conflicts that change symbolically-tracked memory addresses, and second, integrating RETCON with techniques that communicate speculative data.

Repairing state after conflicts that change symbolically-tracked memory addresses is a complex problem. The primary difficulty is that changing memory addresses can potentially also change dataflow, i.e., which loads forward from which stores. In effect, it could change the dependent slice of the conflicting address. While this complication can be handled (e.g., [48, 103]), it is challenging.

One potentially fruitful avenue of tackling this problem in the context of RETCON is to seek to repair only conflicts that do not change the dependent slice. Although this would not capture all conflicts, it would still be sufficient to repair some of the conflicts in the workloads that we have studied (e.g., conflicts on freelists in python). How much this restriction simplifies the problem is an open question.

We also note that some conflicts are simply not amenable to a repair-based approach. For example, consider transactions that dequeue data from a shared workqueue and then compute on this data (as intruder does). Repairing the effects of a conflict on the workqueue amounts to essentially redoing the entire computation of the transaction. Thus, even if we were able to extend RETCON to repair the effects of more general classes of conflicts, there would be conflicts for which this repair-based process does not increase performance.

Researchers have proposed an alternate approach that employs speculative values, for example by forwarding values from in-progress transactions [92] or by predicting values [26, 83, 84, 105]. RETCON does not currently incorporate speculative value forwarding, but it is well-suited to do so. By generating constraints throughout execution and checking that the current architectural value
satisfies all generated constraints at commit, RETCON ensures correctness regardless of the source of the value used during execution (e.g., the current architectural value, a forwarded value from an in-progress transaction, or a predicted value). This technique could help increase the robustness of RETCON to conflicts that are not suitable to a repair-based approach (e.g., transactions dequeueing tasks from a shared workqueue and processing these tasks). We see unifying RETCON with such speculative value forwarding techniques as a promising area of future work.

Finally, we note that creating a concurrent version of the Python interpreter via transactional memory is not a solved problem. By increasing the robustness of HTM to auxiliary data conflicts, this dissertation took an initial step toward enabling such a concurrent interpreter. However, conflicts on reference counts are not the only ones plaguing the interpreter. As we outlined in Chapter 3, Python also experiences conflicts on shared data structures such as freelists. More complex workloads are likely to exercise other conflicts in the interpreter as well. Just as our initial investigations on transactionalizing the Python interpreter led us to the problem of auxiliary data conflicts, we expect that further investigations will also inspire innovation in transactional memory design that is more broadly applicable — along the lines mentioned above or others.

10.3 Reflections on Transactional Memory

This section offers my reflections on transactional memory.\textsuperscript{1} I have developed these reflections over the course of five years spent working on this dissertation. They have also been informed by my work on deep speculation in other contexts \[12\], experience gained from a fruitful summer spent at IBM Research, and insights gained from the work of others (an incomplete list includes \[18, 19, 33, 36, 41, 50, 52, 72, 73, 79, 88, 89, 91, 92, 101, 105, 115\]).

Locks are unlikely to go away in the near future. Expert programmers will always see a benefit to putting in more programming effort in return for finer-grained control over the robustness of the performance of synchronization. As a result, transactional memory must factor in interaction with locks as a first-class concern. While there have been promising efforts in this direction (e.g., \[114\]), this problem is a challenging one with no single right solution.

\textsuperscript{1}As these thoughts and opinions are my own and not necessarily shared by my co-authors, I use the singular pronoun throughout this section.
Transactional memory is dead; long live speculative concurrency. It is not clear whether transactional memory will become generally adopted as a programming interface. However, the idea of speculative parallel execution of critical sections with the semantics of isolation will continue to be relevant regardless of whether the interface presented to the programmer is transactional or is lock-based ([73] [88]).

The primary challenge of speculative concurrency is supporting common programming paradigms with high performance. There is a compelling argument for the implementation of synchronization using speculation. However, microarchitecture designers must make such speculation robust to common programming paradigms for it to be truly useful to programmers other than expert parallel programmers (to whom the task of conventional lock-based programming is probably a manageable one). This dissertation has aimed to take steps in that direction, but the challenge of course extends far beyond the problem of auxiliary data updates. One example is the paradigm of using lists to implement an unordered set interface (e.g., freelists).

Deep speculation will be a useful mechanism for multiprocessors regardless of the benefits of speculative concurrency. Mechanisms of deep speculation such as those presented in Chapter 2 can reduce communication costs in multiprocessors via load latency tolerance [52] and store latency tolerance [12, 18, 115]. As such, the utility of these mechanisms is not entirely dependent on there being a perceived benefit for using them in the context of synchronization.

The last point mentioned above is particularly important, as it increases the likelihood that deep speculation mechanisms will appear in future multiprocessors. The appearance of these mechanisms will then provide an avenue for researchers to address the above-described challenge of further increasing their utility as a means of enabling high-performance synchronization. With respect to this challenge, I conclude this dissertation with a statement from Mark Moir that was originally made in the context of high-performance non-blocking software transactional memory but applies equally well here: “Of course it’s hard! That’s what they pay us for!”
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